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Abstract

In recent years, there has been a growing fascination with decentralized systems and self-organizing phenomena. Increasingly, people are choosing decentralized models for the organizations and technologies that they construct in the world, and for the theories that they construct about the world.

But even as decentralized ideas spread through the culture, there is a deep-seated resistance to such ideas. In trying to understand natural systems, people often assume centralized control where none exists (for example, assuming that a "leader bird" guides the rest of the flock). And in constructing artificial systems, people often impose centralized control where none is needed (for example, using top-down, hierarchical programming structures to control a robot’s behavior).

To probe how people think about decentralized systems, and to help them develop new ways of thinking about such systems, I developed a massively-parallel programming language with which people can easily create and experiment with decentralized systems. The language, which I call *Logo (pronounced star-logo), allows users to control the actions and interactions of thousands of artificial "creatures" on the computer screen. For example, a user might write simple programs for thousands of artificial "ants," then observe the colony-level behaviors that arise from all of the interactions.

High-school students have used *Logo to construct and explore a variety of decentralized microworlds. One pair of students programmed the motion of cars on a highway, exploring how and why traffic jams form. Another student used *Logo to construct a simple ecological system with turtles and grass. Based on my observations of these students (along with self-observations of my own *Logo projects), I analyze the nature of the centralized mindset, arguing that people tend to assume patterns are formed “by lead or by seed.” In addition, I discuss how people, through engagement in new types of activities (such as *Logo explorations), can begin to move beyond the centralized mindset.
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Preface

When I was growing up, in a suburb of Philadelphia, there was a small field on the side of our house. On summer evenings, I would go to the “side lot” (as we called it), lie on my back, and stare into the sky. My eyes would dance from star to star. But it wasn’t so much the stars that held my attention. Rather, it was the space between, around, and beyond the stars. At an early age (maybe seven or eight), I had started to wonder about all that space. Does it go on forever? If not, where does it end? How does it end?

Every answer that I could think of seemed equally absurd. I could not imagine the universe going on forever. But how could it end? If there is a wall at the end of the universe, what is on the other side? These questions frustrated and fascinated me. Of course, I came across many other questions that I couldn’t answer. But for most questions, even if I didn’t know the answer, I could at least imagine that there was an answer. Questions about the “end of the universe” took on a different status for me. I couldn’t even imagine any answers. No answers seemed possible.

As I grew older, I became interested in puzzles and paradoxes. I spent many hours trying to sort out the sentence: *This sentence is false.* (If the sentence is true, then it must be false! But if it is false, it must be true!) After a while, my mind would always wander back to my Ultimate Paradox, the paradox of a universe that can’t go on forever but can never end.

In school, I was attracted to math and physics, two fields filled with paradoxes and counter-intuitive ideas. As an undergraduate at Princeton University, I decided to major in physics, specializing in astrophysics and cosmology. I was determined to develop a better understanding of my Ultimate Paradox. In physics courses, I learned how to derive and manipulate the equations of general relativity, the field most directly related to my Ultimate Paradox. But it wasn’t the equations that really interested me. The equations didn’t provide the “answer” to the Ultimate Paradox. The equations were just a foundation, a jumping-off point, for thinking about the Ultimate Paradox. I kept trying to develop new intuitions and new metaphors for thinking about the Ultimate Paradox. I learned that the universe might curve back on itself, just as the land on Earth curves back on itself as you travel all the way around the globe. But what does that mean? How can three-dimensional space “curve back on itself”? How could I envision that? How could I “feel” that?

During my senior year, I applied to graduate school in physics. But at the end of the year, I decided not to attend. I worried that physics graduate school would be filled with
too many equations, not enough qualitative insights. Instead, I started working as a journalist, specializing in science and technology. I was still fascinated with the mysteries and paradoxes of science, and I wanted to share my fascination with others.

I enjoyed working as a journalist. I spent two years writing about universities and high-technology companies around Boston, then another three years writing about Silicon Valley. I learned about science and technology from a totally new perspective—and, through my writing, I helped other people learn a little bit too (I hope). But something was missing. I didn’t feel the same level of intellectual excitement that I had felt in college. There was no Ultimate Paradox, no obsession driving my work. I began to recognize the importance and value of having obsessions.

Then, in 1982, I wrote a long article (a cover story for Business Week magazine) about research in the field of artificial intelligence. I talked with many leading researchers in the field. I became increasingly interested in questions about the mind. How can a mind emerge from a collection of mindless parts? It seems clear that no one part is “in charge” of the mind (or else it too would be a mind!). But how can a mind function so effectively and creatively without anyone (or anything) in charge?

At last, I had a new Ultimate Paradox, a new obsession. I wasn’t so much interested in the details of neuroscience, or even in the traditional research of artificial intelligence. Rather, I wanted to develop qualitative ways to think about my new Ultimate Paradox. I became interested not only in minds, but also other systems in which simple parts organize themselves into complex and sophisticated wholes. I became interested in evolution, hoping to gain a better understanding of how today’s sophisticated life forms evolved from a few simple chemicals. For me, there was something deeply intriguing, and deeply beautiful, about this self-organized emergence of order from disorder, of complexity from simplicity. I developed a strong emotional investment in this idea. Few things got me more upset than listening to creationists attacking the idea of evolution, attacking the idea that complexity can arise, on its own, from simple pieces.

My new Ultimate Paradox led me to new questions and new challenges. I wanted to understand how people think about the organized patterns and structures they see in the world, and why they resist certain ways of thinking about them. How do people come to terms with the Ultimate Paradox of systems that organize themselves? How could I help people develop new ways of thinking about—and appreciating—such systems?

This thesis is a result of my decade-long obsession with my new Ultimate Paradox.
Foundations

Any study which throws light upon the nature of "order" or "pattern" in the universe is surely nontrivial.

Gregory Bateson
Steps to an Ecology of Mind
1.1 Introduction

A flock of birds sweeps across the sky. Like a well-choreographed dance troupe, the birds veer to the left in unison. Then, suddenly, they all dart to the right and swoop down toward the ground. Each movement seems perfectly coordinated. The flock as a whole is as graceful—maybe more graceful—than any of the birds within it.

How do birds keep their movements so orderly, so synchronized? Most people assume that birds play a game of follow-the-leader: the bird at the front of the flock leads, and the others follow. But that’s not so. In fact, most bird flocks don’t have leaders at all. There is no special “leader bird.” Rather, the flock is an example of what some people call “self-organization.” Each bird in the flock follows a set of simple rules, reacting to the movements of the birds nearby it. Orderly flock patterns arise from these simple, local interactions. None of the birds has a sense of the overall flock pattern. The bird in front is not a “leader” in any meaningful sense—it just happens to end up there. The flock is organized without an organizer, coordinated without a coordinator.

Bird flocks are not the only things that work that way. Ant colonies, highway traffic, market economies, immune systems—in all of these systems, patterns are determined not by some centralized authority, but by local interactions among decentralized components. As ants forage for food, their trail patterns are determined not by the dictates of the queen ant, but by local interactions among thousands of worker ants. Patterns of traffic arise from local interactions among individual cars. Macroeconomic patterns arise from local interactions among millions of buyers and sellers. In immune systems, armies of antibodies seek out bacteria in a systematic, coordinated attack—without any “generals” organizing the overall battle plan.

In recent years, there has been a growing fascination with these types of systems. Ideas about decentralization and self-organization are spreading through the culture like a virus, infecting almost all domains of life. Increasingly, people are choosing decentralized models for the organizations and technologies that they construct in the world—and for the theories that they construct about the world.

Almost everywhere you look these days, there is evidence of decentralization. In Eastern Europe, centrally planned economies are crumbling. In American education, power is shifting from centralized bureaucracies to individual schools, as part of an effort known as school-based management. In technology, centralized mainframe computers are being replaced with distributed networks of computers. In the sciences, the decentralized
metaphors of evolution and ecology are increasingly influential. In cognitive-science research, scientists are proposing new, decentralized models of the mind. Perhaps most significantly, there are signs of decentralization in the ways that people think about knowledge itself.

But even as the influence of decentralized ideas grows, there is a deep-seated resistance to such ideas. At some deep level, people seem to have strong attachments to centralized ways of thinking. When people see patterns in the world (like a flock of birds), they often assume that there is some type of centralized control (a leader of the flock). According to this way of thinking, a pattern can exist only if someone (or something) creates and orchestrates the pattern. Everything must have a single cause, an ultimate controlling factor. The continuing resistance to evolutionary theories is an example: Many people still insist that someone or something must have explicitly designed the complex, orderly structures that we call Life.

This assumption of centralized control, a phenomenon I call the *centralized mindset*, is not just a misconception of the scientifically naive. It seems to affect the thinking of nearly everyone. Until recently, even scientists assumed that bird flocks must have leaders. It is only in recent years that scientists have revised their theories, asserting that bird flocks are leader-less and self-organized (Heppner and Grenander, 1990; Reynolds, 1987). A similar bias toward centralized theories can be seen throughout the history of science.

Of course, centralized ideas are not always bad or wrong. Some phenomena are described quite well by centralized theories. In some systems, there are leaders. And when people try to construct new technologies and new organizations, centralized strategies are often very useful. Sometimes, it is a good idea to put someone or something in charge. The problem is that people, in the past, have relied almost entirely on centralized strategies. Decentralized approaches have been ignored, undervalued, and overlooked. Centralized solutions have been seen as the solution.

That is starting to change, but only slowly. There is a powerful tension. On one side is the growing fascination with decentralized systems and self-organizing behaviors. On the other side is the deep commitment to centralized ways of thinking.

In this thesis, I explore both the allure of decentralization and the centralized mindset that resists it. I examine how people think about decentralized systems, and how they might learn about them in new ways. I describe new tools and activities that I designed to encourage people to experiment with new types of systems—and to engage in (and reflect upon) new types of thinking.
My investigation consists of several interwoven threads, each of which reinforces and enriches the others:

- **Probing people’s thinking.** How do people think about self-organizing behaviors? To what extent do they assume centralized causes and centralized control, even when none exists? Are people even aware of such assumptions? In the cognitive-science community, there has been a great deal of research into “folk physics,” examining how people think about concepts from Newtonian physics. Here, I am interested in “folk systems science,” aiming to understand how people think about systems.

- **Developing new conceptual tools.** In recent years, there has been considerable research into analytic techniques for describing and “solving” decentralized problems, and making accurate predictions about decentralized systems (e.g., Forrest, 1991). But that is not my primary interest. Rather, I am interested in developing heuristics and qualitative tools to help people think about decentralized systems in new ways. My hope is that these conceptual tools will help people move beyond the centralized mindset.

- **Developing new computational tools.** Probably the best way to develop better intuitions about decentralized systems is to construct and “play with” such systems. To make that possible, I developed a massively-parallel programming language that lets people control the actions of (and interactions among) thousands of computational objects. The language, called *Logo* (pronounced “star-logo”), is an extension of Logo, a programming language commonly used in pre-college education. Whereas traditional versions of Logo allow users to control a single graphic “turtle” (or maybe a few graphic turtles), *Logo* gives users control over thousands of graphic turtles. With *Logo*, people can create and explore a wide variety of decentralized systems. For example, a user might write simple programs for thousands of “artificial ants,” then watch the colony-level behaviors that arise from all of the interactions.

After designing *Logo*, I worked with about a dozen high-school students, helping them program and explore decentralized behaviors with *Logo*, and observing how their thinking evolved as they did so. One pair of students programmed the motion of cars on a highway, exploring how and why traffic jams form. Another student used *Logo* to construct and explore an ecological system with turtles and grass. My observations of the students, along with self-observations of my own *Logo* projects, provided me with ideas
for improving *Logo as a language—and, more importantly, insights into how people think (and how, given new tools, they might think) about decentralized systems.

This research might seem like a strange mixture. What field is it in? Is it Education? Computer Science? Psychology? Epistemology? Biology? In my view, it is all of the above—and necessarily so. It would be counter-productive to separate one from the others. Only by drawing on all of these domains is it possible to do justice to any of them.

**Organization of the Thesis**

This thesis is divided into five major parts: Foundations, Constructions, Explorations, Reflections, and Projections.

*Foundations* provides background and framework for the rest of the thesis. It explores examples of decentralization in many different domains, as evidence of the breadth and depth of the trend toward decentralization.

*Constructions* describes the design of the *Logo* programming language. It discusses both the educational ideas (in particular, constructionism) and the computational ideas (in particular, massive parallelism) underlying the design of the language.

*Explorations* describes nine *Logo* microworlds—simulated worlds that highlight essential ideas about decentralization and self-organization. It discusses how high-school students and I created and explored these microworlds, and what we learned as we did.

*Reflections* analyzes ways of thinking about decentralization and self-organization, based largely on experiences with *Logo* microworlds. It probes the nature of the centralized mindset, discusses the allure of decentralization, and proposes heuristics for thinking about decentralized systems.

*Projections* looks ahead.
1.2 The Era of Decentralization

On December 7, 1991, Russian President Boris Yeltsin met with the leaders of Ukraine and Belarus in a forest dacha outside the city of Brest. After two days of secret meetings, the leaders issued a declaration: "The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as a subject of international law and a geopolitical reality, is ceasing its existence." With that announcement, Yeltsin and his colleagues sounded the final death knell for a centralized power structure that had ruled for nearly 75 years. In its place, the leaders established a coalition of independent republics, and they promised a radical decentralization of economic and political institutions.

The next day, halfway around the world, another powerful institution announced its own decentralization plans. IBM Chairman John Akers publicly announced a sweeping reorganization of the computer giant, dividing the company into more than a dozen semi-autonomous business units, each with its own financial authority and its own board of directors. The goal was to make IBM more flexible and responsive to the needs of rapidly changing markets. As Business Week magazine put it: "The reorganization could amount to no less than a revolution in the way IBM does business" (Verity, 1991).

Thus, within days, two of the world's most powerful institutions announced radical transformations, abandoning centralized hierarchies in favor of more decentralized structures. Of course, the reorganizations of the Soviet Union and IBM were not directly related to one another. But the two reorganizations are both part of a broad trend that is sweeping through our culture. Throughout the world, there is an unprecedented shift toward decentralization.

The decentralization trend is evident in the ways that people organize countries and corporations, and in the ways people design new technologies. But more important, it is evident in the ways people think about the world. More so than ever before, scientists are using decentralized models and metaphors to describe the phenomena they observe in the world. The world itself hasn't changed dramatically. Rather, it is the scientists' way of viewing the world that is changing. Increasingly, scientists (and others) are seeing decentralization wherever they look. It seems fair to say that we have entered an Era of Decentralization.

Of course, interest in decentralization is not entirely new. More than 200 years ago, Adam Smith made a forceful argument against centralized government control of the economy. In The Wealth of Nations, published in 1776, Smith advocated decentralized
markets as a more orderly and more efficient alternative to centralized control. He used the image of the "invisible hand" to drive home the radical idea that economic order and justice can be achieved (and, in fact, are more likely to be achieved) without centralized control of the economy. Each individual in a society, wrote Smith, "neither intends to promote the public interest, nor knows how much he is promoting it...he intends only his own gain, and he is in this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible hand to promote an end which was no part of his invention" (p. 456). This faith in the decentralized actions of individuals can also be seen in other political and philosophical writings of Smith's era—including the United States Declaration of Independence, written just a few months after the publication of *The Wealth of Nations*.

Nearly a century after Adam Smith, Charles Darwin brought the idea of the invisible hand to biology. Darwin's challenge was to explain the organized complexity of living systems. Even the simplest creatures of the living world are more complex than the most complex machines of the technological world. Who or what is responsible for this organized complexity of living systems? Before Darwin, nearly everyone accepted a centralized explanation: God designed the complexity of creatures. In *Origin of Species*, Darwin offered the first serious alternative: his (decentralized) theory of natural selection. Just as Adam Smith asserted that centralized government control is not needed to create order in the economy, Darwin asserted that a centralized Designer of Life is not needed to create order in the living world. Instead, order and complexity arise from the decentralized processes of variation and selection.

So interest in decentralization is not a new phenomenon. But there is something new and different today. Ideas about decentralization are now spreading more widely, and penetrating more deeply, than ever before. More people are more open to the idea of decentralization. Decentralized phenomena have a high salience in today's culture: they are attracting more attention, generating more interest. As a result, decentralization has emerged as a theme in almost every domain of human activity. We seem to be undergoing a revolutionary change—what Thomas Kuhn (1962) would call a "paradigm shift"—in the way we see and construct the world.

This chapter examines the trend toward decentralization in five different domains:

- Decentralization in organizations
- Decentralization in technologies
- Decentralization in scientific models
- Decentralization in theories of self and mind
- Decentralization in theories of knowledge
It is not my goal to place any type of value judgment on these decentralization trends. The point is not whether the widespread interest in decentralization is good or bad, whether it has gone too far or not far enough. Just that it exists, and that it is having a profound affect on our world—and, more significantly, on how we see and think about our world.

As I investigated the growing interest in decentralized ideas in so many varied domains, my first inclination was to try to figure out which domain is the most influential. Does one of these domains act as the primary catalyst of decentralization, sparking decentralization in other domains? Perhaps new decentralized scientific models are influencing the ways we design our organizations and technologies? Or maybe it is the decentralization of technology that is provoking us to view the natural world in more decentralized ways?

But as I thought about it, I realized that my inquiry was violating the spirit of the very trend that I was trying to study. Why should there be a single, central, underlying cause for all of this decentralization? It seems better to view these domains as a type of auto-catalytic system: the decentralization of each domain reinforces and catalyzes the decentralization of the others. Most likely, there is no single, ultimate cause. Each domain provides new models and new metaphors that influence the others, refining and accelerating the decentralization trend.

The following overview is necessarily superficial, ignoring many of the subtleties and exceptions to the decentralization trend. It paints in broad strokes, not fine detail. Its goal is to provide the big picture of how decentralized ideas are spreading through the culture, affecting nearly all domains of life.

**Decentralization in Organizations**

The spread of decentralized ideas can be seen in organizations of all sizes and types—countries, companies, schools, clubs. Although details are different in each case, the basic idea is always the same: pushing authority and power down from the top, distributing rights and responsibilities more widely.

For some countries (such as the Soviet Union), decentralization has meant breaking apart into separate pieces. But changes in national boundaries are not nearly as important as changes in political and economic structures. Politically, countries throughout the world (especially, but not only, in Eastern Europe) are shifting away from totalitarianism toward democracy. Economically, countries are shifting away from centrally-controlled economies toward market-oriented economies. As a result, decision-making (both political and economic) is becoming more decentralized than ever before.
Of course, there are exceptions to the trend. In China, the government reasserted its centralized power with the brutal crackdown in Tiananmen Square. And in many of the former Soviet republics, democracy is very fragile. But the overall trend is clear. Between 1989 and 1991, countries with 1.5 billion people, more than one-quarter of the world’s population, moved away from autocratic toward more democratic forms of government, according to Freedom House, an American human-rights group. Now, for the first time ever, more than half of all countries are democracies. Political philosopher Francis Fukuyama, in a much discussed (and debated) book, declared that this victory of democracy and freedom represents nothing less than the “end of history”—that is, an end to the historical struggles between different political ideologies (Fukuyama, 1992).

A growing faith in market mechanisms is an important component of the decentralization trend. Many countries that previously relied on centrally-planned economies are now switching to market-oriented approaches. And countries where market-based economics are already firmly entrenched are starting to use market mechanisms even more than before. In the United States, the government is increasingly using market mechanisms as part of the regulatory process. In the past, the Federal Communications Commission decided how to allocate frequencies on the radio spectrum. But the commission recently proposed a new approach: let new spectrum users (for example, wireless telephones) buy frequencies from existing users (for example, microwave communications by railroads). Similarly, the government is now allowing companies to buy and sell “rights to pollute.” Each factory has pollution guidelines. But it can exceed those guidelines if it buys “pollution credits” from another factory that keeps its own pollution levels sufficiently below the guidelines.

In American education, decentralization is playing a role on several levels. The school-choice movement brings market-oriented thinking to the world of education, asserting that individual families—not the government—should decide where children go to school. Meanwhile, another movement called school-based management is pushing for a different type of decentralization: shifting decision-making authority from district (and state) offices to individual schools. Inside the classroom, a growing number of educators are recognizing the value of child-centered approaches to learning, transforming the teacher from a central authority figure into a catalyst, coach, and collaborator.

In the corporate world, too, there is decentralization on several levels. The rise of entrepreneurship in the 1980’s led to a proliferation of small companies and independent consultants. That trend is likely to continue. Economic activity can be coordinated in two different ways: either a company makes the parts it needs internally (via vertical integration), or it buys parts from outside suppliers (via the market). For example, General
Motors can make its own tires, or buy them from Goodyear. In the past, the high “coordination costs” of external purchases led many companies to make parts internally. But improvements in information technology are decreasing coordination costs, shifting the balance toward greater use of outside markets—and, thus, a proliferation of smaller firms (Malone, Yates, and Benjamin, 1987).

At the same time, management structures within companies are also becoming decentralized. Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution (and even before), companies have organized themselves as pyramid-like hierarchies. Information flowed up the hierarchy to the top, where decisions were made and passed back down the hierarchy. Thus, power, authority, and decision-making were centralized at the top in most corporations—and in many other organizations that followed the corporate model.

That is now changing. A 1989 *Harvard Business Review* article called “Managing Without Managers” explains: “The organizational pyramid is the cause of much corporate evil, because the tip is too far from the base. Pyramids emphasize power, promote insecurity, distort communications, hobble interaction, and make it difficult for the people who plan and the people who execute to move in the same direction” (Semler, 1989). In place of the traditional pyramid, companies are “flattening” their organizational structures by getting rid of middle managers and distributing decision-making responsibility more evenly through the organization. The movement started with employee participation in “quality circles” in the 1970’s. Now, companies are giving workers more responsibilities over production decisions. Some are even experimenting with “self-management teams”—that is, teams without bosses (Dumaine, 1990). Someday, companies could end up with what MIT sociologist Charles Sabel calls a “Mobius strip organization”—an organization without a top or bottom.

**Decentralization in Technologies**

The decentralization in organizational structures is linked, in part, to decentralization of technologies. This connection was particular apparent during the attempted Soviet coup in 1991, when hard-liners tried to reassert centralized control. As John Barlow (1992) wrote: “Because of the decentralized and redundant nature of digital media, it was impossible for the geriatric plotters in the Kremlin to suppress the delivery of truth. Faxes and email messages kept the opposition more current with developments than the KGB, with its hierarchical information systems, could possibly be.”
Computer technologies have not always been viewed as a decentralizing force. Just 30 years ago, computers were synonymous with centralized power. Only the largest institutions could afford computers. And within those institutions, only a few privileged people had direct access to the machines. To run a program, you had to deliver a stack of cards (or tape) to a member of the “computer priesthood” that guarded and cared for the machine. Not surprisingly, students in the 1960’s saw computers as impersonal tools used by the Establishment to keep control over the masses.

But as the cost and size of electronics continued to decline, the uses (and perceptions) of computers changed radically. In the 1970’s, time-sharing technology gave more people access to computers. To run a computer program, you could sit at a terminal (maybe on your own desk) and interact with the computer in real time. But the computer itself was still centralized and shared. The real breakthrough came with the personal computers of the 1980’s. Suddenly, computers began to appear on desks everywhere. In 1972, there were only 150,000 computers. A decade later, there were several million computers. Today, there are more than 100 million computers.

The decentralization trend continues today with the proliferation of notebook computers and even palmtop computers. Increasingly, computers are becoming part of the environment itself, invisibly buried within all types of objects (such as televisions, fax machines, and telephones). Ultimately, all of these objects will be linked together, in a decentralized computational web.

Even as computers spread through offices, factories, and homes, most computers remain quite centralized in their internal architecture. Most of today’s computers continue to use an architecture developed by John von Neumann nearly half a century ago. This von-Neumann architecture is based on a single “central processing unit” that performs and organizes most of the computational work. All information must flow through that single processor.

But that too is changing. A growing number of companies are developing parallel computers—computers with more than one processor inside. Some “massively parallel” computers have tens of thousands of processors, and there are plans for computers with more than a million processors. With a parallel computer, a user can divide a problem into many separate parts, then assign different processors to work on different parts of the problem at the same time. The challenge is to find ways for all of the processors to remain coordinated—just as birds remain coordinated within a flock.
Thus, the decentralization of computation proceeds at multiple levels, in an almost fractal-like fashion. As computational power becomes decentralized throughout society, it is also becoming decentralized within the computers themselves.

Decentralization in Scientific Models

For 300 years, the models and metaphors of Newtonian physics have dominated the world of science—and, even more so, people’s perceptions of science. Newton offered an image of the universe as a machine, a clockwork mechanism. Newton’s universe is ruled by linear cause and effect—one gear turns, which makes a second gear turn, which makes a third gear turn, and so on. This cause-effect relationship is captured in Newton’s famous $F=ma$ formula: force gives rise to acceleration, cause gives rise to effect.

In the common perception of the Newtonian universe, the idea of “mutual interaction” is de-emphasized. When people think of interactions in the Newtonian universe, they think of one object acting on another. One object acts as the cause, the other object receives or suffers the effect. One object is in control, the other is acted upon. Most of the attention goes to Newton’s first two laws of motion, which focus on how a force influences the motion of an object. Much less attention goes to Newton’s third law, which focuses on the reaction that accompanies every action.

During the 20th century, the Newtonian view of the world has been challenged on many different fronts. One of the most serious challenges comes from the growing interest in so-called “complex systems.” In an increasing number of fields, scientists have shifted metaphors, viewing things less as clocklike mechanisms and more as complex ecosystems. Rather than viewing the world in terms of one individual object acting on another in a neat causal chain, researchers are viewing the world in terms of decentralized interactions and feedback loops. They are studying how complex behaviors can emerge from interactions among simple rules, and how complex patterns can emerge from interactions among simple components.

This growing interest in “emergent” phenomena has been accompanied by confusion and controversy, since different people use the term “emergent” in different ways. Many popular descriptions of emergence (and even some scientific ones) are tinged with mysticism, as if something magical is going on. But no magic is needed. As I am using the term, emergence is fully consistent with most traditional scientific ideas—including Newtonian physics. The point is not that Newtonian models are wrong. It is that Newtonian models are inappropriate for trying to make sense of certain types of
phenomena. New types of models are needed, operating at a different “level” than Newtonian models, focusing on the behaviors of systems, not the actions of individuals.

Many ideas about emergence and complexity have been inspired by research in the biological fields of ecology, ethology, and evolution. In one classic study, ethologist Niko Tinbergen (1951) described how the behavior of a stickleback fish emerges from interactions among several simple rules. And much ecological research looks at how large-scale patterns emerge from local interactions among living organisms. But interest in complex systems has spread far beyond biology. In the 1940’s and 1950’s, the field of cybernetics (Wiener, 1948) attempted to create a new unifying framework for understanding all types of systems in the world—be they biological, social, or technological. The field attracted engineers, biologists, psychologists, anthropologists, and others. Working together, researchers tried to find and forge connections among their disciplines, looking for similarities in the behaviors of minds, machines, animals, and societies (von Foerster, Mead, and Teuber, 1949).

While cybernetics never developed into a major, mainstream discipline, many of its core ideas (such as feedback and self-organization) are alive and increasingly influential in scientific thinking. Nobel Laureate Ilya Prigogine and his associates (e.g., Prigogine and Stengers, 1984) have shown how physical and chemical systems can exhibit the same types of self-organizing behaviors that are typical of biological systems. Under the right conditions, for example, a heated liquid will form rotating “convection cells,” where the rotating patterns are millions of times larger than the range of the intermolecular forces that cause them. Similarly, certain chemical reactions (such as the Belousov-Zhabotinski reaction) can exhibit either spatial patterns (large-scale spirals) or temporal patterns (periodically changing color). Self-organizing patterns can also arise in technological systems. Computers interconnected on networks can sometimes behave as “computational ecologies”: interactions among individual machines can give rise to surprising network-wide patterns (Huberman, 1988).

The study of self-organizing systems is one strand in the study of nonlinear dynamical systems, the rapidly-growing research effort that aims to find common mathematical foundations for all types of complex behavior. Dynamical systems that exhibit chaotic behavior have received a particularly high level of attention and publicity in recent years (e.g., Gleick, 1987). As noted by Farmer and Packard (1986), the study of self-organizing systems is, in some ways, the “related opposite” of the study of chaos: in self-organizing systems, orderly patterns emerge out of lower-level randomness; in chaotic systems, unpredictable behavior emerges out of lower-level deterministic rules.
The new field of artificial life is a striking example of the growing interest in self-organization and decentralized scientific models. Artificial life researchers aim to gain a better understanding of living systems by creating computational versions of them—for example, creating artificial versions of ant colonies or bird flocks. In their efforts, artificial life researchers are guided by an abiding faith in decentralized approaches. As Chris Langton (1989) wrote in the founding article of the new field: “The most promising approaches to modeling complex systems like life or intelligence are those which have dispensed with the notion of a centralized global controller, and have focused instead on mechanisms for the distributed control of behavior...Artificial Life studies natural life by attempting to capture the behavioral essence of the constituent components of a living system, and endowing a collection of artificial components with similar behavioral repertories. If organized correctly, the aggregate of artificial parts should exhibit the same dynamic behavior as the natural system. This bottom-up modeling technique can be applied at any level of the hierarchy of living systems in the natural world—from modeling molecular dynamics on millisecond time-scales to modeling evolution in populations over millenia.”

Decentralization in Theories of Self and Mind

Few things seem more obvious than the singular nature of the mind and self. Each of us experiences life as a single thread of consciousness. Each of us feels as if we have a single, unified presence in the world. In the words of Francisco Varela and his associates, each of us has “a stable and constant vantage point from which to think, perceive, and act” (Varela, Thompson, and Rosch, 1991). Each of us imagines our own mind as “I” not “we.”

But the idea of the unified, centralized mind has eroded during the past century—and the erosion has accelerated in the past decade. The beginnings of the “decentering” of self and mind can be seen in the 19th-century writings of Sigmund Freud. Freud’s “unconscious” was a direct attack on the idea of a single executive in charge of the mind. Freud saw the unconscious as an equal participant (with the conscious) in the workings of mind. The unconscious, according to Freud, is not a passive repository of forgotten ideas, but a lively agent actively repressing thoughts. Freud further fragmented the mind with his formulation of the ego, the superego, and the id—with the superego and id pulling the ego in different directions.

The decentralized nature of Freud’s theories met with resistance, even among Freud’s followers in psychoanalytic research. So-called “ego psychologists” focused their attention
on the ego, viewing the ego as a type of leader or chief executive within the mind. Ego psychology, writes Sherry Turkle (1988), “takes what is most subversive [in Freud’s theories]—the decentered self—and softens it.”

In recent years, however, psychoanalytic research has swung back toward decentralized models, particularly with the rise of object relations theory. This theory, exemplified by the work of Melanie Klein, describes psychological development in terms of the “internalization” of objects. Relationships with people in the world are internalized as agents or objects within the mind. Freud took a step in this direction, describing the superego as the internalization of the ideal parent. But object relations theory goes much further, proposing an entire society of inner agents within the mind. The self emerges from the interactions among the internalized objects.

The field of artificial intelligence (AI) studies the mind from a very different perspective than psychoanalysis. But it too has moved toward more decentralized models in the last decade. (The convergence of ideas in psychoanalysis and artificial intelligence is explored in (Turkle, 1988).) The early days of AI, in the 1950’s, were characterized by a diversity of approaches. Some researchers experimented with perceptrons and so-called “neural networks,” networks of simple computational elements. No single element was “in charge” of the network. Rather, solutions “emerged” based on interactions among the distributed elements. By contrast, Newell and Simon’s classic General Problem Solver (GPS) represented a much more centralized approach. GPS acted more like a single computational agent, solving problems by continually reducing the distance between its current state and its goal state.

By the mid-1960’s, centralized approaches had become dominant in AI. A great deal of research focused on planning systems like Strips (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971). Such systems typically tried to construct a single, coherent model of the world, then planned a course of action based on that model. In expert systems, another popular line of research, a centralized “inference engine” made deductions and decisions based on a “knowledge base” of rules, often culled from human experts.

For 20 years, such centralized approaches reigned supreme. Then, in the mid-1980’s, research in AI began to shift. There was a renewed enthusiasm for neural networks. The book Parallel Distributed Processing (Rumelhart, McClelland, and the PDP Research Group, 1986) became a bible for a new generation of neural-network researchers. Researchers argued, almost mystically at times, that high-level symbolic representations would emerge from interactions among “subsymbolic” elements in their networks.
AI research is now filled with decentralized models. In the Society of Mind model (Minsky, 1987), societies of mental agents work together (and compete with one another) to do things that no agent could do on its own. In the "subsumption architecture" (Brooks, 1991), robots are controlled by collections of simple "behavior modules" (like wander and avoid and explore), each of which responds to sensory inputs from the world. A robot's behavior emerges from interactions among these modules (and their interactions with the world). Recently, philosopher and cognitive scientist Daniel Dennett (1991) has proposed a "multiple drafts" model of consciousness, arguing that there is no single stream of consciousness in the mind. Rather, multiple narratives are simultaneously created and edited in different parts of the mind/brain. The idea of a single stream of consciousness, he argues, implies a "single functional summit or central point" where it all comes together. And such a summit does not exist. "The idea of a special center in the brain is the most tenacious bad idea bedeviling out attempts to think about consciousness," writes Dennett.

Current models of the mind differ significantly from one another. For example, neural networks are based on an architecture of simple, homogeneous, highly-connected components, while the Society of Mind is based on an architecture of complex, specialized, semi-insulated subsystems. Nevertheless, these disparate models are united in the fact that they are all far more decentralized than the models that dominated AI research in the 1970's and early 1980's.

Are the new decentralized views of the mind correct? That is not the issue here. What is important (and undeniable) is that decentralized models have captured the imaginations of researchers studying the mind. Why the shift? Without a doubt, the other technological and intellectual trends described in this chapter have been an important influence, creating an environment in which decentralized models of mind seem natural and sensible. And conversely, these new images of the mind are undoubtedly influencing the ways people think about everything else.

Decentralization in Theories of Knowledge

As described in the previous sections, our theories of the world and of ourselves are becoming increasingly decentralized. But that is not all. Decentralization is also happening at a meta-level: our theories about theories—or, more generally, our theories about knowledge—are also becoming decentralized.

For centuries, philosophers strived for "objective knowledge." They put great faith in the power of logic to systematize all knowledge, to find ultimate "meaning" and "truth."
But belief in the existence of objective knowledge began unravel in the 1930's and 1940's, spurred (in part) by new scientific and mathematical theories, such as Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and Godel's theorem. Today, philosophers continue to move away from the notion of a single, absolute, unifying conception of knowledge, arguing instead that knowledge is constantly constructed and reconstructed in a much more decentralized way.

Current trends in literary criticism serve as an example. Traditional theories of literature assumed that meaning was created by an author and conveyed through the author's writings. According to this view, reading is a search for inherent meaning in a document, an attempt to decipher the intention of the author. But modern schools of literary criticism—such as poststructuralism, reader-response theory, and deconstructionism—adopt a very different stance. These movements all focus on readers (not authors) as the main constructors of meaning. In this new view, texts have little or no inherent meaning. Rather, meanings are constantly reconstructed by communities of readers through their interactions with the text. Meaning itself has become decentralized.

Literary scholar Alvin Kernan discusses (and criticizes) this shift in literary criticism in his book *The Death of Literature* (1990). Kernan describes the new literary trends in a somewhat cynical tone—but in terms that proponents of the new trends would probably embrace: "It would not be an exaggeration to say that the *nouvelle critique* has been an egalitarian revolt against the authority of the writer and the book in the name of the reader and reading. Where once authors were considered geniuses inscribing truth in great works of art, they now are declared to be dead. Where great books were thought to embody precise and autonomous meanings, radical critics have declared books empty of meaning in their own right. Freed of the restraints of 'authoritarian' authors and texts that control their own meanings, so the argument goes, readers may now give their own interests and imaginations free rein."

Another challenge to traditional theories of knowledge comes from feminist scholarship (e.g., Gilligan, 1982; Keller, 1985; Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule, 1986). One of the central ideas of feminist studies is the existence of many different, but equally valid, ways of knowing and thinking—multiple "voices," in Carol Gilligan's term. Since different voices are often valued differently in our society, the idea of multiple voices takes on a political edge. Formal, logical, abstract, and analytical ways of thinking, typically associated with men, have been privileged in our society—viewed as superior, more advanced, more likely to lead to "truth." On the other hand, relational and contextual ways of thinking, typically associated with women, have been undervalued and discouraged.
In a now-classic example, Carol Gilligan (1982) describes a hypothetical moral dilemma that she posed to two 11-year-old children, Amy and Jake. In the dilemma, a man is trying to obtain drugs for his dying wife, but he doesn’t have enough money to buy the drugs. Should the man steal the drug? Jake sees the dilemma as “sort of like a math problem with humans.” He applies a mathematics-type logic: human life is worth more than money, so the man should steal the drug. Amy, on the other hand, resists a neat solution to the dilemma. She worries about how the theft of the drug might affect the relationship between the man and his wife. She suggests that the man talk to the druggist, believing that if they “talked it out long enough, they could reach something besides stealing.”

According to traditional research on moral development, Jake’s response is seen as more “advanced” than Amy’s. Using Lawrence Kohlberg’s (1981) six-stage theory of moral development, Amy ranks a full stage lower than Jake. But Gilligan argues that Amy’s response is not inferior, only different. While Jake focuses on a hierarchical system of rules and logic, Amy focuses on relationships and negotiation. The two approaches are complementary; developmentally, neither precedes the other. In her own way, Amy is just as advanced as Jake.

Sherry Turkle and Seymour Papert (1990) point to feminist research like Gilligan’s as one of several intellectual challenges to the “dominant epistemology” that grants privileged status to abstract, formal, and logical ways of thinking. They note that ethnographers of science are also challenging that dominant epistemology, finding that “scientific discoveries are made in a concrete, ad hoc fashion, and only later recast into canonically acceptable formalisms.” In their own research on uses of computers, Turkle and Papert find “diversity in the practice of computing that is denied by its social construction” as a logical, formal activity. Some people, they note, form relationships with computation “more reminiscent of a painter than a logician.” Equal access to computation, argue Turkle and Papert, requires an “epistemological pluralism”—an acceptance of the validity of multiple ways of knowing and thinking.

These challenges to the dominant epistemology resonate with the growing interest in decentralization in several ways. For one thing, alternative epistemologies typically have a decentralized feel to them: they are based on ideas like relationships and interdependencies, not logical hierarchies. But probably the most compelling aspect of alternative epistemologies is not in the nature of those epistemologies but in the very idea of alternative epistemologies—the idea that there are multiple ways of thinking and knowing. Increasingly, people are recognizing that knowledge speaks not with a single voice, but with many.
Looking Ahead: From Foundations to Constructions

The growing interest in decentralization means much more than new types of organizations. It means new ways of viewing the world, new ways of thinking, and new ways of knowing. The rest of this thesis aims to trace how people confront, resist, and make sense of these new ways of thinking and knowing. To what extent do people remain committed to centralized ways of thinking? How can new ways of thinking be nurtured and encouraged?

Next, in Constructions, I discuss new tools that people can use to construct, play with, and think about decentralized systems.
Constructions

To understand is to invent.

Jean Piaget
2.1 Constructionism

As we enter the Era of Decentralization, there is an important educational challenge: How can we help people become intellectually engaged with the new types of systems and new types of thinking that characterize this new era? To date, schools and other educational institutions have done little if anything to engage students with the ideas of decentralization. Instead, they often perpetuate centralized explanations and approaches.

In a way, people have lots of experience with decentralized systems. They observe many decentralized systems in the world, and they participate in decentralized systems all of the time. But observation and participation do not necessarily lead to strong intuitions or rich understanding. People observed flocks of birds for thousands of years before anyone figured out that flocks are, in fact, leader-less. And people participate in traffic jams without much understanding of the decentralized interactions that cause the jams. Observation and participation are not enough. People need a richer sense of engagement with decentralized systems. One way to do that, I believe, is to give people opportunities to design decentralized systems.

This idea of learning-through-design is one aspect of what Seymour Papert has called the constructionist approach to learning and education (Papert, 1991a). Constructionism involves two types of "construction." First, it asserts that learning is an active process, in which people actively construct knowledge from their experiences in the world. (This idea is based on the constructivist theories of Jean Piaget.) To this, constructionism adds the idea that people construct new knowledge with particular effectiveness when they are engaged in constructing personally-meaningful products. They might be constructing sand castles, LEGO machines, or computer programs. What's important is that they are actively engaged in creating something that is meaningful to themselves or to others around them.

Papert contrasts constructionism with instructionism. Whereas instructionism focuses on new ways for teachers to instruct, constructionism focuses on new ways for learners to construct. Both are important. But Papert argues (and I agree) that significant improvements in education are much more likely to come from advances in constructionism, not instructionism.

The major challenge for educators and educational developers, then, is to create tools and environments that engage learners in construction, invention, and experimentation. This process involves (at least) two levels of design: educators need to design things that allow students to design things.
In this chapter, I focus on a particular constructionist tool: a programmable robotics system called LEGO/Logo. My goal in discussing LEGO/Logo is to provide a richer sense of the constructionist philosophy. In addition, I discuss the possibilities—and the limitations—of using LEGO/Logo to explore decentralized systems and self-organizing behaviors.

**A Constructionist Contradiction?**

The idea of a constructionist approach to the study of decentralized and self-organizing systems might seem, at first glance, like a contradiction. After all, how can you design a self-organizing phenomena? By definition, self-organizing patterns are created without a centralized designer. But there are ways to use design in the study of self-organizing systems. Imagine that you could design the behaviors of lots of individual components—then observe the patterns that result from all of the interactions. For example, imagine you could design the behaviors of thousands of individual ants, then observe the colony-level patterns that result. This is a different sort of design: You control the actions of the parts, not of the whole. You are acting as a designer, but the resulting patterns are not designed. Thus, the idea of a constructionist approach to learning about decentralization is not a contradiction.

**LEGO/Logo**

In 1985, I began working with Steve Ocko and Seymour Papert on a new type of construction set. We envisioned a construction set that would allow children to construct buildings and machines, as they had done for years with erector sets, Tinker Toys, and LEGO bricks. But in addition, we wanted children to be able to program and control the things they built. After building a model house, a child should be able to add lights to the house, and program the lights to turn on and off at particular times. And the child should be able to add a garage, and program the garage door to open whenever a car approached.

The idea was to combine several different design activities. Children would not only design architectural structures and gearing mechanisms, they would also design computer programs to control them. So we formed a collaboration with the LEGO toy company, and we began to link LEGO building bricks with the Logo programming language, a combination that we called LEGO/Logo.

Logo itself was developed in the late 1960’s as a programming language for children (Papert, 1980). In the early years, the most popular use of Logo involved a “floor turtle,” a
simple mechanical robot connected to the computer by a long "umbilical cord." Logo included commands like forward, back, left, and right to control the floor turtle. For example, a child could type forward 50 to make the turtle move forward by 50 "turtle steps," or right 90 to make the turtle turn right through 90 degrees. The turtle makes possible a new approach to thinking about geometry, contrasting sharply with the Euclidean methods traditionally taught in the classroom. This new "turtle geometry" has proved to be much more intuitive for children. The turtle connects to children's experiences in the world—children can "play turtle," imagining themselves as the turtle. As a result, the turtle has helped many children form a new relationship with mathematical ideas.

With the proliferation of personal computers in the late 1970's, the Logo community shifted its focus to "screen turtles." Children still use commands like forward and right, but these commands control graphic images of turtles on the computer screen, not actual mechanical robots. Screen turtles are much faster and more accurate than floor turtles, and thus allow children to create and investigate more complex geometric effects. Logo is now used in about one-third of the elementary schools in the United States.

In some ways, LEGO/Logo might seem like a throwback to the past, since it brings the turtle off the screen and back into the world. But LEGO/Logo differs from the early Logo floor turtles in several important ways. First of all, LEGO/Logo users are not given ready-made mechanical objects; they build their own machines before programming them. Second, children are not restricted to turtles. Elementary-school students have used LEGO/Logo to build and program a wide assortment of creative machines, including a programmable pop-up toaster, a "chocolate-carob factory" (inspired by the Willy Wonka children's stories), and a machine that sorts LEGO bricks according to their lengths (Resnick, Ocko, and Papert, 1988). The LEGO toy company now sells a commercial version of LEGO/Logo. It is used in more than 5000 elementary and middle schools in the United States.
A Sample LEGO/Logo Project

John, a fifth-grader at the Hennigan Elementary School in Boston, had an alarm clock next to his bed at home. But the alarm clock wasn’t very effective. Often, when the alarm went off, John simply shut off the alarm and went back to sleep. John was determined to invent a better solution. His goal: to design an alarm clock that could not be ignored.

John started by playing with the LEGO optosensor. He placed the optosensor by the window, so the computer could “know” when the sun came up. But what should happen at sunrise? John had an idea. He built a small LEGO bed, with a small LEGO person on top. Underneath the bed, he placed a hinged platform, so the bed could tilt from side to side. Alongside the bed, he built a conveyor belt. Then he wrote a Logo program. When the optosensor detected light coming through the window, the program turned on two motors. One motor made the LEGO bed tilt to the side, making the LEGO person slide off onto the conveyor belt. The other motor turned the conveyor belt, carrying the LEGO person out the door.

Would John want a full-size version of his alarm-clock ejection bed for his home? Not really, he said. But he certainly enjoyed watching the little LEGO person fly out the door.

LEGO/Logo includes new types of LEGO blocks for building machines, and new types of “Logo blocks” for building programs. In addition to the familiar LEGO building bricks, there are new LEGO pieces like gears, pulleys, wheels, motors, lights, and sensors. There are optosensors that report when they detect changes in the level of light, and touch sensors that report when they are pressed.

As its programming language, LEGO/Logo uses an expanded version of Logo. The language includes new commands like on and off for controlling LEGO motors and lights, and new “reporter procedures” like sensor? for getting information from LEGO sensors. Just as students can build increasingly complex structures and machines by snapping together LEGO bricks, they can build increasingly complex computer programs by “snapping together” Logo commands. Imagine, for example, a LEGO car with a touch sensor on the front. A student can write a Logo program called go-until-bump that turns the car motor on, waits until the car bumps into something, then turns the car motor off. The program would look like this:
to go-until-bump
on
wait until [sensor?]
off
end

In recent years, the science-education community has embraced the idea of “hands-on” education. LEGO/Logo is clearly hands-on: students have their hands on the LEGO bricks while building LEGO machines, and their hands on the computer keyboard while writing Logo programs. But hands-on is not enough. In many hands-on activities in school classrooms, students simply follow a list of instructions (“Pour the liquid in test tube A into test tube B…”). Students are told what to do, and they do it. Their hands are on, but their heads are out.

The constructionist approach goes beyond hands-on in a variety of ways. In constructionist activities, students do not simply manipulate physical objects, they construct personally-meaningful products. It is easy to see how “constructing” is better than merely “manipulating”: children are sure to learn more by building and programming their own robots rather than manipulating store-bought, fully-assembled robots. But there is a deeper point here. Children are likely to become intellectually engaged only if they are constructing personally-meaningful things. When students design and construct products that are meaningful to themselves (or to others around them), they tend to approach their work with a sense of caring and interest that is missing in most school activities. In doing so, students are more likely to explore, and to make deep “connections” with, the mathematical and scientific concepts that underlie the activities. Building and programming a merry-go-round is based on the same underlying principles as building and programming a classic robot—but for a child who cares more about merry-go-rounds than robots, the merry-go-round project offers a much richer learning experience.

LEGO/Logo materials are designed to encourage such activities. LEGO bricks and Logo software are easy for children to relate to, and they are “plastic” enough (no pun intended) so that different students can use them in different ways, according to their own personal interests and obsessions. Of course, the materials alone are not enough. Like all materials, LEGO bricks and Logo software can be used in a rigid and formulaic way—and, in fact, they are used that way in (too) many classrooms. Such activities might be hands-on, but they are certainly not in the constructionist spirit. For constructionist activities to have any meaning, children must be given the freedom to follow their fantasies and the support to make those fantasies come to life. Building a chocolate-carob factory, inspired by Willy Wonka, is fundamentally different from building a conveyor belt, assigned by the teacher.
LEGO/Logo and Math

George, a third-grade student, began his LEGO/Logo work by building a simple LEGO car. First, he connected the car’s motor to a battery box and watched the car roll forward. Next, he connected the motor to the computer and began experimenting with some of the new Logo commands. After a while, George put several commands together in the following expression: \texttt{repeat 4 [onfor 20 rd]}

When George executed this expression, the computer turned on the motor for two seconds (\texttt{onfor 20}), reversed the direction of the motor (\texttt{rd}), then repeated those commands three more times. The result: the car moved forward and back, then again forward and back, completing two forward-back cycles.

Next, George changed the numerical input to repeat. He tried \texttt{repeat 3} and \texttt{repeat 6} and \texttt{repeat 7}. After this experimentation, George noticed a pattern:

\begin{quote}
When I use an even number, the car ends up where it began. \\
When I use an odd number, it ends up away [from where it started].
\end{quote}

George paused for a moment and then added:

\begin{quote}
So that’s why there are even and odd numbers!
\end{quote}

Clearly, George had previously learned about even and odd numbers in the classroom. But George’s experimentation with the LEGO car provided him with a new (and more personally relevant) representation of the concept. Moreover, the LEGO activity allowed George to relate to numbers in a new way: he played with the ideas of even and odd. This new relationship with even and odd numbers helped George develop a new level of understanding.

LEGO, Logo, and (Artificial) Life

Many LEGO/Logo projects involve classic centralized control: the computer tells one motor to turn on, then it tells the next motor to turn on, in a pre-planned sequence of actions. But LEGO/Logo can also be used to explore certain ideas about decentralized systems and self-organizing behaviors.

Consider, for example, a simple LEGO/Logo “creature” with a light sensor pointing upward (in the spirit of Braitenberg’s “vehicles” (Braitenberg, 1984)). Say that the creature is programmed with two rules: (1) move forward when you detect light, (2) move
backward when you are in the dark. When this creature is released in the environment, it goes forward until it moves into a shadow. Then it moves backward until it leaves the shadow. Then forward again. And so on, oscillating around the edge of the shadow. The creature can be viewed as an “edge-finding creature.” This edge-finding capability is not explicitly represented in the creature’s two rules. Rather, it is a type of “group behavior” that emerges from the interaction between the two rules—much as a flock’s behavior emerges from interactions among the birds.

LEGO/Logo creatures provide a natural context for learning about levels in decentralized systems. Students tend to view their creatures on different levels at different times. Sometimes they view their creatures on a mechanistic level, examining how one LEGO piece makes another move. At other times, they shift to an information level, exploring how information flows between the computer and LEGO motors and sensors. At still other times, students view the creatures on a psychological level, attributing intentionality or personality to the creatures. One creature “wants” to get to the light. Another creature “likes” the dark. A third is “scared” of loud noises.

Often, students shift rapidly between levels of description. Consider the comments of Sara, a fifth-grade student at the Hennigan Elementary School in Boston. Sara was considering whether her LEGO/Logo creature would make a sound when its touch sensor was pushed (Resnick and Martin, 1991):

"It depends on whether the machine wants to tell... if we want the machine to tell us... if we tell the machine to tell us."

Within a span of ten seconds, Sara described the situation in three different ways. First she viewed the machine on a psychological level, focusing on what the machine “wants.” Then she shifted intentionality to the programmer, and viewed the programmer on a psychological level. Finally, she shifted to a mechanistic explanation, in which the programmer explicitly told the machine what to do. Which is the correct level? That is a natural, but misleading, question. Complex systems can be meaningfully described at many different levels. Which level is “best” depends on the context: on what you already understand and on what you hope to learn. In certain situations, for certain questions, the mechanistic level is the best. In other situations, for other questions, the psychological level is best. By playing with LEGO/Logo creatures, students learn to shift between levels, learning which levels are best for which situations. More generally, they learn how useful and powerful it is to think about systems in terms of levels.
While LEGO/Logo can help students learn certain ideas about decentralized systems, it is not the ideal environment for exploring such systems. Imagine trying to use LEGO/Logo to recreate the behaviors of ants in an ant colony. You would need at least dozens, if not hundreds, of interacting LEGO/Logo robots. With our technology, it is possible to create situations with two or three interacting robots, but certainly not dozens. Or what if you wanted to study evolution and natural selection? Building LEGO/Logo creatures that “give birth” to other LEGO/Logo creatures is far beyond the capabilities of our current technology.

To explore phenomena like these, I decided to go back to the computer screen, to work with virtual creatures in virtual worlds. Virtual worlds offer many advantages. In virtual worlds, it is easy to create large numbers of creatures. It is easy to give new sensory capabilities to the creatures. And it is easy to set up and control precise experimental conditions.

Of course, there are some drawbacks to retreating to the computer screen. Watching a virtual creature wander to the edge of the computer screen doesn’t have the same emotional impact as watching a LEGO/Logo creature bump into a wall. And certain aspects of the real world are very difficult to simulate accurately in virtual worlds. But that didn’t bother me. I was not interested in perfect reproductions of the real world. Rather, I was interested in helping people explore the workings of decentralized systems—regardless of whether those systems are in the world or on the screen. In the next chapter, I describe *Logo, the programming language I developed to help people do that.
2.2 *Logo

Using a computer to create and explore decentralized systems is certainly not a new idea. Over the years, computer scientists have developed a wide variety of decentralized computational models—such as neural networks (Rumelhart et al., 1986), the subsumption architecture (Brooks, 1991), and cellular automata (Toffoli and Margolus, 1987). In all of these models, orderly patterns can arise from interactions among a decentralized collection of computational objects. In neural networks, patterns of "activation" arise from interactions among low-level "nodes." With the subsumption architecture, actions of a robotic creature arise from interactions among low-level "behaviors."

Cellular automata were probably the most influential on my thinking. In cellular automata, a virtual world is divided into a grid of "cells." Each cell holds a certain amount of "state." (On the computer screen, different states are usually represented by different colors.) In the simplest cases, each cell might hold just a single piece of state, indicating whether the cell is "alive" or "dead." There is a transition rule that determines how each cell changes from one generation to the next. Transition rules are typically based on the states of a cell's "neighbors." For example, a cell might become "alive" if the majority of its neighboring cells are alive. Each cell executes the same rule, over and over.

Cellular automata have proved to be an extraordinarily rich framework for exploring self-organizing phenomena. Simple rules for each cell sometimes lead to complex and unexpected large-scale structures. During the past two decades, computer scientists and hackers have spent millions of computer-hours playing with various versions of cellular automata (including Conway's Game of Life (Gardner, 1970), the best-known version of cellular automata). Through this experimentation, they have developed a diverse set of examples and a rich language for describing cellular automata.

But cellular automata seem best suited as a tool for computer aficionados, not for the masses. The idea of writing "transition rules" for "cells" is not an idea that most people can relate to. Other decentralized computational models (like neural nets) have similar drawbacks. In most cases, the objects being programmed (such as nodes and cells) seem too "low level." These models are a great way for computer hackers and mathematicians to explore decentralized phenomena, but they seem ill-suited for people who have less experience (or less interest in) manipulating formal systems.

I wanted to create a system in which the objects were more familiar, more related to people's experiences. Rather than exploring how the actions of individual creatures arise
from interactions among “nodes” or “behaviors” or “cells,” I decided to focus on how colony-level behaviors arise from interactions among individual creatures—for example, how ant-colony behaviors arise from interactions among individual ants. People are quite familiar with both of these “levels” (the creature level and the colony level). So I expected that people would be more interested in (and have a better chance at understanding) situations involving these levels. (I am using the terms “creature” and “colony” rather broadly. On a highway, each car can be considered a “creature,” and a traffic jam can be considered the “colony.”)

Logo seemed like a good starting point for my computational system. I wanted the system to encourage constructionist activities. I didn’t want users to merely manipulate parameters in a standardized application program; I wanted them to construct and modify programs on their own, exploring situations of interest to them. Logo is well-designed for such constructionist activities. The Logo turtle can be used to represent almost any type of object in the world: an ant in a colony, a car in a traffic jam, an antibody in the immune system, or a molecule in a gas. In addition, Logo has proved to be a relatively easy language for non-expert programmers to learn and use.

On the other hand, traditional versions of the Logo language are missing many features that are needed for explorations of colony-type behaviors. So I set out to develop a new, extended version of Logo. This new version of Logo, which I call *Logo (pronounced “star-logo”), extends Logo in three major ways.

First, *Logo has lots more turtles. While commercial versions of Logo (such as LogoWriter) typically have only a few turtles, *Logo has thousands of turtles. And *Logo is designed as a massively-parallel language—so all of the turtles can perform their actions at the same time, in parallel. For many colony-type explorations, having lots of turtles is not just a nicety, it is a necessity. In many cases, the behavior of a colony changes qualitatively when the number of turtles is increased. An ant colony with 10 ants might not be able to make a stable pheromone trail to a food source, whereas a colony with 100 ants might. Similarly, a group of 10 slime-mold cells might not aggregate into a cluster, whereas 100 cells (in the same space, following the exact same rules) might.

Second, *Logo turtles have better “senses.” The traditional Logo turtle was designed primarily as a “drawing turtle,” for creating geometric shapes and exploring geometric ideas. But the *Logo turtle is more of a “behavioral turtle.” *Logo turtles come equipped with “senses.” They can detect (and distinguish) other turtles nearby, and they can “sniff” scents in the world. There is even a built-in primitive to make turtles “follow the gradient” of a scent—that is, to make turtles turn in the direction where the scent is strongest. Such
turtle-turtle and turtle-world interactions are essential for creating and experimenting with self-organizing phenomena. Parallelism alone is not enough. If each turtle just acts on its own, without any interactions, interesting colony-level behaviors will never arise.

Third, *Logo reifies the turtles' world. In traditional versions of Logo, the turtles' world does not have many distinguishing features. The world is simply a place where the turtles draw with their pens. Each pixel of the world has a single piece of state information—its color. *Logo attaches a much higher status to the turtles' world. The world is divided into small square sections called patches. (The term “patch” is borrowed from (Hogeweg, 1989).) The patches have many of the same capabilities as turtles—except that they can not move. Each patch can hold an arbitrary variety of information. For example, if the turtles are programmed to release a “chemical” as they move, each patch can keep track of the amount of chemical that has been released within its borders. Each patch might also keep track of how much “food” exists within its borders.

Patches can execute *Logo commands, just as turtles do. For example, each patch could diffuse some of its “chemical” into neighboring patches, or it could grow “food” based on the level of chemical within its borders. Thus, the environment is given equal status to the creatures that inhabit it. Other “creature-oriented” programming languages, such as Luc Steels' RDL (Steels, 1989), tend to treat the environment as a passive entity, manipulated by the creatures that move within it. This view, not surprisingly, matches the way many people view the Earth itself. By reifying the environment, *Logo aims to change the way people think about creature-environment interactions—perhaps leading to new and richer ways of thinking about how phenomena emerge in the world.

For example, the existence of patches encourages new ways of thinking about communications among creatures. Instead of communicating with one another directly, *Logo creatures can communicate indirectly through the environment, by releasing chemical pheromones into the patches. This approach resembles the way that many social insects communicate with one another. Similarly, creatures can leave “reminder markers” in the environment instead of burdening their own memories. This idea of making use of objects in the environment, rather than creating new internal representations, is an example of what is sometimes known as “distributed cognition” (e.g., Salomon, 1992).

*Logo patches are much like the cells in cellular automata. Thus, *Logo programs can often be conceptualized as turtles moving on top of (and interacting with) a cellular-automata grid. All types of interactions are possible: turtle-turtle interactions, turtle-patch interactions, patch-patch interactions. *Logo includes several special-purpose primitives (such as follow-gradient) to facilitate interactions between turtles and patches, and
others (such as diffuse) to facilitate interactions between neighboring patches. *Logo places special emphasis on local interactions—that is, interactions among turtles and patches that are spatially near one another. Thus, the language is well-suited for explorations of self-organizing phenomena, in which large-scale patterns arise from local interactions.

In some ways, the ideas underlying *Logo parallel the ideas underlying the early versions of Logo itself. In the late 1960’s, Logo aimed to make then-new ideas from the computer-science community (like procedural abstraction and recursion) accessible to a larger number of users. Similarly, *Logo aims to make 1990’s ideas from computer science (like massive parallelism) accessible to a larger audience. And whereas Logo introduced a new object (the turtle) to facilitate explorations of particular mathematical/scientific ideas (such as differential geometry), *Logo introduces another new object (the patch) to facilitate explorations of other mathematical/scientific ideas (such as self-organization).

*Logo and Stella

*Logo shares some common goals with Stella, a modelling tool that grew out of research in the field of system dynamics (e.g., Forrester, 1971; Roberts et al., 1983). Both *Logo and Stella are designed to help people explore the behaviors of systems. But there are some important differences. In using Stella, you typically think in terms of aggregate quantities. For example, if you want to model an ecosystem with rabbits and foxes, you specify the factors that affect the overall population of rabbits, and the factors that affect the overall population of foxes. Then, Stella generates a graph showing how the rabbit and fox populations evolve with time. *Logo, by contrast, focuses more on individual creatures, not overall populations. To model the same ecosystem, you specify how each individual rabbit behaves, and how each individual fox behaves. Then, *Logo displays the creatures running around, and interacting with one another, on the screen. The behavior of the overall population arises out of the interactions among the individual creatures.

Sample Session with *Logo

Probably the best way to learn about *Logo is to sit down at a computer and play with it. This section tries to recreate that experience, presenting a sample session with *Logo. (Appendix B presents a more detailed description of the *Logo language, including a complete listing of all *Logo primitive procedures.)
create-turtle 100
100 turtles appear on the screen. By default, the turtles start with random positions and random headings.

foreach "turtle [forward 200]
All turtles move forward 200 "turtle steps." The turtles "wrap" at the edges of the screen. That is, when turtles go off the right edge, the wrap around to the left edge. And when they go off the top edge, they wrap around to the bottom edge. The turtles do not draw as they move: Unlike traditional Logo turtles, *Logo turtles start with their "pens" up.

fet [forward random 200]
fet is an abbreviation for foreach "turtle. Each turtle chooses a different random number (between 0 and 199), so each moves forward a different distance.

fet [setcolor blue]
The turtles turn blue.

fet [if ypos < 0 [setcolor green]]
The position (0,0) is at the center of the screen. So only turtles in the bottom half of the screen have y-positions (ypos) less than 0. Those turtles turn green.

fet [pd forward 200]
Like standard Logo turtles, *Logo turtles have "pens" for drawing. pd is for "pen down." A turtle's pen is always the same color as the turtle itself.

fet [if color = green [repeat 36 [forward 1 right 10]]]
Each green turtle draws a circle.

clear-patches
clear-patches
Clears the color from the "patches" that make up the turtles' world. This command plays the same role as clear-screen or clear-graphics in traditional versions of Logo.

fet [make "step-size random 100]
Each turtle creates a variable named step-size and sets its value to a random number between 0 and 99. Note that each turtle chooses its own random number, so the turtles will (generally) have different values for step-size. (In computer-science terms, step-size is a "local state variable" for each turtle. Turtles begin with a small core of local state variables (position, heading, color), but users can add arbitrary new state variables.)

fet [forward :step-size]
The turtles move forward different distances, depending on their values for step-size.
clear-all
Clears the patches and "kills" all of the turtles.

foreach "patch [setcolor yellow]
Each patch sets its color to yellow. So the whole "background" of the screen turns yellow.

fep [if xpos > 20 [setcolor green]]
fep is an abbreviation for foreach "patch. Each patch with an x-position greater than 20
turns green.

fep [if (distance 10 20) < 15 [setcolor white]]
Each patch checks to see if its distance from the point (10, 20) is less than 15 units. If so, it
turns white. The result: a white disk of radius 15, centered on the point (10, 20). (Note:
The parentheses around (distance 0 0) are optional; they are included to make the
expression easier to read. In general, parentheses are used in *Logo either to make an
expression easier to read, or to indicate a specific parsing for the expression.)

clear-patches
Clears the color from all of the patches.

fep [make "chemical 0]
Each patch creates a local state variable named chemical, and sets its value to 0. (Note that
each patch could have a different value for chemical. But for now, the value for chemical
is the same (zero) in every patch.)

fep [if (distance 0 0) < 20 [make "chemical 30]]
Patches near the middle of the screen (inside a circle of radius 20) set the value of
chemical to 30. In other patches, the value of chemical remains 0. Nothing changes on
the display, since the command didn't tell the patches to change color.

fep [diffuse "chemical]
Each patch "diffuses" its chemical—that is, it spreads its value for chemical evenly among
its eight neighbors. As a result, the "chemical puddle" in the middle of the screen spreads
outward a little bit. (But still, nothing changes on the display, since the diffuse command
does not make the patches change color.)

fep [repeat 50 [diffuse "chemical]]
The patches diffuse the chemical for 50 more iterations, making the "chemical puddle"
spread further outward.
The `scale-color primitive uses varying intensities of a single color to represent the varying values of a variable. In this case, it uses varying intensities of green to represent varying values of `chemical`. Patches near the center of the screen (where the `chemical` is most intense) turn bright green, while patches further from the center are dimmer shades of green. (Patches in which the value of `chemical` is 5 (or more) set their color to the highest-intensity green; patches in which the value of `chemical` is 0 (or less) set their color to "no-intensity green" (black); patches in which the value of `chemical` is between 0 and 5 set their color to some intermediate intensity of green.)

Continues the diffusion for 100 more iterations, updating the display on every step.

Creates 200 turtles.

Uphill is used to "follow a gradient" of a variable. In this case, each turtle "sniffs" in several directions, and sets its heading in the direction where the value of `chemical` is largest. Before each step, the turtles set their headings to line up with the `chemical` gradient. After 100 iterations, all turtles end up at the center of the screen, where the value of `chemical` is largest.

Each turtle asks the patch underneath it if it has more than 5 units of `chemical`; if so, the turtle turns white. The parentheses in the expression are optional: they are included to make the expression easier to read.

Procedures and Demons

In *Logo, you define procedures much as you would in traditional versions of Logo—except that you must designate "who" is supposed to execute the procedures. Some procedures are meant to be executed by turtles. Other procedures are meant to be executed by patches. Still other procedures are meant to be executed by an entity that I call the *Logo observer. In a sense, the *Logo observer "looks down" on the turtles and patches—much like a god looking down on the creatures and environment below. The observer is very useful for setting up initial conditions and for monitoring the overall activity in the *Logo world. For example, the observer can calculate the number of turtles on the right side of the screen (with the command `turtle-subtotal [xpos > 0]`), or the total amount of food in all of the patches (with the command `patch-sum [:food]`).

On the next page is a sample *Logo program. The *Logo observer's `setup` procedure creates 200 new turtles, then tells the patches to execute their `setup` procedure—which, in
turn, creates a circular “puddle” of blue chemical at the center of the screen. The turtles’ walk procedure makes the turtles wander randomly around the screen. If a turtle happens to walk over the blue chemical, it turns yellow (as if in reaction to the chemical).

```plaintext
OBSERVER PROCEDURES

to setup
  clear-all
  create-turtle 200
  foreach "patch [setup]
end

TURTLE PROCEDURES

to walk
  random-step
  test-for-chemical
end

to random-step
  right random 40
  left random 40
  forward 1
end

to test-for-chemical
  if any-chemical-here?
    [setcolor yellow]
  end

to any-chemical-here?
  ask patch-here [:chemical > 0]
end

PATCH PROCEDURES

to setup
  ifelse (distance 0 0) < 20
    [make "chemical 10 setcolor blue]
    [make "chemical 0]
end

Programming Notes

In the any-chemical-here? procedure, each turtle “asks” the patch directly underneath it if it has any chemical. In general, the *Logo ask primitive is used to get information from another object, and the *Logo demand primitive is used to issue commands to other objects. See Appendix B for more details on communication between objects.
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To run this *Logo program, you would type something like this:

setup

foreach "turtle [repeat 1000 [walk]]

As the turtles walk around the screen, many of the them (by chance) wander through the chemical puddle and turn yellow. If you execute the second command again, even more of the turtles will wander through the puddle and turn yellow. If you execute the command enough times, eventually all of the turtles will turn yellow.

An alternate approach for running this program is to use *Logo’s demon mechanism (Evans, 1991). If you activate a procedure as a demon, the procedure keeps executing over and over. For example, you can activate the walk procedure as a demon:

foreach "turtle [activate-demon "walk]

As soon as you execute this command, the walk procedure begins to execute repeatedly. As in the previous approach, each turtle walks around the screen, turning yellow if it happens to wander into the chemical puddle. The walk procedure continues to execute until you explicitly deactivate the demon (or tell *Logo to stop all demons).

The demon approach offers some major advantages, since demons execute in the “background.” That means you can type other commands while the demons are running. So while the turtles are wandering around the screen, you can execute the command

turtle-subtotal [color = yellow]

*Logo immediately prints out the number of yellow turtles, without any apparent interruption in the execution of the turtles’ walk procedure. If you execute the same command a few seconds later, you might get a different result, since more of the turtles might have wandered through the chemical puddle. Or you can add a new chemical puddle by executing the command

foreach "patch [if (dist 30 40) < 10 [make "chemical 10 setc blue]]

A new chemical puddle appears immediately, and the turtles turn yellow when they wander through the new puddle, just as they do with the original puddle.

In this example, only one procedure (walk) is activated as a demon. But you can activate as many demons as you would like, and they will all keep executing over and over. For example, instead of activating the walk procedure as a demon, you could activated its two subprocedures (random-step and test-for-chemical) as demons. Then, *Logo would
repeatedly execute both of these procedures (interweaving the executions in an unspecified way). Of course, this two-demon approach would not work if the program depended critically on the order of execution of the two subprocedures. But in this case, the ordering is not important. So the decision to activate the two subprocedures (rather than the walk procedure) actually serves an important role: it highlights the fact that the order of execution of the subprocedures is unimportant.

**Implementation of *Logo**

The current version of *Logo is implemented on the Connection Machine, a massively parallel computer with thousands of processors (Hillis, 1985). The name *Logo follows the convention for other Connection Machine languages: the version of Lisp for the Connection Machine is called *Lisp, and the version of C is called C*. I implemented *Logo in *Lisp. In the current implementation, each Connection Machine processor controls one turtle and several patches.

Massively-parallel hardware is not theoretically important to the *Logo approach. *Logo aims to provide the programmer with a clear conceptual model for massive parallelism. The programmer writes programs as if the creatures and patches are all acting in parallel, regardless of the underlying implementation. It was very convenient for me to implement the first version of *Logo on massively-parallel hardware, since I was able to implement *Logo in a high-level language, without worrying about speed. But *Logo was subsequently re-implemented (in lower-level code) on a sequential machine (Resnick and Sargent, 1992), to make the language accessible to more people.
2.3 Objects and Parallelism

During the past decade, many ideas have influenced the design of computer programming languages. But two ideas stand out as especially influential: object-oriented programming and parallelism. *Logo incorporates aspects of both object-oriented programming and parallelism. But *Logo is a bit out of the mainstream in its approach to these ideas. Its contrarian approach is due, in part, to its contrarian goals. Designers of most programming languages are interested in improving speed and performance, or providing advanced capabilities for expert programmers. *Logo, by contrast, is designed for a larger audience of users, including non-expert programmers. And it focuses not on improving the speed of computation, but on helping people think about and experiment with important scientific ideas in new ways.

This chapter discusses *Logo’s approach to object-oriented programming and parallelism, analyzing how the design choices in *Logo reflect the underlying goals of the language.

Object-Oriented Programming

In recent years, there has been a great deal of enthusiasm over object-oriented programming. In professional programming circles, the appeal of object-oriented programming is clear from the proliferation of languages in which object-oriented features are grafted onto traditional languages such as Lisp or C. Among nonexpert programmers, object-oriented programming has received wide exposure through the dissemination of HyperCard and its underlying programming language HyperTalk (which is based on a set of special objects including buttons, cards, and stacks). The success of HyperCard shows the power of even limited forms of object-oriented computation. And it draws attention to the appropriability of object-oriented programming by novices.

The excitement over object-oriented programming has spread far beyond computer programmers and researchers. In 1991, Business Week magazine devoted an entire cover story to the subject of object-oriented programming (under the title “Software Made Simple”), arguing that object-oriented approaches would greatly simplify the task (and thus reduce the cost) of producing computer software. Clearly, some of these claims are greatly exaggerated. Major software projects will not become “simple.” Nevertheless, certain object-oriented features have potential to make some computer programs easier to create, maintain, extend, and understand.
In some ways, Logo was one of the first object-oriented languages. The Logo turtle, after all, is a type of object. The turtle comes with a collection of local state—color, heading, shape, pen state. And turtle commands (like forward, back, left, and right) can be viewed as messages that the turtle objects understand. But traditional versions of Logo offer a very limited form of object-oriented programming. Other programming languages (such as Smalltalk (Goldberg and Robson, 1983) and newer object-oriented languages like C++) offer many more object-oriented features. For example, users can create arbitrary new “classes” of objects, and establish “inheritance hierarchies” to share properties among those classes. Does it make sense to add these features to Logo? If so, which object-oriented features are most important?

There is already one commercial version of Logo, called Object Logo, that includes a rich collection of object-oriented features (Drescher, 1987). Object Logo is beautifully designed from a computer-science point of view. It offers almost all of the object-oriented features that anyone could imagine, and it integrates them into Logo in an elegant fashion. But are all of these object-oriented features necessary, or even desirable, for the nonexpert programmer?

Many object-oriented features are designed to support modularization of programs. They allow programmers to conceptualize and implement programs as a collection of objects that “connect” with one another in standardized ways—much like a collection of LEGO bricks. In the ideal case, each type of object can be tested, modified, and extended on its own, without affecting any of the other objects in the system.

Such modularization can be very valuable in developing complex programs. But for nonexpert programmers, the object-oriented approach is valuable for a different set of reasons. When programs are based on objects, programs often become easier for nonexperts to relate to and think about. Telling a turtle to take 50 steps forward has a very different “feel” than telling the computer to draw a line between the Cartesian coordinates (23, 57) and (71, -14). Students can relate to the turtle, even imagine themselves as the turtle. In the words of Seymour Papert (1980), the turtle becomes an “object to think with.”

In education and cognitive-science research, there is a growing emphasis on so-called “concrete” and “situated” approaches to learning (e.g., Rogoff and Lave, 1984). Educational researchers are starting to steer away from the formal, logical approaches that have dominated mathematics and science education in the past, moving toward more contextualized approaches involving objects and situations familiar to the students. This shift is part of a broader intellectual trend that Turkle and Papert (1990) have dubbed a “revaluation of the concrete.” Object-oriented programming fits firmly in this trend,
encouraging people to think about programming in terms of concrete objects (like turtles and buttons) rather than propositional rules. (As Turkle and Papert point out, it is ironic that the computer, commonly viewed as the ultimate embodiment of logical, abstract thinking, should lend support to a revaluation of the concrete.)

So as I designed object-oriented features into *Logo, I was not terribly concerned with "advanced" object-oriented features, such as inheritance hierarchies. I was more interested in providing users with good "objects to think with." I wanted objects that would encourage and support certain types of explorations (in particular, explorations of decentralized systems and self-organizing behaviors). I wanted the objects to be familiar enough for users to relate to, and general enough to support a diverse set of projects.

There is an old saying that goes something like this: If a person has only a hammer, the whole world looks like a nail. Indeed, a person’s perceptions and models of the world are strongly shaped by the objects that exist in the world. The same is true for computational systems. The way people interact with (and think about) a computational system depends strongly on the objects that compose the system. If the objects are well-chosen for the intended task, even novices will use the system productively. If the objects are not well-chosen, even experts will struggle.

With these thoughts in mind, I based *Logo on two primary types of objects: turtles and patches. The Logo turtle is a simple yet “high-leverage” object: It has inspired thousands of diverse projects, explorations, and experiments. And the Logo turtle is particularly well-suited for explorations of self-organizing behaviors. The design of the Logo turtle emphasizes “local” over “global”—turtle geometry programs use local coordinates rather than Cartesian coordinates. Explorations of self-organizing behaviors have a similar emphasis, relying on local interactions to produce large-scale patterns.

Perhaps more importantly, the Logo turtle (unlike the cells in a cellular automata) is an object that students can easily relate to, and even identify with. One high-school student used two colors of *Logo turtles (red and yellow) to represent two different species of creatures in an ecosystem. She explained the importance of the turtle/creature metaphor: “If you just said these red dots don’t like the yellow dots, I wouldn’t have been interested. It’s the context that you put it in. If you describe anything just in terms of dots on the screen, it’s not very interesting.”

By adding the patch as a new computational object, I hoped to provide *Logo users with another powerful “object to think with.” The *Logo patch encourages people to adopt a new view of the "environment” in which creatures live. Too often, people view the
environment as a passive entity. Science, literature, and popular culture have all reinforced this view. Commenting on the film *Dances With Wolves*, a Western film that won the Academy Award for best picture in 1990, historian Richard White noted: “Nature always serves as a setting in the Western, but this one makes nature a character” (quoted in Dumanoski, 1991). *Logo* tries to do something similar. By bestowing “objecthood” on the environment (in the form of the patch), *Logo* encourages users to think of the environment as a character, not just a background setting.

**Parallelism**

During the past two decades, there has been ever-increasing interest in parallel computation and parallel programming languages. Some researchers have added “parallel constructs” to existing programming languages, yielding new language dialects like Concurrent Pascal (Brinch Hansen, 1975) and MultiLisp (Halstead, 1985). Other researchers have created entirely new programming models, designed explicitly with parallelism in mind (e.g., Sabot, 1988).

In most of this research, the primary goal is to improve the speed of computation. A recent article in a major computer-science journal quotes a user saying: “Nobody wants parallelism. What we want is performance” (Pancake, 1991). In other words, many people see parallelism as a “necessary evil” in order to improve the speed at which programs execute. If they could, many language developers would hide parallelism from the user. Indeed, some researchers have developed “parallelizing compilers,” which allow programmers to continue writing programs in traditional sequential style, putting the burden on the compiler to “parallelize” the code to improve performance.

In adding parallelism to *Logo*, I had a very different set of goals. I was not particularly concerned with performance or speed. Rather, I was interested in providing easier ways for programmers to model, simulate, and control actions that actually happen in parallel. Many things in the natural world (such as ants in a colony) and the man-made world (such as rides in an amusement park) really do act in parallel. The most natural way to model and control such situations is with a parallel programming language. In these cases, parallelism isn’t a “trick” to improve performance; it is the most natural way of expressing the desired behavior.

Before beginning to work on *Logo*, I had designed another parallel version of Logo, called MultiLogo (Resnick, 1990). The design of MultiLogo was motivated by my research on LEGO/Logo. When children build and program LEGO machines, they often want
different machines to run different programs at the same time. For example, after building
an amusement park with a LEGO Ferris wheel and a LEGO merry-go-round, a child might
want the two rides to run different programs at the same time. That is a very natural thing to
want. In fact, many children are surprised that traditional versions of Logo can’t do such a
simple thing. Running simultaneous programs is a simple thing to think about, shouldn’t it
be a simple thing to do in Logo? Indeed, the lack of parallelism in Logo violates the
principle that “simple things should be simple.”

MultiLogo solved this problem, adding a simple way for users to create and execute
multiple processes at the same time. MultiLogo adds one new programming construct: the
“agent.” Each agent is like a separate version of Logo—that is, each agent can control a
computational process. By using multiple agents, users can control multiple processes. In
this way, MultiLogo users can control the simultaneous actions of multiple LEGO
machines in the world, or multiple Logo turtles on the screen.

*Logo is designed with different sorts of situations in mind. Whereas MultiLogo was
designed for situations with only a few objects (machines or graphic turtles) acting in
parallel, *Logo is designed for situations with hundreds or thousands of objects. My
implementation of MultiLogo just couldn’t support enough parallel processes. So I decided
to implement a new parallel Logo on the Connection Machine, a powerful computer with
thousands of processors.

The Connection Machine had many attractions. There seemed to be a natural match
between my massively-parallel model (with thousands of turtles and patches) and the
Connection Machine’s massively-parallel architecture (with thousands of processors).
Also, the Connection Machine is designed to facilitate communications among the
processors—matching my need for interactions among the turtles and patches. The raw
power of the Connection Machine was also an attraction: I figured that I could implement
*Logo in a very high-level language, and still get adequate performance. (Trying to
implement a massively-parallel language on a lesser machine typically means writing code
in a low-level language, such as assembly language. Such an implementation effort
requires significantly more time—and more programming expertise.)

Despite the attractions, I initially had reservations about using the Connection Machine.
The Connection Machine is based on a very different model of parallelism than the one I
had used in MultiLogo. In MultiLogo, the programmer can control multiple processes at the
same time. Two (or three or four) separate Logo programs can run simultaneously, without
any overall synchronization. This approach is sometimes called “process parallelism” or
“functional parallelism.”
The Connection Machine uses a different approach. The Connection Machine is connected to a "front-end computer" (typically a Sun workstation). The front-end computer acts as a coordinator: it sends a single instruction for each of the thousands of processors in the Connection Machine to execute. When they are all finished, the front-end computer sends the next instruction. So on each cycle, there is just one instruction, but that single instruction acts on thousands of different pieces of data (in the thousands of processors of the Connection Machine). Accordingly, this approach is called "data parallelism."

At first, the data-parallelism approach seemed too limiting for *Logo. In an ant simulation, for example, I didn’t want each ant to follow the same lock-step instructions, did I? But as I thought about it more, the data-parallelism approach didn’t seem so bad. Since each turtle can be somewhat different from the others (different color, different heading, etc.), each turtle can interpret the same instruction in a different way. For example, imagine that each turtle has its own value for the variable step-size. Then, if the program tells each turtle to execute the command \texttt{fd:step-size}, each turtle will go forward a different distance. In another command, each turtle’s behavior might be based on the color of the patch underneath it. So turtles in different locations will behave differently. Like turtles, each patch has its own local state. For example, each patch might have a different value for the variable \texttt{chemical}. So a single command (such as \texttt{setcolor :chemical}) will be interpreted differently by different patches.

In fact, it seems like overkill to think about a separate computational process for each of thousands of turtles. In the types of self-organizing phenomena that I am interested in, the objects are usually slight variants of one another—and that variation can be captured in the objects’ local variables. In general, situations with lots of nearly-identical objects have a special aesthetic and intellectual appeal. It is more intriguing if a complex, orderly pattern arises from interactions among simple, homogeneous objects than if the same pattern arose from interactions among complex, heterogeneous objects.

Of course, some process-level parallelism would still be useful. For example, I might want one process controlling the turtles and another process controlling the patches. Or I might want three processes controlling the turtles: one making the turtles walk, another making the turtles emit a chemical, a third making the turtles look for food in the nearby patches. Each turtle’s behavior would result from the combination of these three “sub-behaviors.”

*Logo demons (described in chapter 2.2) are intended to provide a simple type of process-level parallelism. For the most part, *Logo demons serve this need well. Typically, when I write a *Logo program, I write a few turtle demons and a few patch
demons, then I observe what happens from all of the interactions. Alternatively, I could write a top-level (*Logo observer) loop that repeatedly calls each of the turtle procedures and each of the patch procedures. But for me, the demon approach has a much better “feel” (probably because it seems more decentralized).

The demons, however, have their limitations. The demon procedures are synchronized on every *Logo clock tick. So the *Logo programmer must think in terms of unit time steps. *(What should the turtles do on each time step? What should the patches do on each time step?)* This approach sometimes feels unintuitive. For example, one student, writing a traffic simulation, wrote the following demons for the turtles, one to control the “fast turtles” and the other to control the “slow turtles”:

```plaintext
to fast-car-demon
  if :speed = "fast" [forward 1 wait 1]
end

to slow-car-demon
  if :speed = "slow" [forward 1 wait 3]
end
```

There is a clear logic to these demons: cars with a larger ratio of waiting time to moving time should, on average, move more slowly. But these demons will not work as intended. The demons are synchronized on each clock cycle, so each turtle moves forward one step each cycle, regardless whether they are “fast” or “slow.” A more general (asynchronous) form of process-level parallelism is needed in this case.

From One to Many

In the past, Logo typically meant one student sitting in front of one computer using one process to control one turtle in one medium (graphics). Designers of future versions of Logo should aim to change one to many. In the future, Logo should support many users (communicating over networks), many objects (thousands of turtles, for example), many types of objects (not just turtles, but patches and buttons and other things), many processes (process-level parallelism), and many media (video and music and robotics in addition to graphics).

*Logo starts to move in this direction. Its most obvious contribution is its support for thousands of turtles. It also introduces a new type of object (patches), and a limited form of multiple processes (demons). But *Logo is just a beginning. There are many more things to many-ize.
Looking Ahead: From Constructions to Explorations

There is an old proverb that states: "Hear and forget; see and remember; do and understand." This proverb represents a rather simplistic theory of learning. But, like all good proverbs, it hints at a deeper and more complex truth. Many of our richest learning experiences grow out of situations in which we are engaged in designing and constructing personally-meaningful things.

*Logo brings this constructionist approach to the study of decentralized systems: it allows people to construct and play with decentralized systems. Next, in Explorations, I describe nine decentralized systems that high-school students and I constructed and explored with *Logo."
Explorations

*Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider her ways, and be wise.*

The Bible (Proverbs 6.6)
3.1 Simulations and Stimations

I’m not quite sure what to call the type of projects that I’ve worked on with *Logo. Most people would call them simulations. But that doesn’t feel quite right. A simulation is, according to Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, “the imitative representation of the functioning of one system or process by means of the functioning of another.” Many computer simulations fit this description. They try to imitate some real-world system or process as accurately as possible. In many cases, computer simulations are used to make predictions about real-world processes. Computer simulations of nuclear reactors are used to predict when the reactors might fail. Computer simulations of meteorological patterns are used to predict tomorrow’s weather. In these cases, the more accurate the simulation, the better.

In working with *Logo, I have different goals. To be sure, many *Logo projects are inspired by real-world systems: ant colonies, forest fires, traffic jams. But I’m not interested in developing accurate imitations of these real-world systems, or even in making accurate predictions about them. The real world serves only as an inspiration, a departure point for thinking about decentralized systems. When I write a *Logo program with artificial ants, for instance, I am more interested in investigating “ant-like behaviors” than the behaviors of real ants. Even more, I am interested in how people think about ant-like behaviors.

In short, I am more interested in stimulation than in simulation. My work with *Logo is aimed more at what’s in here (in the mind) than what’s out there (in the world). The goal is not to simulate particular systems and processes in the world. The goal is to probe, challenge, and disrupt the way people think about systems and processes in general.

I prefer to think of *Logo projects as explorations of microworlds, not simulations of reality. Microworlds are simplified worlds, specially designed to highlight (and make accessible) particular concepts and particular ways of thinking. Microworlds are always manipulable: they encourage users to explore, experiment, invent, and revise. Papert (1980) describes microworlds as “incubators for knowledge.” The standard Logo-turtle microworld, he writes, is a place where “certain kinds of mathematical thinking [can] hatch and grow with particular ease.” *Logo, with its sensory-enhanced turtles and patch-reified environment, is particularly well-suited for developing biology microworlds—that is, worlds where biological thinking can hatch and grow.
The next nine chapters (chapters 3.2 through 3.10) describe and discuss explorations of some *Logo microworlds. In some of the explorations, I worked by myself. In others, I worked with students from Boston-area high schools. (For more information on the high-school students, see Appendix A.)

When I worked with high-school students, I played several (simultaneous and intertwined) roles:

*Observer.* I observed how the students thought about decentralized systems, and how their thinking evolved during their interactions with *Logo.*

*Catalyst.* I proposed experiments, asked questions, challenged assumptions, and encouraged students to reflect on their experiences as they worked with *Logo.*

*Collaborator.* I helped students write their *Logo programs, since I was not particularly interested in studying how well students learned to program in *Logo. More importantly, I worked together with students in trying to make sense of unfamiliar phenomena. Often, working with students helped clarify my own thinking about decentralized systems.
3.2 Slime Mold

Slime mold is hardly the most glamorous of creatures. But it is surely one of the most strange and intriguing. As long as food is plentiful, slime-mold cells exist independently as tiny amoebas. They move around, feed on bacteria in the environment, and reproduce simply by dividing into two. But when food becomes scarce, the slime-mold behavior changes dramatically. The slime-mold cells stop reproducing and move toward one another, forming a cluster (called a “pseudoplasmodium”) with tens of thousands of cells.

At this point, the slime-mold cells start acting as a unified whole. Rather than lots of unicellular creatures, they act as a single multicellular creature. In short, “they” start acting like “it.” It changes shape and begins crawling, seeking a more favorable environment. When it finds a spot to its liking, it differentiates into a stalk supporting a round mass of spores. These spores ultimately detach and spread throughout the new environment, starting a new cycle as a collection of slime-mold amoebas. (See figure 3.1, reproduced from Prigogine and Stengers (1984)).

As discussed later (in chapter 4.1), the process through which slime-mold cells aggregate into a single multicellular creature has been a subject of scientific debate. Until 1980 or so, most biologists believed that specialized “pacemaker” cells coordinated the aggregation. But scientists now view slime-mold aggregation as a very decentralized process. According to the current theories, slime-mold cells are homogeneous: none is distinguished by any special features or behaviors. The clustering of slime-mold cells arises not from the commands of a leader, but through local interactions among thousands of identical cells. In
fact, the process of slime-mold aggregation is now viewed as one of the classic examples of self-organizing behavior.

How do the slime-mold cells aggregate? The mechanism involves a chemical called "cyclic AMP" or cAMP (Goldbeter and Segal, 1977). When the slime-mold cells move into their "aggregation phase," they produce and emit cAMP into the environment. They are also attracted to the very same chemical. As the cells move, they follow the gradient of cAMP. That is, they test around themselves, and they move in the direction where the concentration of cAMP is highest. Note that this process is a very local. Each cell can sense cAMP only in its immediate vicinity; it can not tell how much cAMP there might be a few centimeters away.

I wrote a *Logo program to explore the workings of this decentralized aggregation process. I was not interested in simulating every detail of the actual slime-mold mechanism. In the actual mechanism, slime-mold cells produce the cAMP in periodic pulses. As a result, slime-mold cells tend to come together in concentric waves. But this periodicity does not seem essential to the aggregation process. In fact, Prigogine and Stengers (1984) describe how the larvae of certain beetles (*Dendroctonus micans*) aggregate into clusters using a mechanism similar to that used by slime-mold cells, but without the periodicity.

My goal was to capture the essence of the aggregation process with the simplest mechanism possible. My *Logo program was based on a set of simple rules. Each turtle was controlled by four demons: one demon made the turtle move, a second added a little randomness to the turtle's movements, a third made the turtle emit a chemical pheromone, and a fourth made the turtle "sniff" for the pheromone and turn in the direction where the chemical was strongest (that is, follow the gradient of the pheromone).

Meanwhile, each patch was controlled by two primary demons: one to make the pheromone in the patch evaporate, and another to diffuse the pheromone to neighboring patches. (A third demon controlled the color of the patches. Each patch was displayed as a shade of green: the more pheromone in the patch, the brighter the intensity of green.) All of the demons (for the turtles and patches) were very simple; each required at most two lines of *Logo code.
OBSERVER PROCEDURES

to setup :number
clear-all
create-turtle :number
foreach "turtle [setup]
foreach "patch [setup]
end

TURTLE PROCEDURES

to setup
activate-demon "walk-demon
activate-demon "wiggle-demon
activate-demon "drop-pheromone-demon
activate-demon "sniff-demon
end

to walk-demon
forward 1
end

to wiggle-demon
right random 40
left random 40
end

to drop-pheromone-demon
demand patch-here [make "pheromone :pheromone + 1]
end

to sniff-demon
if ask patch-here [:pheromone > 2]
  [follow-gradient "pheromone]
end

PATCH PROCEDURES

to setup
activate-demon "evaporation-demon
activate-demon "diffusion-demon
activate-demon "display-demon
end

to evaporation-demon
make "pheromone :pheromone * 0.9
end

to diffusion-demon
diffuse "pheromone
end

to display-demon
scale-color green :pheromone 0 3
end
Programming Notes

Note that there are three separate "namespaces" for procedures. So there are three versions of the setup procedure: one for the observer, one for the turtles, one for the patches.

On each iteration of the program, the demon procedures are executed in an unspecified order. In my example programs, I tend to use multiple demons (instead of multiple subprocedures within a single procedure) when the order of execution is unimportant. In this program, the order of execution does affect the detail of what happens. But the overall effect of aggregation remains the same, no matter what order the demon are executed.

By convention, I usually append –demon to the names of procedures that are used as demons.

If we start the simulation with a small number of turtles, not much happens. We see faint green trails of pheromone behind each turtle. But these trails quickly dim as the pheromone evaporates and diffuses. Sometimes a turtle will follow another turtle for a short while, but it quickly loses the trail. Overall, the screen has a faint green aura, indicating a low level of pheromone everywhere, but no bright green areas. The turtles seem to wander aimlessly, looking somewhat like molecules in a gas.

But if we add enough turtles to the simulation, the behavior changes dramatically. With lots of turtles, there is a better chance that a few turtles will wander near one another. When that happens, the turtles collectively drop a fair amount of pheromone, creating a sort of pheromone "puddle" (shown as a bright green blob on the display). The turtles in the puddle, by following the pheromone gradient, are likely to stay within the puddle—and drop even more pheromone there, making the puddle even bigger and more "powerful." And as the puddle expands, more turtles are likely to "sense" it and seek it out—and drop even more pheromone (figure 3.2).

The result is a self-reinforcing positive feedback loop: (1) the more pheromone in the puddle, the more turtles it attracts, and (2) the more turtles attracted to the puddle, the more pheromone they drop in the puddle.

With enough turtles, this same process can play out in many locations, resulting in turtle/pheromone clusters all over the computer screen. Through the positive-feedback
mechanism, the clusters tend to grow larger and larger (figure 3.3). What’s to stop the clusters from growing forever? The positive-feedback loop is balanced by a negative-feedback process: as the clusters become bigger, there are fewer “free” turtles wandering around the world, depriving the positive-feedback process of one of the “raw materials” that it needs to keep going. For the clusters to keep growing, the system would need a never-ending supply of new turtles.

Figure 3.3: 1000 iterations with 1000 slime-mold cells
As the turtles wander around the screen, there is a bit of randomness in their motion (from the wiggle-demon procedure). This randomness serves one obvious purpose: it ensures that "free" turtles will eventually wander near some cluster. Once a free turtle wanders near a cluster, it senses the pheromone from the cluster, and begins to follow the gradient of the pheromone. At that point, the randomness might seem to play a negative role. Why would we want to cripple a turtle's ability to follow the pheromone?

In fact, the program would be quite boring if the turtles followed the pheromone perfectly. Eventually, each turtle would join a cluster. After that, not much more would happen. Individual clusters could never grow larger or smaller, and the number of clusters would never change. Although turtles would still move around within their clusters, the composition of each cluster would be fixed. Turtles would never leave their clusters. The screen would be filled with stable, unchanging green blobs (with a little activity inside each blob).

A bit of randomness in the turtles' movements leads to a much more interesting dynamic. Turtles are not forever "bound" to the clusters they join. Sometimes, through its random motion, a turtle will break free of its cluster and begin wandering again. Such an escape can initiate a ripple effect. With one fewer turtle in the cluster, there is a little less pheromone in the cluster. So the cluster is a little less likely to attract new turtles, and a little more likely to lose some of its remaining turtles. If another turtle escapes, the cluster becomes even weaker, and even less likely to hold onto its remaining turtles. As a result, small clusters often break apart suddenly. One turtle escapes, and then another, and another, in rapid succession. Underlying this rapid disintegration is the same positive-feedback process that drives the formation of clusters—but operating in the reverse direction.

In a similar way, nearby clusters tend to merge together. Imagine two neighboring clusters of roughly equal size. Call them cluster A and cluster B. Turtles are equally likely to escape from either cluster and join the other. But what if, by random chance, a few turtles happen to move from cluster A to cluster B? Then cluster A becomes weaker (with less pheromone), and more likely to lose even more turtles. Cluster B, meanwhile, becomes stronger (with more pheromone), and more likely to attract even more turtles. So the movement of turtles from cluster A to cluster B is likely to continue—and to accelerate.

So as the program proceeds, nearby clusters are likely to merge, and small clusters are likely to break apart, freeing turtles to join (and enlarge) the remaining clusters. As a result,
the number of clusters tends to decline with time, and the number of turtles in each cluster tends to increase. As the clusters grow larger and larger, they become more and more stable. Turtles are less likely to escape. And even when an errant turtle escapes, it is less likely to set off a chain reaction destroying the entire cluster.

Will the turtles eventually join into a single, giant cluster? Everyone who sees the program seems to have that intuition. After all, the number of clusters declines with time, and the number of turtles in each cluster increases. Why shouldn’t that trend continue to its natural conclusion: a single, giant cluster? This intuition is bolstered by the fact that a single, giant cluster would be very stable. If the turtles ever got together into a single, giant cluster, they would very likely remain together.

My guess is that the turtles would end up in a single, giant cluster—but only after a very long time. I ran the program with 1000 turtles, and left it running for several hours. In the first minute, a couple dozen clusters formed. For the next few minutes, the number of clusters declined, and the size of the remaining clusters increased. After a few minutes, there were nine large clusters on the screen. But after that, the system remained quite stable. After a couple hours, the number of clusters had declined by only one (to eight), the result of two clusters merging. Why the stability? Each of the nine clusters had reached a “critical mass,” making them unlikely to break apart. The merger of two of the clusters was caused by “cluster drift”—the two clusters had drifted near one another, making it easier for turtles to jump from one to the other. But clusters drift very slowly. So when clusters are few and widely-separated, mergers are not very likely. Only after very long periods of time are the clusters likely to join together.

The behavior of the slime-mold program varies significantly as parameters are changed. As previously mentioned, the program depends critically on the number of turtles. With too few turtles, no clusters form. If the density of turtles in the world rises above a certain “critical density,” clusters begin to form. The reason: With a higher density of turtles, there is a greater chance that a few turtles will wander near one another, forming a small pheromone puddle from which a cluster will grow. Of course, the exact “critical density” depends on many other factors. If the evaporation rate of the pheromone is increased, more turtles are needed to start a cluster (so the critical density is higher). If the turtles emit larger “drops” of pheromone on each step, fewer turtles are needed to start a cluster (so the critical density is lower).

What if we change the turtles’ sense of smell? There are several ways to do that. One way is to change the range of directions that the turtles sniff. By default, each turtle takes three sniffs in trying to follow the gradient of a scent: one sniff straight ahead, one sniff 45
degrees to the left of its heading, one sniff 45 degrees to the right of its heading. (On each
sniff, the turtle senses one unit-distance away from its current position.) What if we make
the turtles take more sniffs? Say each turtle takes five sniffs: 90 degrees to the left, 45
degrees to the left, straight ahead, 45 degrees to the right, and 90 degrees to the right.
Equivalently, we could think of this as increasing the number of noses on each turtle, so
that each turtle has five noses instead of three noses, equally spaced at 45 degree intervals.
(We can make this change with the *Logo command set-number-of-sniffs 5.) With
five noses/sniffs rather than three, the turtles clearly have a better sense of smell. How will
this improved sense of smell change the dynamics of the program? Will there be more
clusters or fewer? Will the clusters be larger or smaller? Think about it a minute before
reading on.

I posed this scenario to about two dozen people (including high-school students and
MIT researchers). Interestingly, more than three-quarters of the people predicted the result
incorrectly. Most people expected fewer and bigger clusters. In fact, the turtles gather into
more and smaller clusters. It isn’t too surprising that many people had difficulty predicting
what would happen. After all, the slime mold program involves thousands of interacting
objects. It is very difficult to make predictions about such complex systems. So it wouldn’t
be too surprising if half of the people predicted the result incorrectly. But it seems strange
that most people predicted incorrectly. What underlies this false intuition?

I asked people to explain their reasoning. Many people reasoned something like this:
“"The creatures are trying to get together, to combine into one big thing. If the creatures
have a better sense of smell, they will do a better job of that. So you’ll end up with larger
clusters.” What’s the flaw? This reasoning confuses “levels” and attributes inappropriate
intentionality to the creatures. Creatures are not really trying to form large clusters; they are
simply following a pheromone gradient. The creatures do follow the gradient more
effectively when they have more noses. But as a result, they form smaller (not larger)
clusters. By following the gradient effectively, the many-nosed creatures more quickly
“find” other creatures to interact with. Giving more noses to the creatures is like giving a
larger cross-section to particles in a physics simulation: collisions are more likely. And
once the creatures find some others to interact with, they can form stable clusters with
fewer partners, since each creature in the cluster stays closer to the others. The result:
clusters are smaller, there are more of them, and they form more quickly.
3.3 Artificial Ants

Myrmecology, the study of ants, might seem like a rather narrow and specialized scientific domain. But a growing number of researchers from outside the tight-knit myrmecology community have begun to take an interest in ants.

References to ants show up in unlikely places, from unlikely sources. In *Godel, Escher, Bach* (1979), Douglas Hofstadter describes a fictitious ant colony that he punningly calls Aunt Hillary. Hofstadter uses Aunt Hillary to explore differences between “levels”—in particular, differences between an ant colony as a whole and the individual ants that compose it. According to Hofstadter, the workings of an ant colony can serve as a rough metaphor for the workings of the human brain: in each case, the behavior of the whole (colony or brain) is far more sophisticated (and of a very different character) than the behaviors of the component parts (ants or neurons).

In the nascent artificial life (ALife) community, dozens of researchers are creating simulations of “artificial ants” (e.g., Deneubourg and Goss, 1989; Travers, 1989; Steels, 1990; Collins and Jefferson, 1991). Indeed, ants have become the unofficial mascots of the ALife community. Artificial life posters are frequently illustrated with drawings of ants, and participants at ALife conferences adorn their name badges with plastic ants.

Interest in ants has even spread to the popular culture. Although not yet as popular as fish aquariums, ant farms are now becoming increasingly common in American homes. Uncle Milton Industries has sold more than 13 million of its Uncle Milton’s Ant Farms, populated with 200 million *Pogonomyrmex californicus* ants (Miller, 1991). Thousands of other households play with ants on their computer screens, using SimAnt software from Maxis. And *The Ants*, the definitive ant reference book by Harvard myrmecologists Bert Holldobler and E.O. Wilson (1990), has become a sort of cult classic, attracting attention far outside the myrmecology community.

Why the growing interest in ants? Many people, it seems, are intrigued with the collective nature of ant behavior. Each individual ant is quite simple. But an ant colony as a whole is capable of rather sophisticated behavior. Thus, ant colonies have come to be viewed as a prototypical example of how complex-group behavior can arise from simple-individual behavior. As such, many people see the colony/ant relationship as an illuminating model (or, at least, an inspiring metaphor) for thinking about other group/individual relationships—such as the relationship between an organ and its cells, a cell and its macro-molecules, a corporation and its employees, or a country and its citizens.
Compared with these other collective systems, ant colonies have the advantage of being more easily studied. As ant researchers Jean-Louis Deneubourg and Simon Goss (1989) note: "We can experiment on these [ant] societies in a way impossible in any other kind of collective decision-making organization. Unlike molecules or cells, [ant] workers are easily visible, and we can manipulate insect societies and place them in experimentally controllable situations with relative ease." Artificial ants, simulated on the computer screen, are even more easily manipulated and controlled (though at a risk of violating biological or physical realism). In particular, artificial ant simulations can help researchers probe the mechanisms that underlie collective behaviors. By experimenting with artificial ants, researchers can explore which individual-ant behaviors give rise to which colony-level behaviors.

Research on collective behavior in ant colonies has focused primarily on foraging activity (that is, how ants find and collect their food). Different species of ants search for food in different ways. In some species, ants forage individually and adjust their strategies based on experience. But most species forage collectively, helping one another find and gather food. Typically, ants use recruitment strategies. When an ant finds some food, it recruits other ants to the food, who in turn recruit other ants to the food, and so on. The process slows down when there are fewer ants left to be recruited (or when there are other “forces” competing for the ants’ attention).

Recruitment can take several different forms. In some species, ants communicate directly with other ants. After an ant finds some food, it returns to the nest and leads one or more nestmates back to the food source. In other species, ants communicate indirectly, through a chemical pheromone—a process known as mass recruitment. After an ant finds some food, it returns to the nest, dropping a chemical pheromone as it walks. (Different types of ants find their way back to the nest in different ways: some by memory, some by smell, some by visual cues.) When other ants detect the pheromone trail, they follow it to the food source. Then they, too, return to the nest, reinforcing the pheromone trail. Before long, there is a strong trail between the food and nest, with hundreds of ants walking back and forth.

What happens when the ants finish exploiting the entire food source? Ants drop the chemical pheromone only when they are carrying food. So when the food source is fully depleted, the ants no longer drop pheromone. The pheromone trail becomes weaker and weaker through evaporation. As the trail becomes weaker, the ants become less likely to follow it. Instead, they wander off in search of a new food source.
This mass-recruitment process is implemented in the following *Logo program. Each ant’s actions are controlled by four demons. One demon tells the ant how to look for food (follow the pheromone if you sense it, wander randomly if you don’t). A second demon tells the ant what to do when it finally bumps into the food (pick up a piece of food and turn around). A third demon tells the ant how to return to the nest (follow the scent of the nest, dropping pheromone as you go). And the fourth demon tells the ant what to do when it gets back to the nest (drop the food, and turn around to go get more). Meanwhile, the patches indicate where the nest and food are, and they cause the pheromone to evaporate and diffuse. (See the Programming Notes, following the program, for more details.)

```
OBSERVER PROCEDURES

to setup
clear-all
create-turtle 100
foreach "turtle [setup]
foreach "patch [setup]
end

TURTLE PROCEDURES

to setup
setxy 0 0
set-sniff-distance 3.0
make "carrying-food? false
activate-demon "look-for-food-demon
activate-demon "find-food-demon
activate-demon "return-to-nest-demon
activate-demon "find-nest-demon
end

to look-for-food-demon
if not :carrying-food?
  [ifelse (ask patch-here [ :pheromone ]) < 0.2
    [right random 40 left random 40]
    [setheading uphill "pheromone]
    forward 1]
end

to find-food-demon
if (not :carrying-food?) and ask patch-here [ :food > 0]
  [make "carrying-food? true
    demand patch-here [make "food :food - 1]
    make "drop-size 35
    right 180 forward 1]
end
```
TURTLE PROCEDURES (continued)

to return-to-nest-demon
if :carrying-food?
  [demand patch-here [add-pheromone-drop]
   make "drop-size :drop-size - 0.6
   setheading uphill "nest-scent
   forward 1]
end

to find-nest-demon
if :carrying-food? and ask patch-here [:nest?]
  [make "carrying-food? false
   right 180 forward 1]
end

PATCH PROCEDURES

to setup
make "pheromone 0
set-diffusion-rate 0.15
setup-nest
setup-food
activate-demon "diffuse-demon
activate-demon "evaporate-demon
activate-demon "update-colors-demon
end

to setup-nest
ifelse (distance 0 0) < 5
  [make "nest? true
   make "nest-scent 1000]
  [make "nest? false
   make "nest-scent 0]
repeat 100 [diffuse "nest-scent]
end

to setup-food
ifelse (distance 30 0) < 4
  [make "food 1 + random 3]
  [make "food 0]
end

to diffuse-demon
diffuse "pheromone
end

to evaporate-demon
make "pheromone :pheromone * 0.95
end
PATCH PROCEDURES (continued)

to update-colors-demon
ifelse :nest?
    [setcolor purple]
    [ifelse :food > 0
        [setcolor blue]
        [scale-color green :pheromone 0 2]]
end

to add-pheromone-drop
make "pheromone :pheromone + ask turtle-here [:drop-size]
end

Programming Notes

To set up the nest-scent field, the program places a high level of nest-scent in the nest, then diffuses it 100 times. The diffusion creates a radially symmetric "hill" of nest-scent, with the nest at the peak of the hill. By following the gradient of nest-scent, ants return directly to the nest.

The ants' sniff-distance is set to 3.0. So ants sniff 3 patches ahead when they are following the gradient. Setting sniff-distance greater than its default of 1.0 effectively increases each turtle's size in relation to the patches (or, conversely, increases the resolution of the patches in relation to the turtles).

Ants drop decreasing amounts of pheromone as they return to the nest (controlled by the variable drop-size). That way, the gradient of the trail is biased toward the food. So when another ant finds the trail, it is more likely to follow the trail toward the food, not the nest.

When the program is run, 100 ants stream out of the nest, searching (randomly) for food (figure 3.4a-b). Once an ant finds some food, it brings a piece back to the nest, laying a green pheromone trail as it returns (figure 3.4c). At first, the green trail is thin and faint. But as other ants follow the pheromone to the food, and reinforce the trail on their way back to the nest, a thick, bright green trail develops (figure 3.4d). The pheromone trail is an example of a large-scale, orderly structure, created entirely through local interactions. It lasts only as long as the food source. Once the food source is fully exploited, the green trail gradually fades away (figure 3.4e), and the ants wander around aimlessly (figure 3.4f).
This program can be extended in several ways. For example, we could add two new food sources, each at a different distance from the nest. (The new food sources can be added with a few simple changes to the set up-food procedure.) The resulting colony-level behavior is quite striking (figure 3.5). The colony exploits the food sources as if controlled by a centralized plan. The ants initially exploit the source closest to the nest, then (after that source is fully depleted) they begin to exploit to the next closest source, and so on. It is as if the some “leader” in the nest had developed a plan for collecting the food systematically and sequentially. But, of course, there is no leader. The high-level, sequential behavior arises entirely from low-level, parallel interactions.
Figure 3.5: Ant foraging with three food sources (nest at center)
What causes this sequential, plan-like behavior? Here’s one way to think about it. For each food source, there is a “critical density” of ants needed to form a solid, stable trail. If the number of ants is below critical density, a trail will diffuse and evaporate more quickly than it is reinforced by the ants. The critical density depends on the distance of the food source from the nest (along with other factors, like the evaporation and diffusion rates). The more distant a food source, the higher the critical density. Why? For more distant food sources, each ant takes a longer time to travel between food and nest, so it reinforces the trail less often. As a result, more ants are needed to counterbalance the forces of diffusion and evaporation.

So what happens when ants are released in an environment with three food sources? In some ways, it is helpful to think about the food sources as competitors, each trying to attract a stable trail of ants. In this competition, the food source closest to the nest has two advantages: It is the one most likely to be “discovered” in a random walk from the nest, and it has the lowest critical density (that is, it needs the smallest number of ants to form a stable pheromone trail). So as the ants march out of the nest and explore the world, the closest food source is most likely to “win” the competition. That is, the colony’s first stable trail is most likely to go to the closest food source.

Once an ant joins a stable trail, it is unlikely to leave the trail, as long as the food remains. So ants on the stable trail are taken out of circulation. Assuming a fixed supply of ants (as in the *Logo program), there are fewer “free” ants remaining to explore and form trails to the other food sources. Other food sources are considerably less likely to attract the critical density of ants needed to create a trail. The colony is likely to form only one strong trail at a time. But once the closest food source is fully depleted, the situation changes. The pheromone trail to that source dissipates, “freeing” the ants that had been gathering food along that trail. After that, there are again enough ants to form a new trail. By the same reasoning as before, the colony is most likely to form a trail to closest of the remaining food sources.

And so the process goes. At any given time, the colony is most likely to form a trail to the closest food source. And while the colony is exploiting that food source, it is unlikely to form trails to any of the other food sources. In this way, the colony exploits the food sources one by one, in a seemingly planful fashion, moving outward from the closest food source to the most distant.

What happens if two food sources are equidistant from the nest? Would the colony form a weak trail to each of the food sources? Or would the ants form trails to neither, somewhat like the mythical “perfectly rational donkey” that starved when it couldn’t decide between
two equally distant piles of hay? In fact, a real ant colony (of sufficient size) would most likely "choose" between the two food sources, focusing most of its resources on one of the two sources (Deneubourg et al., 1986).

The *Logo program exhibits the same behavior, closely mimicking the behavior of a real ant colony (Robson and Resnick, 1991). The colony makes its "choice" through a positive feedback mechanism. Initially, the ants make weak trails, of roughly equal strength, to each of the food sources. But any difference in the strengths of the two trails, caused by random factors, are quickly accentuated. Once one trail is slightly stronger, it is slightly more likely to attract "free" ants, and it is slightly less likely to lose the ants that are already on the trail. On the weaker trail, ants are slightly more likely to wander off the trail. So the stronger trail is likely to get stronger still, and the weaker trail weaker. In this way, small differences can grow quickly, leading to a "symmetry breaking" in which one trail becomes dominant. Deneubourg et al. (1986) speculate that such symmetry breaking could have evolutionary advantages for ants, "as it allows the society to concentrate the exploitation on one source which is then better defended than if the foragers were divided around several sources."
3.4 Traffic Jams

At the time Ari and Fadhil started working with *Logo, they were also taking a driver's education class. Each had turned 16 years old a short time before, and they were excited about getting their driver's licenses. Much of their conversation focused on cars. So when I gave Ari and Fadhil a collection of articles to read, it is not surprising that a *Scientific American* article titled "Vehicular Traffic Flow" (Herman and Gardels, 1963) captured their attention.

Traffic flow is rich domain for studying collective behavior. Interactions among cars in a traffic flow can lead to surprising group phenomena. Consider a long road with no cross streets or intersections. What if we added some traffic lights along the road? The traffic lights would seem to serve no constructive purpose. It would be natural to assume that the traffic lights would reduce the overall traffic throughput (number of cars per unit time). But in some situations, additional traffic lights actually *improve* overall traffic throughput. The New York City Port Authority, for example, found that it could increase traffic throughput in the Holland Tunnel by 6 percent by deliberately stopping some cars before they entered the tunnel (Herman and Gardels, 1963).

Or imagine what would happen if a street were temporarily closed in a congested downtown area. With one less street, it would be natural to assume that traffic conditions would worsen. But assumptions would be wrong again. The New York City Transportation Commissioner found that closing 42nd Street actually improved traffic flow in the area (Cohen and Kelly, 1990).

Ari and Fadhil, based on their membership in the teenage-driver culture, were familiar with a variety of interesting traffic behaviors. They told me about a phenomena called "snaking," which I had never heard of.

Mitchel: *What's snaking?*

Fadhil: *First one lane slows down. Then the other lane slows down, and the first one starts moving. Then the first one slows down again, and the other one starts moving. So it's like a snake.*

Mitchel: *Why does it happen?*

Fadhil: *A lot of people switch from the first lane to the other lane. Once they get to the other lane, the first lane starts going again. It keeps going back and forth.*

Mitchel: *Because people keep switching?*
Fadhil: You know how when you're in a lane. Then you switch to the next lane since you see it's going faster. Then that one stops. And you say: "Gee, I have no luck. All the lanes I go to slow down."

Mitchel: If you were the only car to switch, it would work, right?

Fadhil: Yeah. But since you're not, it would be best to stay in your lane.

Traditional studies of traffic flow rely on sophisticated analytic techniques (from fields like queuing theory). But many of the same traffic phenomena can be explored with simple *Logo programs. To get started, Ari and Fadhil decided to create a one-lane highway. (Later, they experimented with multiple lanes, to explore the snaking phenomenon.) Ari suggested adding a police radar trap somewhere along the road, to catch cars going above the speed limit. But he also wanted each car to have its own radar detector, so cars would know to slow down when they approached the radar trap. (Ari noted that his mother's car had a sophisticated radar detector, with "three levels of warnings.")

After some discussion, Ari and Fadhil decided that each *Logo turtle/car should follow three basic rules:

- If there is a car close ahead of you, slow down.
- If there aren't any cars close ahead of you, speed up (unless you are already moving at the speed limit).
- If you detect a radar trap, slow down.

These rules can be implemented with three *Logo demons: one to make the car move, one to check if another car is close ahead (and adjust the car's speed accordingly), one to check for the radar trap (and adjust car's speed if necessary).

OBSERVER PROCEDURES

to setup
clear-all
create-turtle 15
foreach "turtle [setup]
foreach "patch [setup]
end
TURTLE PROCEDURES

to setup
setheading 90
sety 0
make "step-size 0.5 + (0.1 * random 16)
make "speed-limit 3
make "danger-distance 4
activate-demon "move-demon
activate-demon "collision-demon
activate-demon "radar-demon
end

to move-demon
forward :step-size
end

to collision-demon
ifelse car-ahead? :danger-distance
[make "step-size 0.5]
[make "step-size :step-size + 0.1]
if :step-size > :speed-limit
[make "step-size :speed-limit]
end

to radar-demon
if (ask patch-here [:radar?]) and (:step-size > 0.8)
[make "step-size :step-size - 0.4]
end

to car-ahead? :dist
ifelse :dist <= 0
[false]
[ifelse ask patch-polar :dist heading [turtle-total > 0]
 [true]
 [car-ahead? :dist - 1]]
end

PATCH PROCEDURES

to setup
setcolor green
if ypos = 0
 [setcolor black]
setup-radar
end

to setup-radar
if (ypos = 0) and (xpos > -3) and (xpos < 3)
[make "radar? true
 setcolor blue]
[make "radar? false]
end
Programming Notes

Note that cars decelerate abruptly (to a step-size of 0.5) when they see other cars ahead. Initially, Ari and Fadhil made cars decelerate more gradually, but cars sometimes "jumped over" other cars. So they changed the program to make the cars decelerate more abruptly.

Ari and Fadhil expected that a traffic jam would form behind the radar trap, and indeed it did (figure 3.6). After a few dozen iterations of the *Logo program, a line of cars started to form to the left of the blue radar trap. The cars moved slowly through the trap, then sped away as soon as they passed it. Ari explained: "First one car slows down for the radar trap, then the one behind it slows down, then the one behind that one, and then you've got a traffic jam." The only unexpected effect was the rapid acceleration of the cars as they moved beyond the radar trap. The radar trap, in effect, organized the cars for maximum acceleration. As the cars slowed down for the radar trap, they formed a queue with roughly equal distances between each car. So when the cars moved beyond the radar trap, they did not interfere with one another. The cars were "released" by the radar trap one by one, and they accelerated smoothly until they reached the speed limit.

*Figure 3.6: Traffic jam caused by radar trap (Cars move left to right)*
Ari and Fadhil noted that an accident on the side of the road would have the same effect as the radar trap, due to the infamous “rubbernecking” effect. In fact, they argued that even a tiny disruption could cause a jam. Fadhil explained: “When a car on the highway even touches the brakes, the brake lights go on. Even if it doesn’t slow down, everyone else slows down. If the first person just touches the brake, the brake lights go on, and the person behind him doesn’t want to hit him so he slows down a little bit more, and the person behind him a little bit more, and the person behind him more, and you end up having a traffic jam. And the first guy didn’t even slow down at all.”

I asked Ari and Fadhil what would happen if only some of the cars had radar detectors. Ari predicted that only some of the cars would slow down for the radar trap. Fadhil had a different idea: “The ones that have radar detectors will slow down, which will cause the other ones to slow down.” Ari found that argument compelling and quickly changed his mind. And, indeed, Fadhil was right. We modified the *Logo program so that only 25 percent of the cars had radar detectors (that is, only 25 percent of the cars had the radar-detector activated). The result: the traffic flow looked exactly the same as when all of the cars had radar detectors.

What if none of the cars had radar detectors—or, equivalently, if the radar trap were removed entirely? With no radar trap, the cars would be controlled by just two simple rules: if you see another car close ahead, slow down; if not, speed up. The rules couldn’t be much simpler. At first, Fadhil predicted that the traffic flow would become uniform: cars would be evenly spaced, travelling at a constant speed. After all, without the radar trap, what could cause a jam? But he quickly changed his mind and predicted that a traffic jam would form.

In fact, when we ran the program, a traffic jam formed (figure 3.7). Along parts of the road, the cars were tightly packed and moving slowly. Elsewhere, they were spread out and moving at the speed limit. Watching one of the tightly-packed jams, Fadhil was reminded of the toy with five pendulum balls in a row. When a pendulum ball strikes one end of the pack, a ball shoots out from the other end. The traffic jam looked somewhat similar: “Whenever one car leaves [the jam], another one comes in, so it [the jam] keeps the same amount...Then another will get caught up and another will leave. Caught, leave, caught, leave.”

Fadhil thought that the jams were caused by differences in the initial speeds of the cars. So we changed the *Logo program, starting all of the cars at the exact same speed. But the jams still formed. Fadhil quickly understood. At the beginning of the program, the cars were placed at random positions on the road. Random positioning led to uneven spacing.
between the cars, and uneven spacing could also provide the "seed" for a traffic jam to form. Fadhil explained: "Some of the cars start closer to other cars. Like, four spaces between two of them, and two spaces between others. A car that's only two spaces behind another car slows down, then the one behind it slows down."

Next, we changed the program so that the cars were evenly spaced. Sure enough, no traffic jams formed. All of the cars uniformly accelerated up to the speed limit. But Ari and Fadhil recognized that such a situation would be difficult to set up in the real world. The distances between the cars had to be just right, and the cars had to start at exactly the same time—like a platoon of soldiers starting to march in unison.

We re-introduced some randomness in the initial conditions of the *Logo program, and the traffic jams returned. Watching the traffic jams more closely, Ari and Fadhil noticed that the jams did not stay in one place, but tended to move with time. In fact, the traffic jams tended to move backwards, even though all of the cars within them were moving forward. Fadhil described it: "The jam itself moves backward. If you keep your eye on one car, it leaves the traffic jam, but the jam itself, I mean where you see the cars piling up, moves backward."
The backward movement of the traffic jam highlights an important idea: collective structures (like traffic jams) often behave very differently than the elements that compose them. This idea is true not only for traffic jams, but for a much wider range of phenomena, including waves. Ideas about waves are very difficult for students to grasp. One reason is that waves are often presented in unmotivated contexts (e.g., perturbations moving along a string) and through difficult mathematical formalisms (such as differential equations).

*Logo seems to provide a more accessible introduction to wave-like phenomena. Like differential equations, *Logo can be used as a formal system for expressing ideas about wave behavior. But the *Logo representation is different in several important ways. For one thing, *Logo programs seem easier to understand and manipulate. In addition, *Logo programs are executable, so that students can watch their programs run and revise their ideas based on what they see. Perhaps most important, *Logo offers students a chance to explore wave phenomena in personally-meaningful contexts. The fact that Ari and Fadhil developed strong intuitions about traffic flow while working on their *Logo project was due, in no small part, to their deep interests and experiences with cars.
3.5 Termites

Philip Morrison, the MIT physicist and science educator, once told me a story about his childhood. When Morrison was in elementary school, one of his teachers described the invention of the arch as one of the central, defining milestones of human civilization. Arches took on a special meaning for the young Morrison. He felt a certain type of pride whenever he saw an arch. Many years later, when Morrison learned that lowly termites also build arches, he was quite surprised (and amused). He gained a new skepticism about everything that he was taught in school, and a new respect for the capabilities of termites. Ever since, Morrison has wondered about the limits of what termites might be able to do. If they can build arches, why not more complex structures? Given enough time, Morrison wondered, might termites build a radio telescope?

Probably not. But termites are among the master architects of the animal world. On the plains of Africa, termites construct giant mound-like nests rising more than 10 feet tall, thousands of times taller than the termites themselves. Inside the mounds are intricate networks of tunnels and chambers. Certain species of termites even use architectural tricks to regulate the temperature inside their nests, in effect turning their nests into elaborate air-conditioning systems. As E.O. Wilson (1971) notes: “The entire history of the termites ... can be viewed as a slow escape by means of architectural innovation from a dependence on rotting wood for shelter” (p. 315).

Each termite colony has a queen. But, as in ant colonies, the termite queen does not “tell” the termite workers what to do. (In fact, it seems fair to wonder if the designation “queen” is a reflection of human biases. “Queen” seems to imply “leader.” But the queen is more of a “mother” to the colony than a “leader.”) On the termite construction site, there is no construction foreman, no one in charge of the master plan. Rather, each termite carries out a relatively simple task. Termites are practically blind, so they must interact with each other (and with the world around them) primarily through their senses of touch and smell. But from local interactions among thousands of termites, impressive structures emerge.

The global–from–local nature of termite constructions makes them well-suited for *Logo explorations. Of course, simulating the construction of an entire termite nest would be a monumental project (involving many details unrelated to my interests). So I chose a far more modest goal: Program some “artificial termites” to collect wood chips and put them into piles. (Real termites don’t actually carry wood chips from place to place. Rather, they eat pieces of wood, then build structures with “fecal cement” that they produce from the digested wood.)
The challenge is to figure out a decentralized strategy for adding some order to a disordered collection of wood chips. At the start of the program, the wood chips are scattered randomly throughout the termites' world. But as the program runs, the termites should organize the wood chips into a few, orderly piles.

Someone suggested a very simple strategy to me. He suggested that each individual termite should obey the following rules:

- If you are not carrying anything and you bump into a wood chip, pick it up.
- If you are carrying a wood chip and you bump into another wood chip, put down the wood chip you're carrying.

At first, I was skeptical. While I am well aware of the power of simple rules, these rules seemed a bit too simple. There was no mechanism for preventing termites from taking wood chips away from existing piles. So while termites are putting new wood chips on a pile, other termites might be taking wood chips away from it. It seemed like a good prescription for getting nowhere.

But, putting my skepticism aside (or, perhaps, as a test of my skepticism), I decided to implement this simple strategy in *Logo, to see what it would do. I asked one of the high-school students, Callie, if she wanted to work on the project together, and she agreed.

When I described the simple rules to Callie, she was even more skeptical than I was. She explained: "There might not be any mounds, because every time a termite puts it [a wood chip] down, somebody might pick it up." But we pushed ahead with the *Logo program anyway. We wrote four demons for the turtles/termites: one to make them move forward, another to make them "wiggle" a bit as they move, a third to make them pick up wood chips, and a fourth to make them put down wood chips.

```
OBSERVER PROCEDURES

to setup
clear-all
create-turtle 1000
foreach "turtle [setup]
foreach "patch [setup]
activate-demon "observer-demon
end

to observer-demon
every 50 [print patch-subtotal [:wood-chips > 0]]
end
```

TURTLE PROCEDURES

to setup
activate-demon "move-demon
activate-demon "wiggle-demon
activate-demon "look-for-chip-demon
activate-demon "look-for-pile-demon
end

to move-demon
forward 1
end

to wiggle-demon
right random 50
left random 50
end

to look-for-chip-demon
if (not carrying-wood-chip?) and any-wood-chips-here?
   [pick-up-chip
    right 180 forward 1]
end

to look-for-pile-demon
if carrying-wood-chip? and any-wood-chips-here?
   [put-down-chip
    right 180 forward 1]
end

to pick-up-chip
demand patch-here [make "wood-chips :wood-chips - 1]
setcolor patch-here blue
end

to put-down-chip
demand patch-here [make "wood-chips :wood-chips + 1]
setcolor patch-here red
end

to any-wood-chips-here?
ask patch-here [:wood-chips > 0]
end

to carrying-wood-chip?
color = blue
end

PATCH PROCEDURES

to setup
ifelse 0 = (random 8)
   [make "wood-chips 1]
   [make "wood-chips 0]
activate-demon "patch-color-demon
end
PATCH PROCEDURES (continued)

to patch-color-demon
scale-color yellow :wood-chips 0 10
end

Programming Notes

In the procedures look-for-chip-demon and look-for-pile-demon, the termites turn around and take a step (right 180 forward 1) after they pick up or put down wood chips. They do so in order to minimize the chances of putting down a wood chip right after picking it up, or picking up a wood chip right after putting one down.

The observer-demon procedure prints the number of piles every 50 time steps. It is an example of how demons can be used to monitor a process.

The patch-color-demon procedure colors each patch a different shade of yellow, based on the number of wood-chips on the patch. The more wood chips, the brighter the intensity of yellow. Patches without any wood chips are black. Patches with 10 or more wood chips are high-intensity yellow.

In the initial version of this program, termites put down their wood chips next to other wood chips, rather than on top of other wood chips. That program was visually more interesting, since "piles" spread out horizontally on the screen, rather than piling "up" on a single patch. But the behavior of the termites was somewhat more difficult to analyze. In particular, "piles" were not clearly defined. At times, termites picked up wood chips from the "middle" of a pile in such a way that what remained could be seen as either one large pile or two smaller ones.

We tried the program, and (much to our surprise) it worked quite well. At first, the termites gathered the wood chips into hundreds of small piles. But gradually, the number of piles declined, and the number of wood chips in each pile increased (see figure 3.5). After 2000 iterations, there were about 100 piles, with an average of 15 wood chips in each pile. After 10,000 iterations, there were fewer than 50 piles left, with an average of 30 wood chips in each pile. After 20,000 iterations, only 34 piles remained, with an average of 44 wood chips in each pile. The process was rather slow. And it was frustrating to watch, as termites often carried wood chips away from well-established piles. But, all in all, the program worked quite well.

Why did it work? As I watched the program, it suddenly seemed obvious. Imagine what happens when the termites (by chance) remove all of the wood chips from a pile. Because all of the wood chips are gone from that spot, termites will never again drop wood chips there. So the pile has no way of restarting. I explained this reasoning to Callie, and
she understood immediately: "You can’t really start new clusters, can you? If you see one, you put it down. But if you don’t see anything, you can’t put yours down!"

As long as a pile exists, its size is a two-way street: it can either grow or shrink. But the existence of a pile is a one-way street: once it is gone, it is gone forever. Thus, a pile is somewhat analogous to a species of creatures in the real world. As long as the species exists, the number of individuals in the species can go up or down. But once all of the individuals are gone, the species is extinct, gone forever. In these cases, zero is a "trapped state": once the number of creatures in a species (or the number of wood chips in a pile) goes to zero, it can never rebound.

Of course, the analogy between species and piles breaks down in some ways. New species are sometimes created, as offshoots of existing species. But in the termite program, there is no way to create a new pile. The program starts with roughly 2000 wood chips. These wood chips can be viewed as 2000 "piles," each with a single wood chip. As the program runs, some piles disappear, and no new piles are created. So the total number of piles keeps shrinking and shrinking.

Callie and I wanted to make the number of piles shrink even more quickly. So we added more termites. Instead of 1000 termites, we used 4000 termites. And indeed, the number of
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piles shrank much more quickly. With 1000 termites, there had been 102 piles after 2000 iterations, and 47 piles after 10,000 iterations. With 4000 termites, there were only 10 piles after 2000 iterations, and just 3 piles after 10,000. If we waited long enough, the wood chips would inevitably end up in a single pile.

But there is something a bit deceptive in these numbers. When the 4000 termites gathered the wood chips into three piles, each pile had (on average) about 80 wood chips. That’s about 240 wood chips. But we started with 2000 wood chips. Where did the rest of them go? The termites were carrying them. By the symmetry of the situation, termites were equally likely to be carrying wood chips or not carrying wood chips. So at any time, roughly half of the termites were carrying wood chips. With 1000 termites, about 500 wood chips were being carried, and about 1500 were in piles. With 4000 termites, almost all of the wood chips are being carried. Very few are actually in piles. In fact, when we ran the program with 8000 termites, the termites picked up all of the wood chips. Then, the termites had nowhere to put the wood chips down. The number of piles dropped to zero and stayed there—another example of a trapped state.

So simply increasing the number of termites was not a very satisfactory solution. How else could we make the number of piles decrease more quickly? We decided to “protect” tall piles, so that termites would not destroy piles that had been well established. We changed the look-for-chip-demon procedure so that termites would pick up wood chips only from “short” piles—piles with nine or fewer wood chips. Piles with 10 or more wood chips were protected; they could only grow, never shrink.

We ran the new program with 1000 termites. As long as all wood-chip piles were “short,” the program ran exactly as before. But as soon as some piles accumulated more than 10 wood chips, the dynamics of the activity changed. A symmetry was broken. Termites could put down wood chips on any pile, but they could pick up wood chips from only certain piles. So “short” piles were at a competitive disadvantage.

As a result, the number of piles declined more quickly than before. In the original program, without any “protection” for tall piles, the termites produced 157 piles after 1000 iterations, each with an average of about 10 wood chips. With tall piles protected, there were only 85 piles after 1000 iterations. As an added bonus, almost all of the wood chips were actually in piles; very few were being carried around by termites. After 1000 iterations, nearly 1900 of the 2000 wood chips were in piles. The piles were (on average) more than 22 wood chips tall—more than twice as tall as in the “no protection” case.
But this rapid convergence to fewer and taller piles comes at a price. After 2000 iterations, the number of piles had shrunk to 82. But all 82 piles had at least 10 wood chips. So all of the piles were protected. The termites could not find any more wood chips to pick up. The number of piles would stay frozen at 82 forever.

In the original program, with no protection for tall piles, the number of piles declined more gradually, but it kept declining. After 2000 iterations, there were still more than 100 piles. But after 5000 iterations, there were only 60 piles. After 10,000 iterations, only 47 piles. And the number of piles keeps declining. After 40,000 iterations, there were only 25 piles, each with an average of 60 wood chips.

The no-protection strategy seems inefficient, since it allows termites to take wood chips away from well-established piles. But in the long run, this strategy is more effective for gathering the wood chips into fewer piles. Moreover, Callie and I both preferred the “feel” of the no-protection program. Piles are never frozen in place. Piles continually shrink and grow, as if in a competition for survival. As Callie noted: “It feels more alive.”
3.6 Turtles and Frogs

Once upon a time, in a land far away, there was a pond inhabited by turtles and frogs. It was a very happy pond: the turtles liked the frogs, and the frogs liked the turtles. They all got along swimmingly. For many years, the turtles and frogs divided up the pond almost as if it were a checkerboard. On one lily pad lived a frog, on the next lily pad a turtle, on the next another frog, then another turtle, and so on. There was a nice symmetry to it. Each turtle had eight neighbors (including the catty-corners): four turtles and four frogs. Similarly, each frog had four frog neighbors and four turtle neighbors.

Then, one dark night, a terrible storm hit the pond. Lightning cracked through the sky, and heavy rains beat down on the pond. A cold wind whipped along the surface of the pond, flipping lily pads through the air. Turtles and frogs were tossed all over the pond. Several of the creatures were killed as they crashed against the rocks.

By the next morning, the rains had stopped, and the sun peeked through the clouds. The turtles and frogs surveyed the damage. The lily pads were scattered all over the pond, but luckily they were largely intact. The turtles and frogs spent some time rearranging the lily pads into a neat array, as they had been before. Then the creatures set out to find new places to live, each one looking for a lily pad that it could call home.

How did they choose among all of the lily pads? The lily pads were almost identical, so that wasn’t a factor. And the creatures were quite tolerant: frogs didn’t mind living next to turtles, and turtles didn’t mind living next to frogs. But each turtle did want to make sure that there were at least some other turtles nearby. And similarly, each frog wanted to make sure that there were at least some other frogs nearby.

They had been happy with the previous arrangement, but they weren’t quite sure how to recreate it. There was no one in charge to tell them where to go. So the turtles started crawling around (and the frogs started hopping around), hoping to find lily pads where they would be happy. Each turtle hoped to find a lily pad where at least 30 percent of its neighbors were turtles. If fewer than 30 percent of its neighbors were turtles, it would look for an empty lily pad nearby and move there, hoping to find more turtle neighbors. If 30 percent or more of the neighbors were turtles, it would settle in. But, of course, if the neighborhood changed, bringing the turtle percentage below 30 percent, it would have to start moving again. (Each frog followed an analogous strategy, hoping to find a lily pad where at least 30 percent of its neighbors were frogs.)
After a while, all of the creatures found lily pads where they were happy. Each creature had at least 30 percent of “its own kind” as neighbors. But the pond seemed quite different than before. Many of the turtles didn’t have any frogs as neighbors, and many of the frogs didn’t have any turtles as neighbors.

Franny Frog was one of the frogs without any turtle neighbors. She was very concerned and confused. She asked her friend Granny Goose if the pond, when viewed from above, looked much different than it did before the storm. “It sure does,” said Granny Goose. “I used to love looking down at the pond as I flew above. There was such a uniform mix of frogs and turtles. Now, the pond seems so segregated. The frogs are living in some clusters, and the turtles are living in other clusters. In fact, I did a little calculation as I flew over the pond. I counted all of the neighbors for all of the turtles, and I found that more than 70 percent of the turtles’ neighbors are other turtles. And it was the same for you frogs. More than 70 percent of your neighbors are other frogs. I figured that you frogs must have had a terrible fight with the turtles after the storm.”

“I don’t get it,” sighed Franny Frog. “We didn’t have a fight. We still like each other. We just wanted to have a few neighbors like ourselves. We didn’t want to be split apart. What could have happened?”

----------

If only Franny Frog had had access to *Logo, she could have gained a better understanding of what happened. Below is a *Logo program that recreates the story of the turtles and the frogs.

```
OBSERVER PROCEDURES

  to setup
  clear-all
  set-scale 128 64
  create-breed "frog
  create-turtle 3000
  create-frog 3000
  foreach "creature [setup]
  end
```

95
OBSERVER PROCEDURES (continued)

to cluster-ratios-demon
every 20
  [type [Turtle cluster ratio:]
  print (turtle-sum [turtle-neighbors])
  / (turtle-sum [total-neighbors])
  type [Frog cluster ratio:]
  print (frog-sum [frog-neighbors])
  / (frog-sum [total-neighbors])
end

TURTLE PROCEDURES

to setup
make "minimum-percentage 0.3
if turtle? [activate-demon "turtle-move-demon"
if frog? [activate-demon "frog-move-demon"
activate-demon "avoid-doubling-demon"
end

to turtle-move-demon
if turtle-neighbors < (:minimum-percentage * total-neighbors)
  [find-free-patch]
end

to frog-move-demon
if frog-neighbors < (:minimum-percentage * total-neighbors)
  [find-free-patch]
end

to avoid-doubling-demon
if ask patch-here [creature-total > 1]
  [find-free-patch]
end

to find-free-patch
setheading 45 * random 8
make "test-distance 1 + random 5
if ask patch-polar :test-distance heading [creature-total = 0]
  [forward-grid :test-distance]
end

to turtle-neighbors
ask patch-here [neighbor-sum [turtle-total]]
end

to frog-neighbors
ask patch-here [neighbor-sum [frog-total]]
end

to creature-neighbors
ask patch-here [neighbor-sum [creature-total]]
end
Programming Notes

create-breed "frog" creates a new "breed" of creature (named "frog"), and automatically generates new primitives for that breed (create-frog, frog?, frog-sum, etc.) See Appendix B for more details on *Logo breeds.

By default, the size of the *Logo world is 128x128 (16384 patches). But this program sets the size of the "pond" to 64x128 (8192 patches). That size forces the 6000 creatures to keep in close proximity to one another, but gives them enough room to move if needed.

A creature moves for one of two reasons: it is unhappy with its mix of neighbors (detected by the frog-move-demon or the turtle-move-demon), or it is sharing its patch with another creature (detected by the avoid-doubling-demon). In either case, it calls the find-free-patch procedure. In this procedure, the creature randomly picks a nearby patch. If the patch is empty, the creature moves there.

Let's consider one run of this program. The setup procedure scatters turtles and frogs randomly around the pond. There are 8192 patches and 6000 creatures (3000 turtles and 3000 frogs), so about one-quarter of the patches (2192 out of 8192) are empty. The turtles and frogs are quite well mixed throughout the pond. What I call the "turtle cluster ratio" is around 0.5. That means: of all the neighbors of all the turtles (throughout the whole pond), 50 percent are other turtles (and, of course, the other 50 percent are frogs). The "frog cluster ratio" is also around 0.5. So the frogs, on average, are also surrounded by half frogs and half turtles. (A frog cluster ratio of 1.0 would mean that frogs have only frogs as neighbors. A frog cluster ratio of 0.0 would mean that frogs have only turtles as neighbors.)

But individual turtles and frogs don't care about overall statistics. Each creature cares only about its own neighbors, and it wants 30 percent (or more) of those neighbors to be of its own kind. For example, if a turtle has four or five or six neighbors, it wants to be sure that at least two of them are turtles. If a turtle has seven or eight neighbors, it wants to be sure that at least three of them are turtles. In the initial setup, almost 18 percent of the creatures (524 turtles and 533 frogs) are unhappy with their mix of neighbors. These creatures start looking for new places to live. When an unhappy creature finds an empty patch nearby, it jumps there and hopes that the new patch has a better mix of neighbors.

The number of unhappy creatures does not necessarily decrease monotonically. When a creature jumps to a new patch, it changes the neighborhood mix for both its old neighbors and its new neighbors. Even if the just-moved creature is happy with its new neighbors, some of those neighbors might no longer be happy, and they will begin looking for new
places to live. Although only 18 percent of the creatures were unhappy with their initial mix of neighbors, more than 34 percent of the creatures (1016 turtles and 1031 frogs) move sometime during the run of the program.

Nevertheless, the number of unhappy creatures tends to decrease with time. After 10 iterations of the program, only 6 percent of the creatures (177 turtles and 182 frogs) are still unhappy. After 20 iterations, only 3 percent (82 turtles and 81 frogs) are unhappy. After 40 iterations, only 1 percent (30 turtles and 34 frogs) are unhappy. Finally, after 113 iterations, all of the creatures are happy. No one moves any more.

But the growing percentage of happy creatures is achieved through increased segregation. Visually, the effect is clear. The random mix of turtles and frogs is gradually replaced by clusters of turtles and frogs. After 10 iterations, the turtle cluster ratio (which started at 0.5) has risen to 0.62—indicating that, on average, 62 percent of the turtles’ neighbors are other turtles. The frog cluster ratio is similar. After 20 iterations, the cluster ratios (for both turtles and frogs) have moved to 0.67. By the time the system stabilizes, after 113 iterations, the cluster ratios have risen above 0.71. So while each turtle, individually, would be content with just 30 percent turtle neighbors, the turtles end up, on average, with 71 percent turtle neighbors.

This turtle/frog scenario was inspired by the writings of Harvard economist Thomas Schelling. In an article titled “On the Ecology of Micromotives,” Schelling (1971) notes that the “micromotives” of individuals can lead to “macro” patterns that are not necessarily desired by any of the individuals. At a cocktail party, for instance, men and women might end up in single-gender conversation clusters, even if everyone would prefer mixed-gender clusters. And a residential neighborhood might become more segregated ethnically or racially than any individual would find desirable. As Schelling puts it: “A moderate urge to avoid small-minority status may cause a nearly integrated pattern to unravel and highly segregated neighborhoods to form.” (Of course, this argument does not preclude the possibility that some individuals might actually prefer extreme segregation. Schelling’s point is that extreme segregation can occur even in the absence of such extreme individuals.)

What’s behind this segregation effect? It is best to start with a simple example. Imagine a cocktail party with two clusters of people, each with about ten people. Every once in a while, people shift from one cluster to the other. Each cluster starts with a roughly equal number of men and women. But as people move back and forth among the clusters, one of the clusters ends up (by chance) with two men and eight women. One of the men, feeling uncomfortable in such a small-minority status, drifts off to the other cluster. By leaving,
the man aggravates the situation that caused him to leave in the first place. The cluster is now even more dominated by women. The lone remaining man feels uncomfortable and decides to leave, making the cluster even more dominated by women and even more intimidating to men who might think of joining. And the problem keeps getting worse. When the two men both join the other cluster, they tip the balance of that cluster so that it becomes overly dominated by men. The women in that cluster, feeling uncomfortable in their new small-minority status, drift away, joining the women-dominated cluster that the two men just left.

In this case, each person might prefer a mixed-gender cluster. But once the ratio becomes lopsided in one of the clusters, there is no way back. People in the minority begin to leave, unleashing a positive feedback loop that induces even more of the minority members to leave. The result is two single-gender clusters.

In the turtle/frog program, the situation is similar, but repeated many times over. The initial distribution of turtles and frogs seems relatively uniform. But there are some tiny regions dominated by one type of creature or the other. Imagine a region dominated by frogs. When one of the turtles in that region jumps to a new location, the ratio of frogs-to-turtles becomes even more lopsided, inducing even more turtles to leave. And as a turtle moves to a new location, it increases the turtle-to-frog ratio in that region, perhaps inducing nearby frogs to look for new homes. The ripple effect continue across the pond, until the frogs and turtles are segregated into clusters.

If the individual creatures have an even greater desire to be near “their own kind” (in terms of the *Logo program, a higher value for the variable minimum-percentage), the collective segregation is even more pronounced. If each creature demands that at least 40 percent of its neighbors be of the same kind (that is, if minimum-percentage is set to .4), the creatures end up, on average, with 79 percent same-kind neighbors. If individuals demand at least 50 percent, the group average is 85 percent.

If individuals demand at least 60 percent same-kind neighbors, the group average is 95 percent. The turtles are almost entirely surrounded by other turtles, and frogs by other frogs. The solution looks quite different than previous solutions. The turtle clusters and frog clusters no longer abut one another; they are separated from one another by “moats” of empty space. It is almost as if the creatures, so intent on being near their own kind, decided to use the empty space to construct moats isolating themselves from other kinds of creatures.
If the individuals demand at least 70 percent, the group seems unable to "settle down" to a solution. After several thousand iterations of the program, the creatures seem no closer to a solution. The number of "unhappy" creatures remains high. Creatures keep jumping to new locations and disrupting other creatures.

Of course, all of these results are probabilistic. If each creature demands at least 50 percent same-kind neighbors, it is possible that the creatures could arrange themselves in a checkerboard. In that case, all of the individual percentages (and hence the group percentage) would be precisely 50 percent. But the chances of the creatures arranging themselves into a checkerboard are infinitesimally small—like the chances of half a bathtub freezing while the other half boils. When each individual creature seeks at least 50 percent same-kind neighbors, the creatures inevitably settle into a pattern in which the group average of same-kind neighbors in near 85 percent.
3.7 Turtle Ecology

The great baseball manager Casey Stengel once said: “If you don’t know where you’re going, you might end up somewhere else.” My experiences with computer-based explorations have taught me a corollary: “Even if you think you know where you’re going, you’ll probably end up somewhere else.”

That happened to Benjamin, a student at Woburn High School, when he set out to create an *Logo program that would simulate evolution by natural selection. In the collection of papers that I had given to the high-school students was a Scientific American article (Dewdney, 1989) about a computer program called Simulated Evolution (Palmiter, 1989). Benjamin, who had just finished his junior year in high school, read the article and decided that he wanted to create a *Logo program similar to the commercial program described in the article. His goal was to create a set of computer “creatures” that would interact and evolve.

At the core of Benjamin’s simulation were turtles and food. His basic idea was simple: turtles that eat a lot of food reproduce, and turtles that don’t eat enough food die. Eventually, he planned to add “genes” to his turtles. Different genes could provide turtles with different levels of “fitness” (perhaps different capabilities for finding food). But Benjamin never got around to the genes. Rather, on the road to evolution, Benjamin got sidetracked into an interesting exploration of simple ecological systems.

Benjamin began by making food grow randomly throughout the *Logo world. (During each time step, each *Logo patch had a random chance of growing some food.) Then he created some turtles. The turtles had very meager sensory capabilities. They could not “see” or “smell” food at a distance. They could sense food only when they bumped directly into it. So the turtles followed a very simple strategy: Wander around randomly, eating whatever food you bump into.

Benjamin gave each turtle an “energy” variable. Every time a turtle took a step, its energy decreased a bit. Every time it ate some food, its energy increased. Then Benjamin added one more rule: if a turtle’s energy dipped to zero, the turtle died.

These ideas are captured in the following *Logo program. The turtles’ behavior is controlled by three demons. One makes the turtles move, another makes the turtles eat (if there is food), and a third makes the turtles die (if their energy falls to zero).
**OBSERVER PROCEDURES**

to setup :number-of-turtles
clear-all
foreach "patch [setup-food]create-turtle :number-of-turtles
foreach "turtle [setup-turtle]
end

to monitor-demon
every 20 [print turtle-total]end

**TURTLE PROCEDURES**

to setup-turtle
make "energy 20
activate-demon "walk-demon
activate-demon "eat-demon
activate-demon "die-demon
end

to walk-demon
right random 50
left random 50
forward 1
make "energy :energy - 0.1
end

to eat-demon
if ask patch-here [:food > 0]
    [demand patch-here [make "food 0]
     make "energy :energy + 1]
end

to die-demon
if :energy <= 0 [die]
end

**PATCH PROCEDURES**

to setup-food
ifelse (random 20) = 1
    [make "food 1 setcolor green]
    [make "food 0 setcolor black]
activate-demon "food-demon
end
With this program, the turtles do not reproduce. Life is a one-way street: turtles die, but no new turtles are born. Still, even with this simple-minded program, Benjamin found some surprising and interesting behaviors.

Benjamin ran the program with 300 turtles. But the environment could not support that many turtles. There wasn't enough food. So some turtles began to die. The turtle population fell rapidly at first, then it levelled out at about 150 turtles. The system seemed to reach a steady state with 150 turtles: the number of turtles and the density of food both remained roughly constant.

Then Benjamin tried the same program with 1000 turtles. If there wasn't enough food for 300 turtles, there certainly wouldn't be enough for 1000 turtles. So Benjamin wasn't surprised when the turtle population began to fall. But he was surprised with how far the population fell. After a while, only 28 turtles remained. Benjamin was puzzled: "We started with more, why should we end up with less?" After some discussion, he realized what had happened. With so many turtles, the food shortage was even more critical than before. The result: mass starvation.

I noted that many of the turtles had died right around the same time. I guessed that these turtles had eaten almost no food. They died when their initial energy supply ran out. I suggested a small change. Rather than each turtle starting with 20 units of energy, what if each turtle started with a random amount of energy less than 20 units? (That required only a small change in the setup-turtle procedure: changing 20 to random 20.) Although the overall turtle population would start with less energy, might more turtle survive in the long run?
Benjamin immediately grasped the idea. He explained: “The ones that die fast, the ones with less (initial) energy, leave more food. They won’t waste the food by eating it and just dying.” Benjamin predicted that more turtles would survive in the long run. And, sure enough, 97 turtles survived (compared with only 28 before). Benjamin understood what had happened, but he still found the behavior a bit strange: “The turtles have less (initial energy as a group), and less usually isn’t more.”

Next, Benjamin decided to add reproduction to his model. His plan: whenever a turtle’s energy increases above a certain threshold, the turtle should “clone” itself, and split its energy with its new twin. That can be accomplished by adding another demon procedure to the program.

```
TURTLE PROCEDURES

to clone-demon
if :energy > 15
  [make "energy 0.5 * :energy
    clone []]
end
```

**Programming Notes**

Before a turtle clones itself, it cuts its energy in half. That way, after cloning, both it and its clone will have half of the original energy.

The **setup-turtle** procedure should also be modified, so that it activates the **clone-demon** along with the other demons.

Benjamin assumed that the rule for cloning would somehow “balance” the rule for dying, leading to some sort of “equilibrium.” He explained: “Hopefully, it will balance itself out somehow. I mean it will. It will have to. But I don’t know what number it will balance out at.” After a little more thought, Benjamin suggested that the food supply might fall at first, but then it would rise back and become steady: “The food will go down, a lot of them will die, the food will go up, and it will balance out.”

Benjamin started the program running. As he expected, the food supply went down and then up. But it didn’t “balance out”: it went down and up again, and again, and again. Meanwhile, the turtle population also oscillated, but out of phase with the food. These dueling oscillations are characteristic of situations with predators (in this case, turtles) and prey (in this case, food).
Usually, scientific (and educational) explorations of predator-prey models are based on sets of differential equations, known as the Lotka-Volterra equations (Lotka 1925; Volterra 1926). For example, the population density of the prey \( n_1 \) and the population density of the predator \( n_2 \) can be described with the following equations:

\[
\frac{dn_1}{dt} = n_1 (b - k_1 n_2) \\
\frac{dn_2}{dt} = n_2 (k_2 n_1 - d)
\]

where \( b \) is the birth rate of the prey, \( d \) is the death rate of the predators, and \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are constants. It is straightforward to write a computer program based on the Lotka-Volterra equations, computing how the population densities of the predator and prey vary with time (e.g., Roberts 1983).

A major difference between the Lotka-Volterra approach and the *Logo approach is that the Lotka-Volterra equations deal with aggregate quantities (population densities), while the *Logo program deals with the behaviors of individual creatures. Thinking in terms of individual creatures seems far more intuitive, particularly for the mathematically uninitiated. Moreover, observing the dynamics at the level of the individual creatures, rather than at the aggregate level of population densities, makes it much easier to think about and understand the population oscillations that arise.

When the *Logo program is run, the screen is initially dominated by red turtles, with a sparse scattering of green food. Because food is scarce, many of the turtles die. But then, there are fewer turtles left to eat the food, so the food becomes more dense. The few surviving turtles find themselves overwhelmed with food, and each of them rapidly increases its energy. When a turtle’s energy surpasses a certain threshold, it clones, increasing the turtle population. But, of course, as the population grows too high, food again becomes scarce, and the cycle starts again.

Visually, the oscillations are striking. Red objects (turtles) and green objects (food) are always intermixed, but the density of each continually changes. Initially, the screen is overwhelmingly red, with a few green objects. As the density of red objects declines, the green objects proliferate, and the screen is soon overwhelmingly green. Then the process reverses: the density of red increases, with the density of green declines.

Depending on the particular parameters, the oscillations can take on different forms. In Benjamin’s program, the oscillations were damped: With each cycle, the peaks were a little less high, the troughs a little less deep. In the first cycle, the turtle population dwindled to just 26 turtles, then it rose to 303 turtles. In the next cycle, the population shrank to 47
turtles, then up to 244 turtles. Eventually, the turtle population stabilized between 130 and 160 turtles.

Benjamin recognized that this result depended critically on the parameters in his *Logo program. He wondered: What would happen if the food grew just half as quickly? He figured that this new world would support fewer turtles, but how many fewer? In the original version of the food-demon procedure, each patch had a 1 in 1000 chance of growing food. Benjamin changed it to 1 in 2000.

When Benjamin ran the program, he was in for another surprise: all of the turtles died. But Benjamin, who had just finished graphing the oscillations from the previous experiment, quickly realized what had happened. “The oscillation must be between some number and negative something,” he said. That is: the trough of the oscillation must drop below zero. And once the population drops below zero, it can never recover. There is no peak after a negative trough. Extinction is forever, another trapped state.

The problem lay in the initial conditions. Benjamin had started the simulation with 1000 turtles. If there were fewer initial turtles, the first trough wouldn’t sink so deep. Benjamin came up with an ingenious solution. “I’ll start with just one (turtle),” he explained. “It will definitely survive. I’ll put money on it.”

Benjamin started the program again, this time with a single turtle. For a while, the single turtle roamed the world by itself. Benjamin cheered it on: “Come on. Hang on there. Come on. Get some food.” Finally, the turtle cloned, and then there were two. “He’s going to live,” exclaimed Benjamin.

The turtle population rose to about 130 turtles, levelled off, then fell. As before, the turtle population went up and down in a damped oscillation. Eventually, the population stabilized at about 75 turtles. So with food growing at half the rate as before, the turtle population stabilized at about half the level as before. The “equilibrium population” seemed to be proportional to the rate of food growth.

Before running the program, Benjamin had predicted that the equilibrium population would be more drastically affected by the reduction in food growth. He expected the population to stabilize with considerably fewer than 75 turtles. But after watching the program run, he developed a explanation for the proportional relationship. Looking at the dots of food on the screen, he noted that the “food density” at equilibrium looked about the same as in the previous experiment, despite the change in the rate of food growth. That made sense to him: a certain food density is needed to keep the turtles just on the brink between death and reproduction. To reach a relatively steady state, the system needed to
maintain that special food density. Given that the food was growing just half as quickly as before, it made sense that the system could support only half as many turtles.

Benjamin’s reasoning is an example of what Hut and Sussman (1987) dubbed “analysis by synthesis.” Traditionally, synthesis and analysis have been seen in opposition to one another, two alternate ways of solving problems. But with computer-based explorations, the two approaches get mixed and blurred. It is very unlikely that Benjamin could have developed his explanation without actually viewing (and manipulating) the simulation. Only by building and creating (synthesis) was Benjamin able to develop a well-reasoned explanation for the behavior of the turtles (analysis).
3.8 New Turtle Geometry

While I was designing *Logo, my primary goal was to develop a language for exploring biological phenomena, like slime-mold aggregation and ant-colony foraging. But once *Logo was up and running, I stumbled upon some unexpected ways to use the new abundance of turtles.

At one point, I typed the following commands:

```
create-turtles 5000
foreach "turtle [setxy 0 0]
```

The first command created 5000 turtles on the screen (in random positions, with random headings). The second command made all of the turtles move to the middle of the screen, to the Cartesian point (0,0). Only a single turtle was visible on the screen. But in fact, that single turtle was at the top of a very tall “pile” of turtles, with 4999 turtles underneath it—somewhat like the pile of turtles in Dr. Seuss’s Yertle the Turtle. (Note: *Logo turtles are created, by default, with their “pens” up. So, in the second command, they do not draw lines as they move to the point (0,0).)

I grinned. The pile of turtles was a neat trick. Then, suddenly, I realized an even better trick. I typed:

```
foreach "turtle [forward 50]
```

The 5000 turtles exploded outward from the center of the screen. Since *Logo, by default, creates turtles with random headings, the turtles all move in random directions. But their overall pattern was anything but random. After each turtle had moved forward five steps, they formed a circle of radius 5 (centered on the point (0,0)). After each turtle had moved another five steps, they formed a circle of radius 10. So the overall effect was an expanding circle (always centered on the point (0,0)). The circle grew until it reached a radius of 50.

This “trick” works only if there are lots of turtles. If there were only 500 turtles (instead of 5000), the “circle of turtles” would have lots of “holes” in it. All of the turtles would lie on the same circle, but they wouldn’t appear as a “complete” circle. To give the appearance of a complete circle, turtles must be distributed around the entire circumference of the circle. That could be done explicitly, by giving each turtle a different heading:
clear-all
create-turtles 360
foreach "turtle [setxy 0 0
         setheading who
         forward 50]

In this case, each turtle sets its heading to be equal to its unique ID number (reported by the *Logo primitive who). With 360 turtles, the ID numbers range from 0 to 359, so the turtles' headings are evenly distributed around the circle, one at every integer heading. As the turtles move forward, they "fill in" the entire circumference of the circle. (Of course, if the circle became large enough, "holes" would appear. More turtles, with headings distributed at finer resolution, would be needed. The battle is never-ending: for ever-larger circles, there is a need for ever-more turtles, with ever-finer resolution of headings.)

The approach with 360 turtles, with headings evenly distributed, works as desired. But the original approach with 5000 turtles has a nicer "feel" to it (at least for me). It makes use of the law of large numbers. Each of the 5000 turtles has a random heading. There is a chance, of course, that all 5000 turtles could have headings between 0 and 90, so they would form only a quarter-circle. But statistically, the 5000 turtles are almost certain to "fill in" the entire circumference just as well as the 360 carefully-arranged turtles. This approach might seem "wasteful" of turtles. Why use 5000 turtles when 360 will do? But the approach with 5000 turtles has a different aesthetic to it. It allows order to arise not from top-down planning, but from the statistical properties of a random distribution.

This approach can be generalized into a circle procedure, which creates a circle of any radius r, centered at any point (x,y):

```
observer procedures

to circle :x :y :r
  clear-all
  create-turtle 5000
  foreach "turtle [setxy :x :y
                  forward :r]
end
```

This approach to drawing a circle represents a new form of "turtle geometry." In traditional turtle geometry, the Logo turtle uses a "pen" to draw various geometric shapes and patterns (Abelson and diSessa, 1980). For example, the following command makes the Logo turtle draw a circle:

```
repeat 360 [forward 1 right 1]
```
The turtle takes a step forward, then turns a degree to the right, then another step forward, and so on. After 360 steps, the turtle returns to its starting point, having completed a circle. (Actually, it draws a regular polygon with 360 sides. But if you increase the number of steps, and decrease the turning angle, the polygon becomes closer and closer to a circle, approach a circle as its limit.)

The *Logo form of turtle geometry, while still based on the Logo turtle, is quite different. Rather than a single turtle drawing geometric shapes and patterns, a collection of turtles use their own “bodies” to form geometric shapes and patterns. Rather than turtles drawing circles, the turtles are the circle.

This new *Logo turtle geometry is not limited to circles. Consider what happens if you type the following:

```lisp
  clear-all
  nowrap
  create-turtles 5000
  foreach "turtle [sety xpos]
```

The third command fills the screen with turtles in random positions. The fourth command tells each turtle to calculate its x-position, then set its y-position to have the same value. Visually, the result is striking: the random mess of creatures transforms itself into a diagonal line, from the bottom-left corner of the screen to the upper-right. It is the line y=x. (As in the first circle example, this example uses lots of turtles to make sure that there are no “holes” in the line. The same effect is possible with fewer turtles, if the turtles are distributed evenly across the screen.)

You can use this same approach to graph any function. If you type the command:

```lisp
  foreach "turtle [sety ypos * xpos]
```

the turtles align themselves into the parabola y=x^2. And if you type the command:

```lisp
  foreach "turtle [sety 50 * sin xpos]
```

the turtles align themselves into a sin wave (with an amplitude of 50).

There are several different ways to think about mathematical functions. You can think about a function as an “input-output machine”: a function takes an input value and returns a unique output value. Or you can think about a function in terms of its graphical representation, which shows all possible input-output combinations. Students learning about functions often have trouble understanding the connection between these two
representations. The new *Logo approach to graphing could help make that connection clearer. Each turtle acts as a simple input-output machine, using its x-position as the input to the machine, and adjusting its y-position to indicate the output value of the machine. But taken together, the collection of all turtles forms a graphical representation of the function.

---

**Patch Geometry?**

*Logo offers yet another approach for thinking about graphing. In this approach, you need to focus on the patches rather than the turtles. Consider what happens if you type the following command:

```log
foreach "patch [if ypos = xpos [setcolor green]]
```

Each patch asks itself: “Does my x-position equal my y-position? If so, I should turn green.” Every patch on the line y=x turns green. You can use this approach to graph any function (and even non-functional relations).

---

These *Logo geometry examples seem somewhat different than the earlier *Logo explorations (such as the slime-mold aggregation and the traffic-jam formation). The reason: there is no interaction between the turtles (or patches) in the geometry examples. Each of the turtles (or patches) just does its own thing. The whole is precisely the sum of the parts. As a result, the geometry examples seem less compelling than the earlier *Logo explorations. Parallelism without interaction loses what is most exciting and intriguing about parallelism.

Can we construct *Logo geometry programs that do involve interaction, in which the final geometric forms “emerge” from interactions among the turtles? Indeed we can. Here’s an alternative approach for making a circle with *Logo turtles. Imagine a bunch of “circle-turtles” trying to maintain a fixed distance from a special “center-turtle.” If a circle-turtle is too close to the center-turtle, it moves away a little. If it is too far away, it moves a little closer. So the circle-turtles should form a circle around the center-turtle, right? Not quite. What if all of the circle-turtles start in a vertical line directly “north” of the center-turtle? Then they will all drift to the exact same point. The circle-turtles form a point, not a circle. We need some way to “spread” the circle-turtles around the center-turtle.

One way to do that is to add another rule: Each of the circle-turtles should repel the other circle-turtles a little bit. That will force the circle-turtles to spread out as much as possible. They should reach an equilibrium when they are evenly spaced around the center-turtle. This approach (suggested to me by Brian Silverman) is an example of a general technique
that might be called "constraint-and-noise." The first rule (maintain a fixed distance from the center-turtle) is the constraint. The second rule (repel the other circle-turtles) provides the "noise" that is needed to spread the turtles evenly around the circle.

Below is a *Logo implementation of this strategy.

```
OBSERVER PROCEDURES

to setup
clear-all
nowrap
create-turtle 501
foreach "turtle [setup-turtle]
end

TURTLE PROCEDURES

to setup-turtle
make "radius 20
if who = 500
   [setcolor green]
if who < 500
   [activate-demon "constraint-demon
       activate-demon "noise-demon]
end

to constraint-demon
make "center-x ask 500 [xpos]
make "center-y ask 500 [ypos]
setheading towards :center-x :center-y
make "error (distance :center-x :center-y) - :radius
forward 0.5 * :error
end

to noise-demon
make "turtle-to-avoid random 500
setheading towards ask :turtle-to-avoid [xpos]
   ask :turtle-to-avoid [ypos]
back 0.2
end
```

**Programming Notes**

Note that the constraint-demon and noise-demon are activated selectively, only for the circle-turtles, not for the center-turtle.

In the noise-demon, the circle-turtles do not actually repel all other circle-turtles. Rather, on each time step, each circle-turtle randomly chooses one other circle-turtle, and moves slightly away from it. Over a long time, this strategy has roughly the same effect as repelling all other circle-turtles.
When this program is run, the circle-turtles spread themselves around the green center-turtle, forming a circle with a radius of 20. While the demons are running, we can make certain changes, and observe how the turtles react. For example, if we type:

```plaintext
foreach "turtle [make "radius 30]
```

the circle-turtles will all move away from the green center-turtle, gradually converging to a circle with a radius of 30. If we type:

```plaintext
foreach "turtle [if color = green [setheading 0 forward 50]]
```

the green center-turtle will move due "north," jumping outside of the circle. The circle-turtles will follow to the north, pursuing the center-turtle. At first, the circle-turtles will form an arc to the south of the center-turtle. But, with time, the noise-demon will force the circle-turtles to spread out, forming a complete circle around the center-turtle.

This program uses a "privileged" turtle (the center-turtle) that acts differently from all of the others. But with a few small changes, it is possible to write a constraint-and-noise program that creates a circle without any "privileged" turtles. Imagine that each circle-turtle, instead of trying to maintain a fixed distance from a special center-turtle, tries to maintain a fixed distance from one other "target" circle-turtle. Each circle-turtle has a different target: for example, circle-turtle 1 might try to maintain a fixed distance from circle-turtle 2, while circle-turtle 2 tries to maintain a fixed distance from circle-turtle 3, and so on.

What will happen? The circle-turtles arrange themselves in a polygon with roughly equal sides. But the polygon might have lots of concavities. With lots of turtles, it looks like a jumbled mess. But if we again add a noise-demon, the turtles will push away from one another until the concavities are gone. The result is a fully-convex regular polygon. With enough turtles, the polygon resembles a circle.

Below is a *Logo implementation of this strategy.

```
OBSERVER PROCEDURES

to setup
  clear-all
  nowrap
  create-turtle 50
  foreach "turtle [setup-turtle]
end
```
TURTLE PROCEDURES

to setup-turtle
make "target-distance 1
make "target remainder who + 1 50
activate-demon "constraint-demon
activate-demon "noise-demon
end

to constraint-demon
make "target-x ask :target [xpos]
make "target-y ask :target [ypos]
setheading towards :target-x :target-y
make "error (distance :target-x :target-y) - :target-distance
forward 0.5 * :error
end

to noise-demon
make "turtle-to-avoid random 50
setheading towards ask :turtle-to-avoid [xpos]
   ask :turtle-to-avoid [ypos]
back 0.2
end

Programming Notes

In this case, there is no special center-turtle, so the constraint-demon and noise-demon are activated for all of the turtles.

I used relatively few circle-turtles in this example (50). The reason: with lots of circle-turtles, it takes a long time for all of the concavities to disappear.

The noise-demon is exactly the same as in the previous example, except that it uses fewer turtles.

Is this new form of turtle geometry better than traditional turtle geometry? That is the wrong question to ask. The point is not to provide better ways of doing geometry, but to provide more ways of doing (and thinking about) geometry.

There are (at least) two major reasons for developing new ways of doing geometry. First, different people find different approaches more accessible. Some people might find the traditional Euclidean approach intuitive and accessible, others might prefer turtle geometry, still others might connect most easily with the new *Logo turtle geometry. Too often, schools give special status to particular ways of thinking about mathematical and scientific ideas. By privileging certain types of thinking, they exclude certain types of thinkers.
Second, everyone can benefit from learning *multiple ways of thinking* about things. Understanding something in just one way is a rather fragile kind of understanding. Marvin Minsky has said that you need to understand something at least two different ways in order to really understand it. Each way of thinking about something strengthens and deepens each of the other ways of thinking about it. Understanding something in several different ways produces an overall understanding that is richer and of a different nature than any one way of understanding. Thus, the new *Logo* turtle geometry has the potential to supplement and reinforce all of the other ways of thinking about geometry.
3.9 Forest Fire

A fire starts on the edge of a forest. What is the chance that the fire will spread all the way through the forest?

In certain extreme situations, the behavior of the fire is easy to predict. If the forest is very densely populated with trees, the fire is likely to spread. And if the forest is only sparsely populated, the fire is likely to die out. (In the limiting case of no trees at all, the fire will not get anywhere!) But what happens for the “in-between” densities of trees? Is there a “critical density” that is needed for the fire to propagate?

Questions like these are studied in a branch of mathematics known as percolation theory. Percolation problems typically involve two intermingled “substances” with different properties. In the case of the forest fire, the forest is composed of trees (which support the spread of the fire) and empty space (which inhibits the spread of the fire). Which side “wins”? The trees or the empty space?

Many other situations can be described in a similar way (Peterson, 1988). Consider oil seeping through porous rock. The porous rock is composed of the rock itself (which inhibits the spread of the oil) and empty space (which supports the spread of the oil). If there is enough empty space (a “high density of empty space”), oil will spread large distances through the rock—just as the forest fire spreads through the trees. (Notice that “empty space” plays opposite roles in these two cases: it inhibits propagation of the fire, but supports propagation of the oil.)

New high-temperature superconductors are also based on a percolation process. These superconductors are actually mixtures of superconducting material and resistive material. The superconducting material lets electrons move through freely, while the resistive material inhibits electrons. If there is enough superconducting material in the mixture, electrons are able to “spread”—and the mixed substance acts like a superconductor.

I decided to explore percolation phenomena using the *Logo patches. In the program, I turn some of the patches into “trees” and leave the rest as “empty space.” Then I start a fire at the left edge of the screen. Each tree follows a simple rule: If it catches fire, it spreads the fire to any neighboring trees to its north, south, east, or west.
**Observer Procedures**

to setup :percentage
clear-all
foreach "patch [setup :percentage]
end

**Patch Procedures**

to setup
setup-trees
setup-fire
setup-border
activate-demon "spread-demon
activate-demon "burn-demon
end

to spread-demon
if on-fire?
    [demand patch 0  [if color = green [setc red]]
    demand patch 90 [if color = green [setc red]]
    demand patch 180 [if color = green [setc red]]
    demand patch 270 [if color = green [setc red]]]
end

to burn-demon
if on-fire? [setcolor color - 1]
end

to on-fire?
(color >= 4) and (color <= 10)
end

to setup-trees
if (10 * :percentage) > (random 1000) [setcolor green]
end

to setup-fire
if xpos = (left-edge + 1) [setcolor red]
end

to setup-border
if (xpos = left-edge) or (xpos = right-edge) or
   (ypos = top-edge) or (ypos = bottom-edge)
   [setcolor blue]
end

**Programming Notes**

The burn-demon procedure is included for visual effect. When a tree catches fire, its color is set to bright red. Then, the burn-demon gradually dims the intensity of the color, giving the visual effect of a fire dying out.
When the program starts, there is a neat line of red fire on the left edge of the screen. Then the fire spreads from tree to tree. In some places, the fire quickly reaches a dead end, surrounded by empty space. In other places, the fire continues to spread from tree to tree. Overall, the fire paths form fractal-like patterns on the screen (figures 3.9 and 3.10).

The focus of my investigation: Under what conditions will the fire spread all the way to the right edge of the screen? For that to happen, there has to be a connected path of trees all the way from the left edge to the right edge. The path needn’t be straight or direct: it could wander all over the screen. But the path must be connected all the way from left to right.

I ran the program many times, with different densities of trees (using different inputs to the setup procedure). As expected, when the tree density is near 100 percent, the fire spreads quickly and easily, always reaching the right edge. When the tree density is near 0 percent, the fire quickly dies out.

At in-between densities, the behavior is less intuitive. What happens when the tree density is 20 percent (that is, when 20 percent of the patches are trees)? The fire dies out quite quickly, never reaching the right edge of the screen. How about 30 percent trees? The fire tends to spread a little further, but not much. It never spreads all the way across the screen. How about 40 percent trees? Or 50 percent? The result is still the same: the fire always dies out. Even at 55 percent trees, the result is the same (figure 3.9). I ran the program 100 times with a tree density of 55 percent, and the fire never spread all the way across the forest. Not even once.

Figure 3.9: Fire in forest with 55% tree density (Trees in white, fire starts at left edge)
But as the tree density increases above 55 percent, the results change very quickly. At a tree density of 59 percent, the fire spread across the forest about half of the time in my trials. At a tree density of 63 percent, the fire spread across the forest every time I tried it (figure 3.10). I ran the program 100 times with a tree density of 63 percent, and the fire spread across the forest all 100 times. (Of course, there is some chance that the fire could fail to spread across such a forest, but the chances of such a failure are minuscule.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t = 0$</th>
<th>$t = 50$</th>
<th>$t = 100$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="Image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t = 150$</th>
<th>$t = 200$</th>
<th>$t = 250$ (extinguished)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="Image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3.10: Fire in forest with 63% tree density (Trees in white, fire starts at left edge)*

So there is a sharp transition between 55 percent and 63 percent (see figure 3.11). The transition becomes even sharper when the size of the forest is increased from 128x128 to 512x512 (see figure 3.12). In fact, percolation theory predicts that there is a "critical" density around 59.2 percent. If the forest were infinitely large, the transition would occur precisely at critical density. At tree densities less than critical density, the fire would never propagate. At tree densities greater than critical density, the fire would always propagate.
The idea of critical thresholds comes up quite often in explorations of decentralized systems. Often, small changes in density (or some other property) can lead to significant qualitative changes for the overall system. In the *Logo slime-mold program (chapter 3.2), there is a critical threshold in the density of slime-mold cells. When the cell density is below the critical threshold, the cells do not aggregate into clusters. Above the threshold, clusters begin to form. Similarly, in the ant-foraging program (chapter 3.3), a critical density of ants is needed to sustain a pheromone trail between food and nest.
So when I ran the forest-fire program, I was not too surprised by the existence of a critical threshold in the tree density. But as I watched the program running, something started to bother me. I was reminded of a game that I had played as a child. The game, called Twixt, had a square board with two blue edges (across from one another) and two red edges (also across from one another). One player tried to build a bridge between the two blue edges, while the other player tried to build a bridge between the two red edges. The two players alternated turns. There was a neat symmetry in the game. Offense and defense were really the same. Only one player could successfully build a bridge. Once one player completed a bridge across the game board, the other player was effectively blocked. It was a zero-sum game, always one winner and one loser.

I began to wonder: Isn’t the forest-fire problem just a modified version of Twixt? The fire “wins” (spreads across the entire forest) if there is a “bridge” of trees from the left edge to the right edge. And the fire “loses” if there is a bridge of empty spaces from the top edge to the bottom edge. Isn’t the problem symmetric, like Twixt? If so, why isn’t the critical density at 50 percent (rather than 59 percent)? Why do the empty spaces have an apparent advantage in blocking the fire?

This problem bothered me for a while. But then I realized the flaw in my logic. The bridges formed by the trees can move only north, south, east, or west. The bridges formed by the empty spaces can also move along the diagonals. Put another way: a diagonal bridge of empty spaces effectively blocks the fire from spreading, but the fire can not spread along a diagonal bridge of trees. So there is an asymmetry in the problem. The empty spaces do have an advantage in this game. So if the program is set up with 50 percent trees and 50 percent empty space, the empty space “wins” and the fire does not spread.

To test out this idea, I changed the *Logo program so that the fire could spread in any of eight directions (instead of just four). With this change, the advantage was reversed: now the fire could spread along diagonal bridges of trees, and it could no longer be blocked by diagonal bridges of empty spaces. And, sure enough, the critical density changed accordingly. In the original *Logo program, the trees needed a 59 percent density to propagate the fire (and the empty spaces needed only a 41 percent density to block it). In the revised program, the trees needed only a 41 percent density to propagate the fire (and the empty spaces needed a 59 percent density to block it).
3.10 Recursive Trees

On certain packages of Morton’s salt, there is a picture of a little girl carrying a package of salt, which has a picture of a little girl carrying a package of salt, which has a picture...

Almost everyone who has seen this picture remembers it. The picture seems to evoke a strong reaction. People find the picture amusing—and, perhaps, a bit unsettling. The chain of ever-smaller girls can’t go on forever—or can it? People have a similar reaction to the joke about the person who, when granted three wishes by a genie, uses the third wish to wish for three more wishes. That wouldn’t really work—would it?

The Morton’s salt package and the genie joke are classic examples of recursion. Examples of recursion arise in a wide variety of situations and domains. As Hofstadter (1979) writes:

*The concept is very general. (Stories inside stories, movies inside movies, paintings inside paintings, Russian dolls inside Russian dolls (even parenthetical comments inside parenthetical comments!)—these are just a few of the charms of recursion.)*

The charms and excitement of recursion are certainly not lost on children. In stores that happen to have two mirrors set up directly across from one another, children love to position themselves so that they can see an endless chain of ever-smaller reflections of themselves. And in writing Logo programs, children quickly recognize recursive procedures (that is, procedures that call versions of themselves as subprocedures) as a source of great power. Papert (1980) notes: “Of all ideas I have introduced to children, recursion stands out as the one idea that is particularly able to evoke an excited response.”

The tree has become a symbol of Logo recursion. You can think of a tree as a trunk supporting two smaller trees, each of which is a trunk supporting two smaller trees, and so on. To draw such a tree in Logo, you can write a procedure like this:

```
to tree :length
  if :length < 2 [stop]
  forward :length
  left 45
  tree :length * 0.7
  right 90
  tree :length * 0.7
  left 45
  back :length
end
```
The **tree** procedure first draws the "trunk" of the tree (using **forward**), then it calls the **tree** procedure twice more to draw two smaller trees (one pointed 45 degrees to the left, the other pointed 45 degrees to the right) at the end of the trunk. Each subtree is 70 percent as large as the "master" tree that it is part of. Were it not for the first line of the procedure (**if length < 2 [stop]**), the recursion would go on forever, trying to draw smaller and smaller trees. The first line acts as a "stop rule" to prevent infinite regress: the recursion stops whenever a subtree has a length of less than 2.

Like many recursive procedures, the **tree** procedure seems almost magical. A mere eight lines of Logo code produces a wonderfully detailed tree—and in two of the eight lines, the procedure calls itself! As written, the procedure draws a perfectly symmetric tree. To make the tree look more like a "real" tree, with some asymmetry in the branch lengths and angles, you would need to make just a few minor changes (using the Logo **random** procedure).

But there is a problem with the **tree** procedure: it is quite difficult to understand. For example, why does the turtle need to turn left and go backwards at the end of the procedure? Isn't that wasted effort? After the turtle draws the two smaller trees at the appropriate angles, shouldn't it be done? What's the point of turning again if the procedure is over?

In fact, the final left turn and backward movement are needed. When the **tree** procedure calls itself recursively to make a smaller subtree, it assumes that the turtle (after drawing the subtree) will end up where it started. So at the end of the **tree** procedure, the turtle must turn left and go backwards, to return to its starting point. Even if these final movements aren't necessary for the "top-level" call of the **tree** procedure, they are necessary for each of the recursive calls. So they must be included in the **tree** procedure.

The idea of a "state-preserving procedure" (in which the turtle returns to its initial position and its initial heading) is a powerful idea, with applicability in many other situations. But it is also a difficult idea. Many people, when writing the recursive procedure to draw a tree, forget to return the turtle to its initial state, leading to a very strange looking tree.

There's another problem with the **tree** procedure. When the turtle draws the tree, it draws it in a "strange" way (figure 3.13). First it draws all of the left-most branches of the tree, and then it works its way over until it draws all of the right-most branches. (And if you forget to include the stop rule, the turtle will draw only the left-most branches.) That's certainly not the way most people think about the tree when writing the **tree** procedure.
Most people think about the turtle drawing the tree from bottom to top, more like the way a real tree grows. First, the turtle should draw the trunk, then the next two branches, then the four sub-branches that come off of those branches, and so on. Thus, there is a significant mismatch between people’s expectations of how the tree should “grow,” and how the turtle actually draws the tree. This mismatch is a major source of confusion.

So there are two problems: the “state preservation” problem and the “unnatural dynamics” problems. Is there a way to draw a tree that gets around these problems? Not if you have just one turtle. But if you have lots of turtles and all of them can draw in parallel (as in *Logo), another approach is possible.

Let’s start with a single turtle, heading “north” on the screen. The turtle draws the trunk of the tree, then “clones” two new turtles, one heading 45 degrees to the left and another heading 45 degrees to the right. That’s all for the initial turtle. Its work is done, and it dies. Then, we call the tree procedure recursively. But this time there are two turtles (cloned from the initial turtle). The two new turtles draw (smaller) branches, then each of them
clones two new turtles (for a total of four new turtles), and they die. On the next recursive call, there are eight turtles, then 16, and so on (figure 3.14). The number of turtles grows exponentially on each recursive call, as the turtles draw smaller and smaller sub-branches. As before, we need a stop rule to stop the procedure as the branches get very small.

In effect, this *Logo approach trades off turtles for procedure calls. Whereas the original Logo tree procedure uses multiple recursive calls to draw multiple subtrees, the *Logo approach uses multiple parallel turtles to draw the multiple subtrees. On the next page is an implementation of this strategy.

With this approach, the tree is drawn in a more “natural” way—more like the way real trees grow, and more like the way people are likely to think about trees growing. First the big trunk, then two branches off the main trunk, then four sub-branches, and so on. All of the branches at the same “level” of the tree are drawn at the same time. Also, there is no need for any turtle to “backtrack” after it is finished its work. Once a turtle has drawn its branch, it just creates two new turtles, then dies peacefully.
OBSERVER PROCEDURES

to tree :length
if :length < 2 [stop]
foreach "turtle [draw-branch :length]
tree :length * 0.7
end

to setup
clear-all
create-turtle 1
foreach "turtle [setup-turtle]
end

TURTLE PROCEDURES

to draw-branch :length
forward :length
clone [left 45]
close [right 45]
die
end

to setup-turtle
setxy 0 -60
setheading 0
pd
end

Programming Notes

These procedures look rather straightforward, but there is some hidden subtlety. The draw-branch procedure includes two successive clone commands. The trickiness arises with the second clone command. We want only the original turtles to clone, not the new turtles that were just created by the first clone command. Similarly, with the die command, we want only the original turtles to die, not the turtles that were just created by the two clone commands.

*Logo does the "right thing" in this case. The observer command

foreach "turtle [draw-branch :length]

means that each currently existing turtle should execute the draw-branch procedure. Newly-cloned turtles do nothing within this procedure.

Although this design choice seems to do the "right thing" in this case, it can lead to confusion in other cases. For example, these two observer instructions do very different things:

foreach "turtle [repeat 5 [clone]]
repeat 5 [foreach "turtle [clone]]

If we start with one turtle, the first instruction would create five new turtles. The second instruction would create 31 new turtles (1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16).
Although this approach works, it feels very “centralized.” The observer seems to be in total control. The observer acts like a dictator, telling the turtles what to do at every step. The observer even keeps track of how far the turtles should move on each step. I wanted to create a greater sense of the turtles acting “on their own.” So I added a turtle demon. Each turtle runs the demon repeatedly, without any direct influence from the observer. For the turtles to run “by themselves” in this way, each turtle needs to know how far it should move. In other words, each turtle needs a “length-gene,” indicating the length of its branch.

With this approach, it is possible to generate a much greater variety of tree shapes, since turtles on the same “level” of the tree no longer need to go the same distance. Different turtles can have different values for the length-gene. If the turtles on the right side of the tree have length-genes with larger values than turtles on the left, the tree will become asymmetric, with longer branches on the right. Below is one way to implement this idea.

```
OBSERVER PROCEDURES

to setup :length
  clear-all
  create-turtle 1
  foreach "turtle [setup-turtle :length]
end

TURTLE PROCEDURES

to setup-turtle :length
  setxy 0 -60
  setheading 0
  make "length-gene :length
  pd
  activate-demon "draw-branch-demon
end

to draw-branch-demon
  ifelse :length-gene < 2
    [die]
    [forward :length-gene
      clone [mutate-length-gene left 45]
      clone [mutate-length-gene right 45]
      die]
  end

to mutate-length-gene
  make "length-gene :length-gene * shrink-factor
end

to shrink-factor
  output 0.5 + (0.1 * random 5)
end
```
This program has only one demon procedure: \texttt{draw-branch-demon}. Each turtle runs this procedure over and over. On each execution of the demon, each turtle moves forward a distance based on its length-gene variable. Then it gives birth to two new turtles, and it dies. Each of the "children" has a slightly mutated version of the parent's length-gene. Each new turtle gets a smaller value of length-gene than its parent, so each generation draws slightly shorter branches. The mutation includes some randomness, so the children of a given turtle are likely to draw branches differing slightly in length from one another. These differences are likely to persist as the tree grows, since the length-gene of a new turtle is based (in part) on the length-gene of its parent. As a result, long tree branches are likely to have relatively long sub-branches attached to them.

When a new turtle is born with a length-gene less than 2, it dies before it clones any new turtles. Eventually all of the turtles die, and the tree is complete.
Looking Ahead: From Explorations to Reflections

These nine *Logo explorations involve many different sorts of things: termites and forest fires, ant colonies and automobiles, slime mold and frogs. It wouldn’t be too surprising to see *Logo programs involving cabbages and kings—or walruses and carpenters.

There is a point to this diversity. Ideas about decentralization and self-organization are not restricted to any particular domain. They arise in many different fields of study. Next, in Reflections, I discuss some unifying ideas about decentralized systems—and, more importantly, some unifying ideas about how people think about decentralized systems.
Reflections

A man's spirit must take a different shape
if he believes that all sorting in the universe
is due to an external agent.

Gregory Bateson
Steps to an Ecology of Mind
4.1 The Centralized Mindset

One day, shortly after I developed the first working prototype of *Logo, Marvin Minsky wandered into my office. On the computer screen, he saw an early version of my *Logo slime-mold program (described in chapter 3.2). There were several green "blobs" on the screen (representing chemical pheromone), with a cluster of turtles moving around inside each blob. A few turtles wandered randomly in the empty space between the blobs. Whenever one of these turtles wandered close enough to a blob, it moved toward the blob and joined the cluster of turtles inside.

Minsky, one of the founders of the field of artificial intelligence, asked me what I was working on. I explained that I was experimenting with some self-organizing systems. Minsky looked at the screen for a while, then said: "But those creatures aren't self-organizing. They're just moving toward the green food."

Minsky had assumed that the green blobs were pieces of food, placed throughout the turtles' world. In fact, the green blobs were created by the turtles themselves. Each turtle dropped green pheromone behind itself as it moved, while also "sniffing" ahead to try to follow the pheromone scent. But Minsky didn't see it that way. Rather than seeing creatures organizing themselves, he saw the creatures organized around some pre-existing pieces of food. He assumed that the pattern of aggregation was determined by the placement of food. And he stuck with that interpretation even after I told him that the program involved self-organization.

Minsky has probably thought more—and more deeply—about self-organization and decentralized systems than anyone. His research laid the foundation for many of the ideas in this thesis. When I explained the rules underlying the slime-mold program to him, he understood immediately what was happening. But Minsky's initial assumption was revealing. When he first saw the simulation on the computer screen, he resisted my suggestion that the simulation was based on self-organization. Instead, he assumed that the pattern was determined by a more "centralized" cause (pre-existing pieces of food). The fact that even Marvin Minsky had this reaction is an indication of the powerful attraction of centralized explanations.

This inclination toward centralization, which I call the centralized mindset, was apparent in many *Logo projects. When trying to make sense of *Logo programs, people tended to assume centralized causes. And when trying to construct *Logo programs, they often imposed centralized control. There was evidence of the centralized mindset in all types of
*Logo users, from the scientifically sophisticated to the scientifically naive, from expert hackers to novice programmers. Some people were more successful than others in moving beyond the centralized mindset. But everyone slipped into "centralized thinking" at times.

People's inclination for centralization in *Logo projects provides a glimpse at a much more general phenomenon. People seem to have a strong preference for centralization in almost everything they think and do. People tend to look for the cause, the reason, the driving force, the deciding factor. When people observe patterns and structures in the world (for example, the flocking patterns of birds or the foraging patterns of ants), they often assume centralized causes where none exist. And when people try to create patterns and structures in the world (for example, creating new organizations or new machines), they often impose centralized control where none is needed.

In some ways, the pervasiveness of the centralized mindset might seem surprising. After all, aren't we living in an Era of Decentralization? As discussed in chapter 1.2, many different sorts of things—organizations, technologies, scientific models—are all becoming decentralized. Ideas about decentralization are rapidly spreading through our culture. Magazines and journals are filled with articles related to decentralization. If that is the case, isn't it surprising that people still view the world in such a centralized way?

Actually, it isn't so surprising if we look at the growing interest in decentralization from a different perspective: Why are people becoming more interested in decentralized ideas now? Why didn't it happen before? Why have people resisted decentralized approaches in the past? What underlies this persistence of resistance? What made people cling onto centralized approaches so tightly, for so long?

Why, for example, did scientists assume for so long that bird flocks must have leaders? Why did Freudian psychologists focus for so long on an "ego-centered" model that puts one agent at center stage? Why did computer scientists focus for so long on centralized computer architectures? People seem to have very strong attachments to centralized ways of thinking.

The centralized mindset is particularly apparent in the history of biology. Until the mid-19th century, almost everyone embraced the idea that living systems were designed by some God-like entity. Even scientists were convinced by the so-called "watchmaker argument" (or the "argument from design"), proposed by theologian William Paley in his 1802 book *Natural Theology*. Paley noted that watches are very complex and precise objects. If you found a watch on the ground, you could not possibly believe that such a
complex object had been created by random chance. Instead, you would naturally conclude (Paley, 1802, quoted in Dawkins, 1986):

...that the watch must have had a maker: that there must have existed, at some time, and at some place or other, an artificer or artificers, who formed it for the purpose which we find it actually to answer; who comprehended its construction, and designed its use.

For Paley, the same logic applies to living systems:

...every indication of contrivance, every manifestation of design, which existed in the watch, exists in the works of nature; with the difference, on the side of nature, of being greater or more, and that in a degree which exceeds all computation.

So living systems, like watches, must have a maker, concluded Paley. It is not surprising that scientists accepted Paley’s argument in the early 19th century, since there were no viable alternative explanations for the complexity of living systems. What is surprising is how strongly scientists held onto centralized beliefs even after Darwin provided a viable (and more decentralized) alternative. Science historian Ernst Mayr (1982) notes that biologists put up “enormous resistance” to Darwin’s theories for a full 80 years after publication of Origin of Species, generally preferring more centralized alternatives.

Indeed, the history of evolutionary biology is filled with examples of scientists remaining committed to centralized explanations, even in the face of discrediting evidence. When fossil records showed that very different creatures existed at different times in history, scientists did not give up on ideas of supernatural creation. Rather, they hypothesized that there must have been a whole series of extinctions and new creations. In the 20th century, as the genetic basis of evolution became understood, scientists initially adopted a too-centralized view of genes, focusing on the actions and fitness values of individual genes, rather than studying interactions among genes.

Even today, centralized thinking persists in evolutionary debates. In trying to explain the periodic massive extinctions of life on Earth, many scientists assume some external cause—for example, periodic waves of meteors hitting the Earth. But more decentralized explanations are possible. Recent computer simulations show that simple interactions within the standard evolutionary process can give rise to periodic massive extinctions, without any outside intervention (Lindgren, 1991).

The history of research on slime-mold cells, as told by Evelyn Fox Keller (1985), provides another example of centralized thinking. As described in chapter 3.2, slime-mold
cells sometimes gather together into clusters. For many years, scientists believed that the aggregation process was coordinated by specialized slime-mold cells, known as "founder" or "pacemaker" cells. According to this theory, each pacemaker cell sends out a chemical signal, telling other slime-mold cells to gather around it, resulting in a cluster. In 1970, Keller and Segel (1970) proposed an alternative model, showing how slime-mold cells can aggregate without any specialized cells. Nevertheless, for the following decade, other researchers continued to assume that special pacemaker cells were required to initiate the aggregation process. As Keller (1985) writes, with an air of disbelief: "The pacemaker view was embraced with a degree of enthusiasm that suggests that this question was in some sense foreclosed." By the early 1980's, based on further research by Cohen and Hagan (1981), researchers began to accept the idea of aggregation among homogeneous cells, without any pacemaker. But the decade-long resistance serves as some indication of the strength of the centralized mindset.

The centralized mindset has undoubtedly affected many theories and trends in the history of science. Just as children assimilate new information by fitting it into their pre-existing models and conceptions of the world, so do scientists. As Keller puts it: "In our zealous desire for familiar models of explanation, we risk not noticing the discrepancies between our own predispositions and the range of possibilities inherent in natural phenomena. In short we risk imposing on nature the very stories we like to hear." In particular, we risk imposing centralized models on a decentralized world.

Even today, in the midst of the Era of Decentralization, most people seem inclined to view the world in a centralized way. People continue to construct centralized theories to explain the patterns they see in the world. In trying to understand the origin of the species, for example, many people still resist the idea of evolution by natural selection. More than a century after Darwin, many people continue to believe that only a centralized Designer of Life could have created the wonderful diversity and complexity of the living world.

Conspiracy theories are another example of centralized thinking. For almost every perceived problem in society, people look for a clearly identifiable culprit to blame. Something is wrong with the world economy? Blame the Trilateral Commission. Traditional family values are on the decline? Blame the producers in Hollywood. According to a New York Times poll (DeParle, 1991), about 10 percent of African-Americans living in New York City agreed that AIDS "was deliberately created in a laboratory in order to infect black people." Another 19 percent thought it "might possibly be true." With drugs, 25 percent agreed the Government "deliberately makes sure that drugs are easily available in poor black neighborhoods." Another 35 percent said this was possibly true. In general,
people tend to focus blame on a centralized cause (the Scientific Establishment or the Government) rather than sort through the complex, interacting factors that underlie most social phenomena.

People also view the workings of the economy in centralized ways, assuming singular causes for complex phenomena. Children, in particular, seem to assume strong governmental control over the economy. Of course, governments do play a large role in most economies, but children assume that governments play an even larger role than they actually do. In interviews with Israeli children between 8 and 15 years old, psychologist David Leiser (1983) found that nearly half of the children assumed that the government sets all prices and pays all salaries. Even children who said that employers pay salaries often believed that the government provides the money for the salaries. A significant majority of the students assumed that the government pays the increased salaries after a strike. And many younger children had the seemingly contradictory belief that the government is also responsible for organizing strikes. As Leiser writes: “The child finds it easier to refer unexplained phenomena to the deliberate actions of a clearly defined entity, such as the government, than to impersonal ‘market forces.’”

By Lead or By Seed

The centralized mindset can manifest itself in many different ways. When people observe patterns or structures in the world, they sometimes assume that a leader orchestrated the pattern. For example, when people see patterns in an ant colony, they often assume that the queen ant orchestrated the pattern. And when people see patterns in human society, they often assume that the government orchestrated the pattern.

In other cases, people assume that some seed—some pre-existing, built-in inhomogeneity in the environment—gave rise to the pattern, much as a grain of sand gives rise to a pearl. When Minsky saw the pattern of aggregation in the slime-mold program, for example, he assumed that the placement of food determined the pattern.

In other words, people tend to assume that patterns are created either by lead or by seed. These tendencies were apparent in many *Logo projects. When people observed patterns in *Logo programs, they often assumed the existence of a leader or a seed. And when they tried to construct patterns in their own *Logo programs, they often treated one of the turtles as the leader, or they treated some of the patches as seeds. Below are three brief case studies, showing how high-school students relied on by-lead-or-by-seed thinking as they worked on *Logo projects.
**Dead Ants**

Two high-school students, Frank and Ramesh, decided to work on a *Logo project involving ants. They weren’t so much interested in how ants gather their food (as discussed in chapter 3.3). Rather, they were interested in how ants gather their dead colleagues into “ant cemeteries.” They had seen an ant colony where all of the dead ants were gathered neatly into piles. They wondered: How does that happen?

This question is similar to the question that Callie and I explored in chapter 3.5: How do termites gather wood chips into piles? The ant-cemetery problem is nearly identical, with ants taking the place of termites, and dead ants taking the place of wood chips. But Frank and Ramesh approached the problem very differently than Callie and I. Whereas Callie and I focused on decentralized strategies, Frank and Ramesh gravitated toward centralized ones.

Ramesh’s first idea was that each ant could create its own cemetery, on the spot where the ant found its first dead ant. This strategy avoids all of the “messiness” of interaction among the ants. But at a cost: the ant colony will end up with as many cemeteries as there are live ants. In effect, Ramesh’s strategy turns every ant into a “leader” of its own one-member colony.

Frank suggested an alternative idea: “There could be some chemical. Each turtle will look for where the chemical is. And then all turtles will put the dead-ants around the patch where the chemical is.” This is the *by seed* approach. One patch, with chemical, acts as the seed from which a cemetery will grow. I pointed out a problem with this approach.

*Mitchel:* So there would be a few designated places with chemical. Someone or something has to decide on those places. Who is going to make that decision?

*Frank:* Maybe God? [Laughs]

With his laugh, Frank indicated that he was aware of the problem. He knew that he could not rely on “God” to create the “seed” for the ant cemetery. But who else (or what else) could create the seed for the cemetery? After a while, Frank shifted to another idea: “Maybe the leader of this group of ants tells them where to put the dead ants.” With this idea, control would still be centralized, but a “leader” would be in control instead of “God.” (Interestingly, Frank did not say: “Maybe the group needs a leader to decide where...”
Rather, he just assumed that the group must have a leader. The only question was what the leader should do.)

Ramesh also liked the idea of a single pre-designated cemetery. When I suggested that the ants might not need a pre-designated cemetery, Ramesh rejected the idea: “Why would an ant try to gather other dead ants if there is no reason for it? If you make just one place, then the ants have a goal to put dead ants in one place.” So, according to Ramesh, a pre-designated cemetery is needed to give the ants a goal, a reason for collecting dead ants. In Ramesh’s world view, there is no place for “unintended” patterns, arising from decentralized interactions. For an ordered cemetery to form, according to Ramesh, the ants must view the creation of the cemetery as an explicit goal.

Frank and Ramesh wrote several *Logo programs based on the fixed-cemetery idea. They developed a nice strategy to help live ants find dead ants more quickly: each dead ant emitted a chemical scent, and each live ant (when not carrying a dead ant) followed the gradient of the scent. In some versions, each live ant “knew” exactly where the cemetery was. After picking up a dead ant, the ant would head directly toward the cemetery (using the *Logo toward primitive). In other versions, the ant would wander randomly until it bumped into the cemetery.

After a while, I encouraged Frank and Ramesh to consider strategies without a fixed, pre-existing cemetery. For a while, they considered a strategy similar to the one Callie and I tried with the termites: live ants should pick dead ants, and put them down near other dead ants. But Frank and Ramesh were very concerned about ants removing dead-ants from already-existing piles.

*Ramesh: Once the ants place them [the dead ants], we have to set a rule that they don’t get picked up again... You could have one ant trying to create a pile, and another ant trying to destroy it... You can’t break up a pile. It has to keep getting bigger.

I had similar worries before trying out the strategy in the termite project. But Frank and Ramesh carried their concerns to an extreme, insisting on what might be called a “monotonic imperative”: piles must always grow and never shrink. They were reluctant to even try the strategy. They were sure that it was doomed to failure.

So Frank suggested a new idea. Perhaps the area with the most dead ants should automatically become the cemetery. He proposed that the screen be divided into squares: “Then the square with the most dead ants, it becomes a cemetery.” This is a promising idea. In effect, a random fluctuation in the distribution of dead ants could form the “seed”
for a cemetery. But Frank and Ramesh weren’t sure how to follow through on this idea. Ramesh thought that a centralized decision-maker would still be needed: “You would need an observer to decide where the most dead ants are, to make a cemetery.” Again, they instinctively believed that a leader was needed to make the decision.

Ramesh suggested a new strategy. He explained: “When a certain number of [live] ants get near one another, all drop [the dead ants] at once. Once you pick up a dead ant, you try to look for other ants who have done the same thing, and try to move toward each other. If you get ten close together, they all drop their ants and start a cemetery.” I asked how the live ants would find another. Frank, remembering the slime-mold aggregation program that I had shown, suggested that the live ants use a chemical to attract one another. And how would the live ants know when to drop the dead ants? Ramesh suggested that the live ants should drop their dead ants when the chemical rose above a certain threshold, indicating lots of other ants-carrying-ants in the vicinity.

Again, this general idea seems promising. But Frank and Ramesh quickly reverted back to more centralized approaches. Ramesh suggested that the first cemetery created by the ants should become the cemetery. And after creating the cemetery, the ants should revert back to the original program (in which they pick up dead ants and take them to the cemetery). Frank was insistent that dead ants should never be removed from the cemetery: “Surround the cemetery with a fence or something, and say don’t take any more dead ants from here.”

"There was nothing there..."

After Ari and Fadhil created their traffic-flow simulation, I showed the simulation to other high-school students. As described in chapter 3.4, each car in the simulation followed three simple rules:

- If there is a car close ahead of you, slow down.
- If there aren’t any cars close ahead of you, speed up (unless you are already moving at the speed limit).
- If you detect a radar trap, slow down.

All of the students quickly recognized that a traffic jam would form behind the radar trap. I asked the students what else could cause a traffic jam. They had no trouble thinking up possible causes for traffic jams: an overturned truck, a broken bridge, an entry ramp with merging traffic, a patch of ice on the road. Then, I removed the radar trap from the
simulation and asked what would happen. In general, the students expected the cars to end up evenly spaced along the highway, separated by equal distances. Several of them talked about the cars reaching an “equilibrium,” characterized by equal spacing. No one expected a traffic jam to form. Some of their predictions:

Emily:  [The cars will] just speed along, just keep going along...they will end up staggered, in intervals.

Frank:  Nothing will be wrong with it. Cars will just go...There’s no obstacles. The cars will just keep going, and that’s it.

Ramesh: They will probably adjust themselves to a uniform distance from each other.

When I ran the simulation, and traffic jams began to form, the students were clearly surprised. Some of them even questioned the validity of the simulation. Ramesh complained that the simulation was a “perfect world,” unlike the real world.

In their comments, most students revealed a strong commitment to the idea that some type of “seed” (like an accident or a broken bridge) is needed to start a traffic jam. Perhaps Frank expressed it best: “I didn’t think there would be any problem, since there was nothing there.” In other words, if there is nothing there, if there is no seed, there shouldn’t be a traffic jam. Traffic jams don’t just happen; they must have localizable causes. And the cause must come from outside the system (not from the cars themselves). Some researchers who study systems talk about exogenous (external) and endogenous (internal) factors affecting the behavior of a system. In the minds of many, it seems, patterns (such as traffic jams) can be formed only by exogenous factors.

Robots and Gold

As a probe into the centralized mindset, I asked some of the high-school students to consider the following hypothetical situation (inspired by Steels, 1990):

Suppose that we discovered large deposits of gold on some distant planet. It is too dangerous and costly to send human astronauts to this planet, so we decide to send a spaceship with several thousand small robots. Each robot has a sensor to detect when it gets near gold, and a scoop to dig for (and carry) the gold. Once the spaceship lands on the planet, we want the robots to explore for gold and bring the gold back to the spaceship. How should we program each of the robots? In other words, what type of rules and strategies should the robots follow?
I posed this problem after the students had seen the *Logo ant-foraging simulation (discussed in chapter 3.3). The two situations are very similar: the robots must collect the gold and bring it to a central location, just as the ants must collect food and bring it to the nest. The students had already seen (in the *Logo ant program) a decentralized solution to this problem, based on ants laying pheromone trails. An analogous solution for the robots-and-gold problem might involve a collection of simple, identical robots that communicate with one another by leaving markers (such as bread crumbs) in the environment.

In presenting the robots-searching-for-gold problem, I asked the students to suggest general rules and strategies for the robots. (I told them not to write actual computer programs for the robots.) The students developed a variety of interesting and creative strategies. But there were certain consistencies in the student responses. And in almost all cases, the student strategies conflicted with the ant strategies. Whereas ants use local communications, the students’ robots typically had global communications capabilities. Each robot could communicate with every other robot, no matter where the robots were located, no matter how many robots were trying to communicate at the same time. Many of the robots had walkie-talkies and other high-tech forms of communications. As one student explained: “Communications without high-tech stuff is really difficult.” And whereas ants rely on relative positioning, the students’ robots typically had perfect knowledge of their locations on the planet. One student suggested that each robot go to a particular longitude and latitude. Once a robot found gold, it communicated its exact location to the other robots (so that they could come and help).

Most strikingly, the students’ strategies were almost always centralized, relying on a “leader” to make decisions. Fadhil centralized control at the space ship: “If a robot finds gold, it sends a signal to the space ship. Then, the space ship sends signals back to the other robots, telling them where to go. The space ship would be constantly monitoring all of the robots.” Benjamin suggested that “the leader robot should send the others in all directions, like the spokes of a wheel.” Ramesh had a similar idea: “One robot is in charge, sending all these robots out. Where most gold is found, it sends more in that direction. And where the gold is not found, you eliminate that direction. So you zero in where the gold is and you get it. Cancel all the angles where there’s no gold. Limit your search.”

These strategies were not necessarily wrong; in fact, many of the student strategies seemed like they would work, and some were very creative. But it is interesting that the students were so committed to centralized approaches, even in a situation inspired by the decentralized strategies of ants, and even after the students had seen a decentralized solution to the problem.
Why the Centralized Mindset?

Why is it that people have such a strong commitment to centralized approaches? There are undoubtedly many reasons. For one thing, many phenomena in the world are, in fact, organized by a central designer. These phenomena act to reinforce the centralized mindset. When people see neat rows of corn in a field, they assume (correctly) that the corn was planted by a farmer. When people watch a ballet, they assume (correctly) that the movements of the dancers were planned by a choreographer. When people see a watch, they assume (correctly) that it was designed by a watchmaker.

Moreover, most people participate in social systems (such as families and school classrooms) where power and authority are very centralized (often excessively so, for my tastes). These hierarchical systems serve as strong models. Many people are probably unaware that other types of organization are even possible. In an earlier research project, I developed a programming language (called MultiLogo) based on “agents” that communicated with one another. In using the language, children invariably put one of the agents “in charge” of the others. One student explicitly referred to the agent in charge as “the teacher.” Another referred to it as “the mother” (Resnick, 1990).

Perhaps most important, our intuitions about systems in the world are deeply influenced by our conceptions of ourselves. My mind (like all others) is most likely composed of thousands of interacting entities, as suggested by the Society of Mind model. But I experience myself as a singular self. This is a very convenient, perhaps necessary, illusion for surviving in the world. When I do something, whether I’m painting a picture or organizing a party, I feel as if “I” am playing the role of the “central actor.” It feels like there is one entity in charge: me. So it is quite natural that I should expect most systems to involve a central actor, or some entity that is in charge.

Our images of ourselves shape what we see and what be build. Each of us experiences the world in a sequential, centralized way, so is it any surprise that early computer designers chose sequential, centralized architectures for their machines? James Bailey (1992) argues that early computers were designed in the image of the “human computers” that preceded them. He writes: “In effect, the architects of the 1940’s packaged their wonderfully speedy electronic circuits in anthropomorphic forms to meet an existing market.”

There was a self-reinforcing spiral. People saw the world in centralized ways, so they constructed centralized tools and models, which further encouraged a centralized view of
the world. Until recently, there was little pressure against this centralization spiral. For many things that people created and organized, centralized approaches tended to be adequate, even superior to decentralized ones. Even if someone wanted to experiment with decentralized approaches, there were few tools or opportunities to do so.

But the centralization spiral is now starting to unwind. As organizations and scientific models grow more complex, there is a greater need for decentralized ideas. And new decentralized tools (like *Logo) are emerging that enable people to actually implement and explore such ideas. Thus, the stage is set to move beyond the centralized mindset.
4.2 Beyond the Centralized Mindset

The centralized mindset is deeply entrenched. When people see patterns and structures, they instinctively assume centralized causes or centralized control. They often see “leaders” and “seeds” where none exists.

But the centralized mindset is neither unchanging nor unchangeable. As decentralized ideas infiltrate the culture—through new technologies, new organizational structures, new scientific ideas—people will undoubtedly begin to think in new ways. People will become familiar with new models and new metaphors of decentralization. They will begin to see the world through new eyes.

My work with *Logo provides initial glimpses of how people can begin to move beyond the centralized mindset. In this chapter, I discuss how people, as they played with *Logo, became engaged (both intellectually and emotionally) with decentralized phenomena—and with new types of thinking associated with decentralized phenomena.

The Allure of Decentralization

As I watched people working with *Logo, I became aware of a seeming contradiction. On one hand, *Logo users tended to assume centralized causes and control, assuming that *Logo patterns must be formed “by lead” or “by seed.” Especially when they first began using *Logo, people had difficulty writing decentralized *Logo programs, or even recognizing decentralized phenomena as such.

One the other hand, most *Logo users were fascinated—almost mesmerized—with self-organizing phenomena when they observed them on the screen. These phenomena seemed to have a strong emotional pull. People seemed drawn to them, even if they misunderstood them. There was an apparent tension: People felt a “gut attraction” to decentralized phenomena, even as they clung tightly to centralized preconceptions. For some, this emotional engagement with decentralized phenomena acted as a foundation, a starting point, for moving beyond the centralized mindset.

The gut attraction to decentralized phenomena can be seen in the wild popularity of “the wave” at sporting arenas. The wave is formed by spectators themselves, as they stand up and sit down at the appropriate times. Everyone participates. People stand up at their seats when the wave reaches them, then sit down as it sweeps past. There is no conductor or choreographer for the wave. No one is “in charge.” The wave is a rare opportunity for
people to create and participate in a self-organizing phenomena. And they are clearly excited by it. The wave was first seen at sporting arenas just a decade ago, but it is now a mainstay at all types of athletic competitions, from high-school through professional.

Part of the attraction of the wave is that you get a lot for a little. Each individual does nothing more than stand up and sit down (at the appropriate times), but together they produce a giant wave. Many *Logo users had the same sort of feeling about *Logo programs. One user said that he felt like he was “cheating.” It didn’t seem fair to get so much for so little. Frank described it this way: “In this version of Logo, you can get more than what you tell it to do.” Benjamin had a similar reaction:

_It's pretty simple. That's what I like about this. It's weird. You can build a simple little program, and the things that it does, what you can do with it. I mean there's not much to that program. If you were working with regular Logo, to do something even halfway... I mean, there are so many procedures and stuff you have to build with regular Logo. Here, with a few short procedures, a lot happens. I don't know how to put it exactly._

At one point, Benjamin worked on a termite program, in which a “leader termite” told the other termites what to do. After a while, I showed Benjamin the leader-less termite program that Callie and I had written. His reaction: “This seems simpler. Everything happens automatically.” For Benjamin, the decentralized approach seemed almost magical, getting something for (almost) nothing.

The unpredictable nature of decentralized *Logo programs had a strong appeal for some users. Of course, unpredictability is not unique to decentralized or parallel programs. Traditional Logo programs can do some pretty unexpected things. But *Logo programs often involve a particularly intriguing type of unpredictability: users can understand fully what each individual object will do, but have no sense of what the overall system will do.

In general, those who thrived in the *Logo environment were those who relished (not resisted) unpredictability. Callie is an example. At one point, while we were struggling to get our termite program working, I asked Callie if we should give up on our decentralized approach and program the termites to take their wood chips to pre-designated spots. Callie quickly dismissed this suggestion:

_Mitchel: We could write the program so that the termites know where the piles are. As soon as a termite picks up a wood chip, it could just go to the pile and put it down._

_Callie: Oh, that's boring!_

_Mitchel: Why do you think that's boring?_
Callie: Cause you're telling them what to do.

Mitchel: Is this more like the way it would be in the real world?

Callie: Yeah. You would almost know what to expect if you tell them to go to a particular spot and put it down. You know that there will be three piles. Whereas here, you don't know how many mounds there are going to be. Or if the number of mounds will increase or decrease. Or things like that... This way, they [the termites] made the piles by themselves. It wasn't like they [the piles] were artificially put in.

For Callie, pre-programmed behavior, even if effective, was "boring." Callie preferred the decentralized approach since it made the termites seem more independent ("they made the piles by themselves") and less predictable ("you don't know how many mounds there are going to be").

Sherry Turkle (1984) writes of the computer's "holding power." That holding power seems particular strong when people are playing with (or even just watching) decentralized phenomena on the computer. Many people were transfixed by the *Logo slime-mold program, in which turtles organize themselves into clusters. The turtles were represented by simple dots of light, not actual turtle images. That left lots of room for interpretation and imagination. For different people, the simulation evoked different images.

When I showed the program to an economist, he was reminded of the development of cities.

When I showed the program to an educational researcher, she talked about interactions among children in a classroom. She discussed how students can organize themselves, and form their own learning communities, without a dominating teacher.

When I showed program to a student at the Sloan School of Management at MIT, it reminded her of information flowing through an organization. She talked about the advantages and disadvantages of decentralized information systems.

When I showed the program to a Zen student, he saw the turtles as people in search of religion. He was intrigued that the turtles formed smaller groups when they sniffed in more directions. "When people become more perceptive, they don't have to rely on big groups anymore," he noted. "People join big groups to satisfy needs that they can't satisfy on their own."

When people constructed their own *Logo programs, the holding power seemed even stronger. Many users related to the action on the screen in very personal ways. Two
graduate students worked with *Logo for several sessions as part of a project for a class at Harvard. They created a simple ecosystem with a desert and a jungle. Turtles were more likely to die when they were in the desert, more likely to reproduce when they were in the jungle. The two students stared at the screen for nearly an hour as the turtles scampered about. They cheered as the population increased, groaned as the population shrank. When the population made a brief spurt, they were careful not to let their expectations rise too much. "It's toying with us," one of them warned. The students compared themselves to the relatives of a hospital patient, watching the heart monitor alongside the patient's bed. When the turtles finally went extinct, it was as if the heart monitor stopped beeping. "They can't ever come back," said one of the "grieving" students.

Emily, a high-school student, worked on a similar project. She divided her *Logo world into nine regions, each with a different climates. Each region had its own temperature and level of rainfall. Turtles reproduced depending on how "happy" they were with the local climate. Like the graduate students, Emily seemed deeply invested in the fates of the turtles. She saw her *Logo program as very different from other computer programs she had used. She explained:

"It's always doing something different. You can come back a week later, and something different could be going on. You can stand here and look at it for a long time. With other computer programs, you walk in and look at it, and for the first five minutes you're fascinated, then you wander off. And later you come back and look at it, and you think 'Uh, that again.'"

Guiding Ideas for Decentralized Thinking

While clearly intrigued with decentralized phenomena, many *Logo users struggled to understand what they saw on the screen. Through those struggles, certain ideas emerged as very useful in making sense of decentralized phenomena. These ideas came up again and again, in many different situations. They served as "guiding ideas" for thinking about decentralized worlds.

In this section, I discuss five of these ideas:

- **Positive Feedback Isn't Always Negative.** Positive feedback often plays an important role in creating and extending patterns and structures.

- **Randomness Can Help Create Order.** Most people view randomness as destructive, but in some cases it actually helps make systems more orderly.

- **A Flock Isn't a Big Bird.** It is important not to confuse "levels." Often, people confuse the behaviors of individuals and the behaviors of groups.
• *A Traffic Jam Isn’t Just a Collection of Cars.* It is important to realize that some objects (“emergent objects”) have an ever-changing composition.

• *The Hills are Alive.* People often focus on the behaviors of individual objects, overlooking the environment that surrounds the objects.

These guiding ideas are not very “strong.” They are neither prescriptive nor predictive, nor are they unique to decentralized systems. They don’t tell you precisely how to think about decentralized systems, nor do they tell you how to make accurate predictions about such systems. Rather, they are ideas to keep in mind as you try to make sense of an unfamiliar system, or to design a new one. They highlight some pitfalls to avoid, and some possibilities not to overlook.

*Positive Feedback Isn’t Always Negative*

Positive feedback has an image problem. People tend to see positive feedback as destructive, making things spiral out of control. Positive feedback is symbolized by the awful screeching sound that results when a microphone is placed near a speaker. By contrast, negative feedback is viewed as very useful, keeping things under control. Negative feedback is symbolized by the thermostat, which keeps room temperature at a desired level by turning the heater on and off as needed.

Historically, researchers have paid much more attention to negative feedback than to positive feedback. As Deneubourg and Goss (1989) note: “When feedback is discussed in animal groups, it is nearly always negative feedback that is considered, and its role is limited to that of a regulatory mechanism, in which fluctuations are damped and equilibrium is the goal...Positive feedback is only rarely considered.” Arthur (1990) notes a similar bias in economic research.

The negative image of positive feedback is even part of popular culture. Recently, I heard Johnny Carson tell what might be called a “positive-feedback joke.” Carson referred to a scientific study about the depletion of the Earth’s ozone layer. He noted that the depletion was caused, in part, by use of chlorofluorocarbons, typically found in “spray cans” like anti-perspirants. Carson said he had come up with a theory: People used anti-perspirants, which caused depletion of the ozone layer, which caused temperatures on Earth to go up, which caused people to use more anti-perspirant, which caused further depletion of the ozone layer, which caused further increases in temperature, which ...
When I asked high-school students about positive feedback, most weren’t familiar with the term. But they were certainly familiar with the concept. When I explained what I meant by positive feedback, the students quickly generated examples. Not surprisingly, almost all of their examples involved something getting out of control, often with destructive consequences. One student talked about scratching a mosquito bite, which made the bite itch even more, so she scratched it some more, which made it itch even more, and so on. Another student talked about stock-market crashes: a few people start selling, which makes more people start selling, which makes even more people start selling, and so on.

Despite these negative images, positive feedback often plays a crucial role in self-organizing phenomena. Economist Brian Arthur (1990) points to the geographic distribution of cities and industries as an example of a self-organizing process driven by positive feedback. Once a small nucleus of high-technology electronics companies started in Santa Clara County south of San Francisco, an infrastructure developed to serve the needs of those companies. That infrastructure encouraged even more electronics companies to locate in Santa Clara County, which encouraged the development of an even more robust infrastructure. And thus, Silicon Valley was born.

Many *Logo explorations rely on similar positive-feedback mechanisms for creating patterns and structures. In the slime-mold program, a few cells wander near one another and form a small pheromone puddle, which attracts more cells, which drop even more pheromone, which makes the puddle bigger, which attracts even more cells, and so on. A similar mechanism is involved in the ant-foraging program: a few ants discover some food and form a faint pheromone trail to the nest, which attracts even more ants, which reinforce the trail on their way back to the nest, and so on.

Of course, negative feedback is involved in these programs too. In the slime-mold program, there is a limited supply of slime-mold cells. As the clusters grow larger, there are fewer “free” cells to join the clusters. This puts a negative-feedback control on the growth of the clusters. But it is positive feedback that creates and extends the structures in the first place.

For some students who used *Logo, the idea of positive feedback provided a new way of looking at their world. One day, Fadhil came to me excitedly. He had been in downtown Boston at lunch time, and he had a vision. He imagined two people walking into a deli to buy lunch.

*Once they get their food, they don’t eat it there. They bring it back with them. Other people on the street smell the sandwiches and see the deli bag, and they say, ‘Hey, maybe I’ll go to the deli for lunch today!’ They were*
just walking down the street, minding their own business, and all of the sudden they want to go to the deli. As more people go to the deli, there’s even more smell and more bags. So more people go to the deli. But then the deli runs out of food. There’s no more smell on the street from the sandwiches. So no one else goes to the deli.

Randomness Can Help Create Order

Like positive feedback, randomness has a bad image. Most people see randomness as annoying at best, destructive at worst. They view randomness in opposition to order: randomness undoes order, it makes things disorderly.

This view of randomness was apparent in some reactions to *Logo projects. I showed the *Logo turtle-geometry projects (chapter 3.8) to several of the high-school students. In one case, I put several thousand turtles at the same position, but gave all of the turtles random headings. I asked the students what would happen if all of the turtles moved forward 50 steps. One student responded: “Each turtle has a random heading, so they’ll go all over the place.” In his mind, randomness was clearly associated with disorder (“all over the place”). Even after seeing the turtles move outward in an expanding circle, one of the students remained bothered: “If the turtles have random headings, why are they always forming a circle?”

Despite its image as “anti-order,” randomness plays an important role in many self-organizing systems. As discussed earlier (chapter 4.1), people often assume that “seeds” are needed to initiate patterns and structures. When people see a traffic jam, for example, they assume the traffic jam grew from a seed—perhaps a broken bridge or a radar trap. In general, this is a useful intuition. The problem is that most people have too narrow a conception of “seeds.” They think only of preexisting inhomogeneities in the environment—like a broken bridge on the highway, or a piece of food in an ant’s world.

This narrow view of seeds causes misintuitions when people try to make sense of self-organizing systems. In self-organizing systems, seeds are neither preexisting nor externally imposed. Rather, self-organizing systems often create their own seeds. It is here that randomness plays a crucial role. In many self-organizing systems, random fluctuations act as the “seeds” from which patterns and structures grow.

In the *Logo traffic program, no traffic jams form if the cars are given equal initial velocities and spaced evenly along the highway. But if there is some randomness in either the initial velocities or positions, small density fluctuations (that is, fluctuations in the density of cars) will develop along the highway: a few more cars along one stretch of the
road, a few fewer cars along another stretch. These density fluctuations serve as the seeds for traffic jams. Positive feedback accentuates these density fluctuations, making the seeds sprout into full-fledged traffic jams.

The situation is similar in other *Logo projects. In the segregation project (chapter 3.6), random fluctuations in the densities of turtles and frogs are reinforced by positive feedback, producing single-species clusters. In the slime-mold project, the seeds of clusters are formed when a few slime-mold cells happen to wander near one another, causing a random fluctuation in the density of pheromone. Then, positive feedback takes over. Regions with higher densities of pheromone attract more slime-mold cells, causing the pheromone density to rise still higher, attracting even more slime-mold cells, and so on.

This combination of random fluctuations plus positive feedback underlies many everyday phenomena. Sometimes, at concerts or sporting events, thousands of spectators join together in rhythmic, synchronized clapping. How do they coordinate their applause? There is no conductor leading them. Here's one way to think about what happens. Initially, when everyone starts clapping, the applause is totally unorganized. Even people clapping at the same tempo are wildly out of phase with one another. But, through some random fluctuation, a small subset of people happen to clap at the same tempo, in phase with one another. That rhythm stands out, just a little, in the clapping noise. People in the audience sense this emerging rhythm and adjust their own clapping to join it. Thus, the emerging rhythm becomes a little stronger, and even more people conform to it. Eventually, nearly everyone in the audience is clapping in a synchronized rhythm. Amazingly, the whole process takes just a few seconds, even with thousands of people participating.

Randomness plays yet another role in some self-organizing processes—it makes possible the exploration of multiple options. Ant researcher Jean-Louis Deneubourg notes that ants do not follow pheromone trails perfectly. Instead, ants have a probabilistic chance of losing their way as they follow the trails. Deneubourg and his colleagues (1986) argue that this “ant randomness” is not a defective stage on an evolutionary path “towards an idealistic deterministic system of communication.” Rather, this randomness is an evolutionarily adaptive behavior. Deneubourg describes an experiment with two food sources near an ant nest: a rich food source far from the nest, and an inferior source close to the nest. Initially, the ants discover the inferior food source, and form a robust trail to that source. But some ants wander off the trail. These “lost ants” discover the richer source and form a trail to it. Since an ant’s pheromone emissions are related to the richness of the food source, the trail to the richer source becomes stronger than the original trail. Eventually, most ants shift to the richer source. So the randomness of the ants provides a
way for the colony to explore multiple food sources in parallel. While positive feedback encourages exploitation of particular sources, randomness encourages exploration of multiple sources.

The *Logo ant program (chapter 3.3) exhibits a somewhat similar phenomenon. While most of the ants are exploiting one food source, some “lost ants” often discover (and form a weak trail to) a more distant food source. Most of the colony's ants continue to exploit the closer food source. (Unlike the Deneubourg experiment, the more distant food source is not “richer” in any sense.) But the weak trail to the more distant food source serves a useful purpose. When the closer food source is fully depleted (and its associated pheromone trail evaporated), the ants that had been exploiting that source are “freed” to look for other food. The weak trail formed by the lost ants acts as a “seed” for a new trail, and it is quickly reinforced by the newly-freed ants. So when the colony finishes with one food source, it doesn’t have to start from scratch to find a new one. The randomness of the ants allows the colony to continue to explore all of the time, even as most of the ants are exploiting the food source that is currently most attractive.

The *Logo slime-mold project provides another example of randomness in the service of exploration. If the program had no randomness, slime-mold cells would rarely leave their clusters. The program would lose its dynamic and organic quality. The screen would become filled with lots of little clusters, with little or no interchange of cells between clusters. The randomness in the program makes it more likely for cells to break free of their clusters. As a result, small clusters become less stable: when a small cluster loses one of its cells, the whole cluster is likely to break apart. Small clusters either grow or break apart. The result is fewer, larger clusters, with more cells moving from cluster to cluster.

If the goal is for the slime-mold cells to aggregate into large clusters (as is the case with real slime mold), then randomness plays a very useful role. The situation with lots of small clusters can be seen as a “local optimum” for the slime-mold system: each cell is happy (since each cell is in a cluster), but the overall system is not (since the clusters are too small). In effect, the random motion of the slime-mold cells ensures that the system doesn’t get stuck on such a local optimum. Instead, the randomness induces the system to explore for a more “global” optimum (larger clusters).

*Flock Isn’t a Big Bird*

In trying to make sense of decentralized systems and self-organizing phenomena, the idea of *levels* is critically important. Interactions among objects at one level give rise to new
types of objects at another level. Interactions among slime-mold cells give rise to slime-mold clusters. Interactions among ants give rise to foraging trails. Interactions among cars give rise to traffic jams. Interactions among birds give rise to flocks.

In many cases, the objects on one level behave very differently than objects on another level. In the *Logo traffic program (chapter 3.4), for example, traffic jams tend to move backwards, even though all of the cars within the jams are moving forward. Ari, one of the two students who wrote the *Logo traffic program, was not very surprised by the backward motion of the traffic jam. He made an analogy to the *Logo ant-colony program which he had seen earlier. “It’s sort of like the ants,” he explained. “They get together as one body. All sorts of little ones get together and form a big thing. So each of the cars is forming a huge mass, like a blob, which can move either backward or forward regardless of how the cars are moving.”

Ari clearly distinguished between levels: he expected ant colonies to act differently than individual ants, traffic jams to act differently than individual cars. But other high-school students, upon seeing the *Logo traffic program, found the backward motion of the traffic jams surprising, or at least strange. As Emily put it: “When you try to visualize it, it seems kind of strange. But when you see it, it looks logical.” Ramesh had a stronger reaction. He insisted that “real” traffic jams wouldn’t move backward. He argued that the backward motion of the jam must be an artifact of the way the cars “wrapped” around the edges of the computer screen. In real traffic jams, he argued, “the car leaving from the front of the jam eliminates the possibility of the jam moving back. The jam goes with the cars.”

Frank, Ramesh’s partner, had a different problem. He expected the traffic jams to exhibit some type of simple periodic motion. Why? Because the program controlling the individual cars consisted of simple looping constructs. Frank explained: “A loop does the same thing every time. So the whole thing should be repeating itself.” Frank, like Ramesh, was confusing levels. Just because the behavior of each car is controlled by a simple loop, the behavior of the traffic jam will not necessarily “loop” in a simple way.

Confusion of levels is not a problem restricted to scientifically naive high-school students. I showed the *Logo traffic program to two visiting researchers, each of whom is involved in the cybernetics research community. They were not at all surprised that the traffic jams were moving backwards. They were well aware of that phenomenon. But then one of the researchers said: “You know, I’ve heard that’s why there are so many accidents on the freeways in Los Angeles. The traffic jams are moving backwards and the cars are rushing forward, so there are lots of accidents.” The other researcher thought for a moment, then replied: “Wait a minute. Cars crash into other cars, not into traffic jams.” In
short, he felt that the first researcher had confused levels, mixing cars and jams inappropriately. The two researchers then spent half an hour trying to sort out the problem.

Traffic jams are hardly a special case. People confuse levels in many situations. Consider the *Logo program with turtles and frogs sharing a pond (chapter 3.6). Each individual creature is relatively tolerant, so it seems natural to expect even mix of turtles and frogs throughout the pond. But as with cars and traffic jams, the group behavior in the pond is very different from individual behaviors. The overall population ends up much more segregated that any of the individuals really wants.

Or consider what happens in the growth of a plant. Focus first on the cellular level. Cells on the dark side of the plant produce more of the hormone auxin than cells on the light side. Auxin promotes cell elongation. So the dark side of the plant grows more quickly than the side facing the light. It is tempting to say that the plant “likes” the dark. But now think about the plant as a whole. Since the dark side of the plant grows more quickly, the whole plant bends toward the light. (Imagine a vertical bar in which the right side expands faster than the left side. By the geometry of the situation, the bar must bend toward the left.) So at this higher level, it is tempting to say that the plant “likes” the light. Of course, neither conclusion is right or wrong. It all depends on which level you focus on.

A Traffic Jam Isn’t Just a Collection of Cars

For most everyday objects, it is fair to think of the object as a collection of particular parts (a particular chair might have four particular legs, a particular seat, a particular back). But not so with objects like traffic jams. Thinking of a traffic jam as a collection of particular parts is a sure path to confusion. The cars composing a traffic jam are always changing, as some cars leave the front of the jam and other join from behind. Even when all of the cars in the jam are replaced with new cars, it is still the same traffic jam.

Many objects in *Logo programs have this same quality. Just as the cars in a traffic jam are always changing, so too are the cells in a slime-mold cluster. Objects like traffic jams and slime-mold clusters can be thought of as “emergent objects”—they emerge from the interactions among lower-level objects (like cars and slime-mold cells). It is the interactions among the lower-level objects, not the particular lower-level objects themselves, that define emergent objects. We can even think of ourselves as emergent objects: Within my body, old cells are always dying and new cells are being created, but I remain the same person.

Frank and Ramesh’s difficulties with their ant-cemetery project (chapter 4.1) were due, in large part, to their difficulties in thinking about emergent objects. They were adamant
that dead ants should never be taken from a cemetery because they thought the dead ants defined the cemetery. How can a cemetery grow, they wondered, if the dead ants in it are continually being taken away? In fact, if Frank and Ramesh had relaxed their "monotonic imperative" and allowed the composition of ant-cemeteries to vary with time (as Callie and I allowed the composition of the wood-chip piles to vary in the termite project), they probably would have been much more successful in their project.

The issue of emergent objects came up in another form in the same ant-cemetery project. At one point, Frank and Ramesh wanted each live ant to be surrounded by a chemical scent (so that other ants could detect it). One way to do that is to make the ants release a continuous stream of chemical into the environment (that is, onto the *Logo patches), and to make the chemical diffuse and evaporate with time. No matter how or where an ant moves, it will always be surrounded by a fresh "halo" of chemical. Each ant's halo is an emergent object: its composition is always changing, as the chemical evaporates and the ant releases new chemical.

But Frank and Ramesh didn't think to do it that way. They tried to make each ant "carry" a non-diffusing halo of chemical with it, as if the chemical were part of its "clothing." In their approach, the halos were not emergent objects: the composition of each halo never changed. As it turned out, their approach was much more difficult. If they had thought of "emergent halos," their task would have been much easier.

The Hills are Alive

In Sciences of the Artificial (1969), Herbert Simon describes a scene in which an ant is walking on a beach. Simon notes that the ant's path might be quite complex. But the complexity of the path, says Simon, is not necessarily a reflection of the complexity of the ant. Rather, it might reflect the complexity of the beach.

Simon's point: don't underestimate the role of the environment in influencing and constraining behavior. People often seem to think of the environment as something to be acted upon, not something to be interacted with. People tend to focus on the behaviors of individual objects, ignoring the environment that surrounds (and interacts with) the objects.

A richer view of the environment is particularly important in thinking about decentralized and self-organizing systems. So in designing *Logo, I explicitly tried to highlight the environment. By introducing patches as a new class of object, I hoped to encourage people to view the environment in new ways. In traditional versions of Logo, the "world" is like a passive piece of paper, just waiting for turtles to draw on it. In *Logo, the world is alive—
it can execute actions even as turtles move on top of it. The *Logo world is full of
interactions: interactions between turtles and turtles, between patches and patches, between
turtles and patches. Through all of these interactions, large-scale patterns can arise.

The environment serves different roles in different *Logo programs. In the turtle-
ecology program (chapter 3.7), the patches are responsible for growing new food. In the
forest-fire program (chapter 3.9), the patches are responsible for spreading the fire from
tree to tree. In several programs, the patches are responsible for making chemicals
evaporate and diffuse.

*Logo’s active environment is particularly useful as a type of communications medium.
Patches can spread “messages” to other turtles and patches. In the ant-foraging program
(chapter 3.3), the patches spread two types of chemical messages. One chemical acts as an
indirect communication between ants—one ant drops the chemical, other ants sense it. A
second chemical spreads outward from the nest, making it possible for ants to find their
way home. Many people think that ants must need sophisticated memories, or some type of
non-local communication with the nest, in order to find their way home. But patches make
it possible for ants to find the nest with simple rules and local interactions.

Some students were quick to exploit this new form of communication. When Ari and
Fadhil started working on the traffic-jam project (chapter 3.4), *Logo had only “nearest
neighbor” interactions between turtles and patches. So cars could “see” only one car-length
ahead. To allow cars to “see” several car-lengths ahead, Ari and Fadhil worked out the
following approach: each car emitted some “exhaust” to the patch directly behind it, then
the patches spread the exhaust backwards (patch-to-patch) the desired number of times.
Then, if a car detected exhaust in the patch directly ahead of it, it meant that there must be
another car close ahead. (Ari and Fadhil changed their program after I added the patch-
polar primitive to *Logo. That primitive allows turtles to “sense” non-locally, sensing an
arbitrary number of patches away in any arbitrary direction. But Ari and Fadhil’s original
car-exhaust approach seems more elegant, since it fits the local-interaction spirit of *Logo.)

On the other hand, some students resisted the idea of an active environment. When I
explained the *Logo ant-foraging program to Frank, he was worried that pheromone trails
would continue to attract ants even after the food sources at the ends of the trails had been
fully depleted. He developed an elaborate scheme in which the ants, after collecting all of
the food, deposited a second pheromone to neutralize the first pheromone. It never
occurred to him to let the first pheromone evaporate away. In his mind, the ants had to take
some positive action to get rid of the first pheromone. They couldn’t rely on the
environment to make the first pheromone go away.
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Looking Ahead: From Reflections to Projections

There is an apparent paradox in people’s reactions to decentralized systems. On one hand is the allure of decentralization. People are intrigued and inspired by decentralized systems. They are fascinated by systems that are organized without an organizer, coordinated without a coordinator.

One the other hand is the centralized mindset. When people see patterns in the world, they intuitively assume that the patterns are created either by lead or by seed. And when they try to design patterns, they start with the same assumptions.

What will happen in the future? As decentralized ideas spread through the culture, will people continue to cling tightly to their centralized assumptions? Next, in Projections, I speculate about the future.
Projections

*The center cannot hold.*

W.B. Yeats
*The Second Coming*
5.1 Growing Up

A friend of mine has a four-year-old daughter named Rachel. Recently, Rachel and I started talking about the weather. I asked her why it rains on some days, but not on other days. Without hesitation, she offered an explanation: “The clouds get together at night, and they decide whether or not it should rain the next day.” In Rachel’s mind, some type of centralized decision-making is necessary. Weather doesn’t just happen; it is planned.

It is not surprising that Rachel came up with a centralized explanation for the rain. Most likely, she is unaware that other types of explanations even exist. But what will happen as Rachel grows up? Will she continue to rely on centralized explanations? If she takes a physics course in high school, will she understand gravity as two objects pulling on one another with equal force? Or will she think of gravity as a one-way force, with one large object pulling on a smaller one? If she takes an economics course in college, will she understand that interests rates and the money supply can each affect one another? Or will she assume that one is the cause and the other is the effect? As an adult, will she believe that creationism is the only reasonable explanation for the origin of the species? If the unemployment rate goes up, will she immediately assume some type of evil conspiracy? Or will she search for explanations with multiple, interacting causes?

What will influence Rachel’s thinking on these issues? If she takes a new high-school course on Decentralized Thinking, in which she is taught Ten Golden Rules of Decentralized Thinking, would that make much of a difference? Maybe some, but probably not much. Being taught a list of rules isn’t going to have much effect on a firmly-entrenched centralized mindset. Rachel is likely to move beyond the centralized mindset only if she participates in a culture that values and encourages decentralized thinking. One isolated high-school course isn’t enough. Decentralized ideas must spread to all school courses—and to life outside of school.

New computational tools can play an important role in the spread of decentralized ideas. Rachel is likely to become comfortable with decentralized ideas only if she gets opportunities to design, create, explore, and play with decentralized systems. There are already some commercial software packages that allow you to play with decentralized phenomena. With one product, called SimCity (published by Maxis), you can experiment with urban development. Put a housing development here, build a police station there, adjust the tax rate, and see if the city prospers. Another product, called SimAnt (also from Maxis), allows you to experiment with ant-colony behavior. Dig a new tunnel here, drop a
little pheromone there, adjust the ratio of worker ants to breeder ants, and see if the colony survives.

These software packages are a start, but they are often constraining. You can’t change the underlying models that control the simulations, nor can you change the underlying context. What if you are interested in neither urban development nor ant behavior, but in cars and traffic? Today, you are out of luck. What’s needed are microworld construction kits, so that you can create your own microworlds, focusing on the domains you find most interesting. *Logo is a step in that direction; more sophisticated microworld construction kits are sure to follow.

How will Rachel use microworld construction kits? At school, she might create artificial ecosystems with giraffes and elephants, her favorite animals. At home, she and her friends might create a simulation of how people gather into groups at a party. By working on projects like these, Rachel will feel an increasing sense of ownership over decentralized ideas. Gradually, she will become comfortable with new ways of thinking.

Rachel will not necessarily abandon all of her centralized strategies—nor should she. In economics, a unyielding commitment to decentralized, laissez-faire strategies can be just as debilitating an unyielding commitment to centralized planning. So too with thinking: an unyielding “decentralized mindset” is no better than a centralized one. Many phenomena in the world do have centralized explanations. Many phenomena are caused by lead or by seed. New decentralized ideas should supplement, not supplant, centralized strategies. As Rachel constructs theories about the world, she should be able to draw on both centralized and decentralized ideas.

Rachel is likely to grow up with a very different view of the world than her parents or grandparents had. Where they saw centralized control and ultimate causes, she will see a more diverse set of possibilities. As Rachel grows up, one can only wonder what new types of theories she’ll develop to explain the rain.
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Appendix A: Student Participants

About one dozen high-school students participated in this research project (some to a greater degree than others). To recruit students, I visited classrooms, gave a brief overview of the project, and asked for volunteers. I recruited students at one local high school (Woburn High School), and at several summer-school and weekend courses for high-school students (at MIT and Radcliffe).

The students had widely varying levels of experience with computers. The students came from a variety of ethnic backgrounds—roughly half were immigrants or first-generation Americans. About two-thirds of the students were male, one-third female. One thing that all of the participants shared was a willingness to come to MIT to work on an experimental project. All student names used in this thesis are pseudonyms.

Students typically came to MIT for eight to ten sessions, each lasting 60 to 90 minutes. Most students worked together in pairs. I worked directly with the students, suggesting projects, asking questions, challenging assumptions, helping with programming, and encouraging students to reflect on their experiences as they worked with *Logo. Computer interactions were saved in computer files, and all discussions were recorded on audio tape.

In the early sessions, I typically showed students existing *Logo programs. The students experimented with the programs, trying different parameters and making slight modifications of the programs. As the sessions progressed, I encouraged students to develop their own projects ideas, based on personal interests.

I provided each student with a collection of magazine and journal articles on topics related to decentralized systems and self-organizing phenomena. Ideas from these articles often served as the basis for student projects. The articles included:


Appendix B: *Logo Manual

The Cast of Characters

*Logo includes three main types of "characters" (or, in computer-science parlance, three classes of objects):

- **Turtles.** Following the Logo tradition, "turtles" are the main inhabitants of the *Logo world. But *Logo turtles go beyond traditional Logo turtles in several ways: you can control thousands of turtles; all of the turtles can execute commands at the same time (in parallel); there are new built-in procedures to control interactions among the turtles (and between the turtles and their "world"); turtles can "clone" new turtles; you can give different traits to different turtles (using "state variables").

- **Patches.** Patches are "pieces" of the world in which the turtles live. Patches are not merely passive objects upon which the turtles act. Like turtles, patches can execute *Logo commands. Patches are arranged in a grid—similar to cellular automata. So *Logo is somewhat like a cellular-automata world with turtles roaming around on top.

- **Observer.** The observer "looks down" on the turtles and patches. The observer can create new turtles, and it can monitor the activity of the existing turtles and patches.

Sample Commands

create-turtle 100
100 turtles appear on the screen. By default, the turtles start with random positions and random headings.

foreach "turtle [forward 200]
All turtles move forward 200 "turtle steps." The turtles "wrap" at the edges of the screen. The turtles do not draw as they move: Unlike traditional Logo turtles, *Logo turtles start with their "pens" up.

fet [forward random 200]
fet is an abbreviation for foreach "turtle. Each turtle chooses a different random number (between 0 and 199), so each moves forward a different distance.

fet [if ypos < 0 [setcolor green]]
The position (0,0) is at the center of the screen. So only turtles in the bottom half of the screen have y-positions (ypos) less than 0. Those turtles turn green.

foreach "patch [setcolor yellow]
Each patch sets its color to yellow. So the whole "background" of the screen turns yellow.

fep [if xpos > 20 [setcolor green]]
fep is an abbreviation for foreach "patch. Each patch with an x-position greater than 20 turns green.

fep [if (distance 10 20) < 15 [setcolor white]]
Each patch checks to see if its distance from the point (10,20) is less than 15 units. If so, it turns white. The result: a white disk of radius 15, centered on the point (10, 20).
Communications

The *Logo procedures demand and ask are used for communicating between *Logo objects (turtles, patches, and observer). An object can demand another object (turtle or patch or observer) to perform a particular action, or it can ask another object for some information. (Note: ask has a different meaning in traditional versions of Logo.)

demand and ask take two inputs: the first input indicates the recipient of the communication (who), and the second input indicates the content of the communication (what).

There are many ways to indicate the recipient of the communication. You can explicitly supply the ID number of the turtle or patch. (The ID number is returned by the primitive procedure who.) But in most cases, you will want to use an “ID-generating procedure.” For example, patch-here generates the ID of the patch underneath the turtle, while turtle-here generates the ID of a turtle within a given patch. patch 0 generates the ID of the patch directly to the north, while turtle 0 generates the ID of the turtle directly to the north (if one exists). Note the patch 0 and turtle 0 can be used by either turtles or patches.

Other ID-generating procedures include: turtle-at and patch-at (which take absolute xy-coordinates as inputs), patch-xy (which takes relative xy-coordinates as inputs), and patch-polar (which takes relative polar coordinates as inputs).

Sample Commands

\[
\text{fet [if (ask patch-here [:chemical > 5]) [setcolor white]]}
\]

Each turtle asks the patch underneath it if its value for chemical is greater than 5; if so, the turtle turns white. (The parentheses in the expression are optional: they are included to make the expression easier to read.)

\[
\text{fet [demand patch heading + 180 [make "chemical :chemical + 1"]}
\]

Each turtle tells the patch directly behind it to increase its value for pheromone by 1.

Demons

Demons are short programs that continuously run in the “background.” By using *Logo demons, you can make many different things happen at the same time, and you can interact with *Logo programs while they are running. You can create as many demon programs as you would like, and they all execute continuously and (roughly) simultaneously. In this way, you can simulate a (simple) type of “process parallelism” to go along with the “data parallelism” of *Logo.

The execution of demons is based on the *Logo “clock.” This clock keeps “ticking” whenever *Logo is not executing a top-level command. At every tick of the clock, *Logo automatically runs each demon program.

You can selectively turn on and off particular demons for particular turtles or patches. See the *Logo commands activate-demon, activate-all-demons, deactivate-demon, deactivate-all-demons, and active-demon?
Breed

In some situations, it would be useful to have several “breeds” of creatures (in addition to
turtles). For example, you might want foxes and rabbits in an ecology model, or antibodies
and antigens in an immunology model.

You create new breeds with the create-breed command. For example, to create a new
breed called ant, you execute: create-breed "ant. When you execute this command,
*Logo automatically generates a procedure named create-ant for creating ants. Each new
breed is automatically assigned a different default color. Creatures of the new breed can use
all of the standard *Logo procedures for turtles (such as fd and rt and uphill).

*Logo automatically generates a set of new procedures for interacting with creatures of the
new breed. For example, it generates the procedures ant-total, ant?, and ant-here.
The general rule: For each standard *Logo procedure that includes the word turtle,
*Logo will create a new procedure with the name of the new breed. (*Logo also has
procedures with the word creature in the place of turtle; these procedures refer to all
creatures, regardless of breed. For example, creature-total reports the total number of
creatures, regardless of breed.)

Colors

*Logo has 256 colors. These colors are organized into 25 “major” colors, with ten
intensities (or shades) of each. This organization is useful for achieving smooth shading
effects (see the scale-color command).

The setcolor (or setc) command uses the following number scheme for the colors: 0 for
black, 1-10 for red, 11-20 for green, 21-30 for blue, 31-40 for yellow, and so on. For
each major color, the highest number has the highest intensity; the lowest number has the
lowest intensity. For example, 20 is the highest-intensity green; 11 is “no-intensity” green
(actually, black).

There are some procedures (e.g., black, red, green, blue, white) that report color
values. These procedures always report the highest-intensity color. For example, red
reports 10, green reports 20, and so on.

To see part of the color table, type: fep [setcolor ypos]
The screen will fill with horizontal lines of color, a different color for each y-position.
Alphabetical Listing of *Logo Primitive Procedures

Below are descriptions of all primitive procedures in *Logo, listed in alphabetical order.

---

**abs number**

Used by: all

Reports the absolute value of *number*.

---

**activate-all-demons**

Used by: all

Turns on all demons. This command is often used to turn on demons in a particular set of turtles or patches. Demons can be turned off with **deactivate-all-demons** or **deactivate-demon**.

Example:

```
feo [if xpos > 0 [activate-all-demons]]
```

---

**activate-demon name**

Used by: all

Turns on the demon with the name *name*. This command is generally used to turn on a particular demon in a particular set of turtles or patches. Demons can be turned off with **deactivate-all-demons** or **deactivate-demon**.

Example:

```
fet [if :age > 20 [activate-demon "adult-demon]]
```

---

**active-demon? name**

Used by: all

Reports whether the demon with name *name* is active. Demons can be turned off with either **deactivate-all-demons** or **deactivate-demon**, and they can be turned on with **activate-all-demons** or **activate-demon**.

---

**boolean1 and boolean2**

(infix operator)

Used by: all

Reports true if and only if both *boolean1* and *boolean2* evaluate to true.
any? who

Used by: all

Reports if there are any turtles in a particular location. Its who input uses the same "ID-generating procedures" (such as patch-here) used with ask and demand.

any? is usually used in combination with ask, to ascertain whether there are any turtles in a particular location before asking them for information.

Example:
```logo
fet [if any? turtle 0 [setc ask turtle 0 [color]]]
Each turtle sets its color to the same color as the turtle north of it—if there is a turtle there.
```

ask who list-to-execute

Used by: all

Asks who to execute list-to-execute, then reports the resulting value. The value for who is usually produced by an "ID-generating procedure" like turtle-here or patch-here. (Note: ask has a different meaning in traditional versions of Logo.)

ask vs. demand: ask gets information from another object (turtle, patch, or observer); demand commands another object to perform an action.

Example:
```logo
fet [if (ask patch-here [color = blue]) [setc white]]
```

back number
bk number

Used by: turtles

Moves turtles back by a distance of number.

Example:
```logo
fet [bk random 50]
```
back-grid \textit{number}
\texttt{bk-grid number}

Used by: turtles

\texttt{back} moves turtles back by \textit{number} patches.

\texttt{back} is different from \texttt{back-grid} in that \texttt{back} makes the turtles move back a certain distance, while \texttt{back-grid} makes them move back a certain number of patches. With \texttt{back-grid}, turtles heading at 45 degrees will move farther than those heading at 90 degrees.

\texttt{black}

Used by: all

Reports 0 (the number for black in the color table).

\texttt{blue}

Used by: all

Reports 30 (the number for blue in the color table).

\texttt{bottom-edge}

Used by: all

Reports the y-position at the bottom of the screen.

Example:
\texttt{fep [if ypos = bottom-edge [setc red]]}

\texttt{butfirst list}
\texttt{bf list}

Used by: observer

Reports \textit{list} without its first element. (Note: In the Connection Machine version of *Logo, list-processing procedures can be used only by the observer.)
butlast list
bl list

Used by: observer

Reports list without its last element. (Note: In the Connection Machine version of *Logo, list-processing procedures can be used only by the observer.)

change-breed name

Used by: turtles

Changes the breed of the selected creatures.

Example:
foreach "tadpole [if :age > 10 [change-breed "frog"]]

clear-all
c

Used by: observer

Kills all turtles, and sets the color of all the patches to black.

clear-patches
cp

Used by: observer

Sets the color of all the patches to black.

clock

Used by: observer

Reports the value of *Logo’s global clock. Demon procedures are executed once each clock cycle.
clone list-to-execute

Used by: turtles

Each turtle creates a new turtle, identical to itself, then tells the new turtle to execute list-to-execute.

Note: Newly-born turtles do not become “active” within the body of the current foreach command. As a result, you can give commands just to the parents (not to the newly-born offspring) directly after the clone procedure. For example, you might want the parents to die after cloning. In that case, you certainly do not want the newly-born turtles to execute the die command. (See the second example below.) The newly-born turtles become active at the start of the next foreach command. (You can think of the foreach command as “selecting” a collection of objects to perform some actions, and no new objects can become “active” within the scope of the foreach command.)

Examples:

```
fet [if :age > 30 [clone [make "age 0 seth random 360]]]
Each turtle with age greater than 30 clones a new turtle. Each new turtle sets its age to 0 and sets its heading randomly.
```

```
fet [fd 30 clone [lt 45] clone [rt 45] die]
Each turtle clones two new turtles, then dies. Note that the turtles created by the first clone do not participate in the second clone. And only the parents die, not the newly-born offspring.
```

color

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the color of the turtle or patch. *Logo has 25 major colors, with ten intensities of each color.

Example:

```
fet [if ask patch-here [color = white] [die]]
```

cos angle

Used by: all

Reports the cosine of angle. It assumes that angle is given in degrees.

create-breed name

Used by: observer

Creates a new breed with the name name. As part of this process, *Logo automatically creates several new procedures related to the new breed.
create-custom-turtle number list-to-execute

Used by: observer

Creates number new turtles, and tells each of them to execute list-to-execute.

Example:
create-custom-turtle 200 [seth 0]

deactivate-all-demons

Used by: all

Turns off all demons. This command is often used to turn off demons in a particular set of turtles or patches. Demons can be turned back on with activate-all-demons or activate-demon.

Example:
fep [if xpos > 0 [deactivate-all-demons]]

deactivate-demon name

Used by: all

Turns off the demon with the name name. This command is generally used to turn off a particular demon in a particular set of turtles or patches. Demons can be turned on with activate-all-demons or activate-demon.

Example:
fet [if :age < 20 [deactivate-demon "adult-demon]]
demand who list-to-execute

Used by: all

Commands who to execute list-to-execute. The value for who is usually produced by an "ID-generating procedure" like turtle-here or patch-here.

ask vs. demand: ask gets information from another object (turtle, patch, or observer); demand commands another object to perform an action.

Example:
  fet [demand patch-here [make "chemical :chemical + 1]]

demons-running?

Used by: observer

Reports true if demons are executing, false otherwise. See also: start-demons, stop-demons.

die

Used by: turtles

Tells each turtle to die.

Example:
  fet [if (ask patch-here [:chemical > 100]) [die]]

diffuse variable-name

Used by: patches

Spreads the value of variable-name evenly among each patch's eight neighbors. The rate of diffusion can be set with set-diffusion-rate.

Example:
  fep [repeat 50 [diffuse "chemical]]
diffusion-rate

Used by: patches

Reports the diffusion rate. The diffusion rate indicates the fraction of stuff that each patch should diffuse to its neighbors. The default value for diffusion-rate is 1 (meaning that diffuse causes each patch to diffuse everything to its neighbors). If the diffusion rate is set to 0.3, each patch will keep 70% of its stuff and diffuse 30%.

Note that each patch can have a different diffusion rate.

display-every

Used by: observer

Reports how often the display is updated. The default value is 1. Higher values of display-every may increase the speed of your program, but the display might look jerky. To change the value of display-every, use set-display-every.

distance xposition yposition
dist xposition yposition

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the distance from the point (xposition, yposition).

do-display

Used by: observer

 Turns on *Logo's display mechanism. Use dont-display to make *Logo run without any display (and thus run faster).

do-display?

Used by: observer

Reports whether *Logo's display mechanism is on. See do-display and dont-display.

dont-display

Used by: observer

Turns off *Logo's display mechanism, so that the *Logo display is updated only when *Logo returns to the top-level prompt. You might want to turn off the display to make a simulation run faster.
downhill list-to-execute

Used by: turtles
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in several different patches ("sniffing" ahead a fixed distance in several directions), then reports the heading of the patch with the smallest value. Typically used to "follow a gradient."

You can use set-number-of-sniffs to change the number of directions the turtles sniff. You can use set-sniff-distance to change the distance ahead that the turtles sniff.

downhill is different from downhill-grid in that downhill causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain distance, while downhill-grid causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain number of patches. The two approaches lead to slightly different behaviors.

Example:
    fet [repeat 50 [downhill "chemical fd 1]]

-------------------

downhill-grid list-to-execute

Used by: turtles
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in several different patches ("sniffing" ahead a fixed number of patches in several directions), then reports the heading of the patch with the smallest value. Typically used to "follow a gradient."

You can use set-number-of-sniffs to change the number of directions the turtles sniff. You can use set-sniff-distance to change the number of patches ahead that the turtles sniff.

downhill is different from downhill-grid in that downhill causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain distance, while downhill-grid causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain number of patches. The two approaches lead to slightly different behaviors.

Example:
    fet [repeat 50 [downhill-grid "chemical fd 1]]

-------------------

every number list-to-execute

Used by: all
Note: Useful only within demon procedures

Executes list-to-execute every number ticks of the global clock. In particular, it executes list-to-execute whenever the global clock is divisible by number.
expt number1 number2

Used by: all

Reports the result of number1 raised to the number2 power.

false

Used by: all

Reports the boolean value false.

fep list-to-execute

Used by: observer

Stands for foreach "patch. Tells each patch to execute list-to-execute.

fet list-to-execute

Used by: observer

Stands for foreach "turtle. Tells each existing turtle to execute list-to-execute.

first list

Used by: observer

Reports the first element of list. (Note: In the Connection Machine version of *Logo, list-processing procedures can be used only by the observer.)

foreach name-of-group list-to-execute

fe name-of-group list-to-execute

Used by: observer

Tells each member of name-of-group to execute list-to-execute. name-of-group can be creature, turtle, patch, or the name of a breed that you have created. See the abbreviations fep and fet.

Example:

foreach "turtle [fd 100]
forward number
fd number

Used by: turtles

Moves turtles forward by a distance of number.

Example:
feit [fd random 50]

forward-grid number
fd-grid number

Used by: turtles

Moves turtles forward by number patches.

forward is different from forward-grid in that forward makes the turtles move ahead a certain distance, while forward-grid makes them move ahead a certain number of patches. With forward-grid, turtles heading at 45 degrees will move farther than those heading at 90 degrees.

fput thing list

Used by: observer

Reports a new list formed by adding thing as the first element of list. (Note: In the Connection Machine version of *Logo, list-processing procedures can be used only by the observer.)

gofor number

Used by: observer

Executes each demon number times. For example, if you have defined the demons turtle-demon (for the turtles) and patch-demon (for the patches), then gofor 100 is equivalent to:

repeat 100 [feit [turtle-demon] fep [patch-demon]]

green

Used by: all

Reports 20 (the number for green in the color table).
heading

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the heading of turtles (or patches). Heading of 0 is "north"; heading of 90 is "east." Headings are always integers between 0 and 359.

Although patches can not move, they do have headings. Patch headings can be useful, for example, in directing the "flow" of information through the patches.

hp

Used by: patches

Stands for Hide Patch. Makes patches invisible (no color). To show patches again, use sp.

ht

Used by: turtles

Stands for Hide Turtle. Makes turtles invisible (no color). To show turtles again, use st.

if predicate list-to-execute

Used by: all

If predicate evaluates to true, then execute list-to-execute.

Example:
fe [if xpos > 20 [setc blue]]

ifelse predicate consequent-list alternative-list

Used by: all

If predicate evaluates to true, then execute consequent-list. If predicate evaluates to false, then execute alternative-list.

When you use ifelse for turtles or patches, predicate might have different values in different objects, so some objects might execute consequent-list while others execute alternative-list.

Example:
fe [ifelse xpos > 20 [setc blue] [setc red]]
last list

Used by: observer

Reports the last element of list. (Note: In the Connection Machine version of *Logo, list-processing procedures can be used only by the observer.)

left number
lt number

Used by: turtles, patches

Turns each turtle (or patch) to the left by number degrees.

left-edge

Used by: all

Reports the x-position at the left of the screen.

Example:
fee [if xpos = left-edge [setc red]]

list input1 input2

Used by: observer

Reports the list whose first element is input1 and whose second element is input2. (Note: In the Connection Machine version of *Logo, list-processing procedures can be used only by the observer.)
local-max? list-to-execute

Used by: turtles
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in several different patches ("sniffing" ahead a fixed distance in several directions). Reports true if all of those values are less than the value of list-to-execute in the patch directly underneath the turtle.

local-max? is different from local-max-grid? in that local-max? causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain distance, while local-max-grid? causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain number of patches. The two approaches lead to slightly different behaviors.

See more details, see: uphill, number-of-sniffs, sniff-distance.

Example:
fet [ifelse local-max? "chem [seth random 360] [uphill "chem fd 1]]]

local-max-grid? list-to-execute

Used by: turtles
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in several different patches ("sniffing" ahead a fixed number of patches in several directions). Reports true if all of those values are less than the value of list-to-execute in the patch directly underneath the turtle.

local-max? is different from local-max-grid? in that local-max? causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain distance, while local-max-grid? causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain number of patches. The two approaches lead to slightly different behaviors.

See more details, see: uphill, number-of-sniffs, sniff-distance.
local-min? list-to-execute

Used by: turtles
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in several different patches ("sniffing" ahead a fixed distance in several directions). Reports true if all of those values are greater than the value of list-to-execute in the patch directly underneath the turtle.

local-min? is different from local-min-grid? in that local-min? causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain distance, while local-min-grid? causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain number of patches. The .wo approaches lead to slightly different behaviors.

See more details, see: downhill, number-of-sniffs, sniff-distance.

Example:
```
fet [ifelse local-min? "chem [seth random 360] [downhill "chem fd 1]]]
```

local-min-grid? list-to-execute

Used by: turtles
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in several different patches ("sniffing" ahead a fixed number of patches in several directions). Reports true if all of those values are less than the value of list-to-execute in the patch directly underneath the turtle.

local-min? is different from local-min-grid? in that local-min? causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain distance, while local-min-grid? causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain number of patches. The two approaches lead to slightly different behaviors.

See more details, see: downhill, number-of-sniffs, sniff-distance.

1pput thing list

Used by: observer

Reports a new list formed by adding thing as the last element of list. (Note: In the Connection Machine version of *Logo, list-processing procedures can be used only by the observer.)
make variable-name new-value

Used by: all

Assigns new-value to the variable with name variable-name. make is used both to create new variables and to assign new values to existing variables.

Example:
make "sky? true] [make "sky? false]"

max number1 number2

Used by: all

Reports the larger of number1 and number2.

min number1 number2

Used by: all

Reports the smaller of number1 and number2.

mod number1 number2

Used by: all

Reports number1 modulo number2. That is, it reports the remainder when number1 is divided by number2.

neighbor-subtotal list-to-execute

Used by: patches
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report true or false.

Reports the number of "neighbor patches" for which list-to-execute (when executed) reports true. Each patch has eight neighboring patches, so neighbor-subtotal should always report a number between 0 and 8.

Example:
fep [if (neighbor-subtotal [color = red]) > 3 [setc red]]

Patches turn red if at least half of their neighbors are red.
neighbor-sum list-to-execute

Used by: patches
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in the eight “neighbor patches,” then reports the sum.

Example:
  fep [make "nearby-pollution neighbor-sum [:chemical]]

not boolean

Used by: all

Reports true if boolean evaluates to false. Reports false if boolean evaluates to true.

nowrap

Used by: observer

Changes the screen mode so that turtles do not “wrap” (toroidally) when they reach the edge of the screen. Instead, the screen represents a window onto a small part of the turtles’ world. See also: wrap, wrap?

number-of-sniffs

Used by: turtles

Reports the number of sniffs that turtles use when executing the commands uphill, downhill, local-max?, etc. The sniffs are always 45 degrees apart, arranged symmetrically around the turtle’s heading. number-of-sniffs should always be a number between 1 (sniff only straight ahead) and 8 (sniff all around). By default, turtles start with number-of-sniffs set to 3.

You can set the number of sniffs with set-number-of-sniffs.
observer

Used by: turtles, patches

Used to name the observer as the recipient in an ask or demand expression.

Examples:
	fet [repeat 5 [fd 10 demand observer [wait 20]]]  
Only the observer can execute a wait instruction.

	fet [if who = random (ask observer [turtle-total]) [ht]]  
Hides exactly one turtle.

boolean1 or boolean2
(infix operator)

Used by: all

Reports true if either boolean1 or boolean2 evaluates to true.

orange

Used by: all

Reports 60 (the number for orange in the color table).

patch direction

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the "ID number" of the next patch at heading direction. Typically used within ask or demand.

Example:
	fet [if ask (patch 0 [color = blue]) [seth 0 fd 1]]  
Turtles check to see if the patch to the north is blue; if so, they move one step to the north.

patch-at xposition yposition

Used by: all

Reports the "ID number" of the patch with an x-position of xposition, and a y-position of yposition. Typically used within ask or demand to perform "non-local" communication. Often used by the observer to control (or access information from) an individual patch.

Example:

demand patch-at 0 0 [setc blue]  
Turns the patch at the center of the screen to blue.
patch-here

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the “ID number” of the patch directly under the turtle. Typically used within ask or demand.

Example:
\begin{verbatim}
  fet [if ask patch-here [color = blue] [die]]
\end{verbatim}

Each turtle checks to see if the patch directly underneath it is blue; if so, the turtle dies.

patch-max list-to-execute

Used by: observer

Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in each of the patches, and reports the maximum value.

patch-min list-to-execute

Used by: observer

Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in each of the patches, and reports the minimum value.

patch-polar r theta

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the “ID number” of the patch located at (relative) polar coordinates \((r, \theta)\). Typically used within ask or demand.

Example:
\begin{verbatim}
  fet [if ask patch-polar 3 heading [color = blue] [rt 180]]
\end{verbatim}

If the patch three units ahead is blue, turn away.
patch subtotal list-to-execute

Used by: observer
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report true or false.

Reports the number of patches for which list-to-execute, when executed, reports true.

Example:
patch subtotal [color = blue]
Reports the number of blue patches.

patch sum list-to-execute

Used by: observer
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in each of the patches, and reports the sum.

Example:
(patch-sum [:temperature]) / path-total
Reports the average temperature of the patches, where temperature is assumed to be a user-created variable.

patch total

Used by: observer

Reports the total number of patches. This number will vary depending on the scale of the screen. See set-scale.

Example:
(patch-sum [:temperature]) / path-total
Reports the average temperature of the patches, where temperature is assumed to be a user-created variable.

patch xy x-offset y-offset

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the "ID number" of the patch located x-offset units away in the x-direction, and y-offset units away in the y-direction. Typically used within ask or demand.
pd
Used by: turtles
Stands for Pen Down. Puts down the turtles' pens, so that they draw when they move. (The "pens" are always the same color as the turtles themselves.) See also: pu

print something
Used by: observer
Prints something (plus a newline) in the command center. (Use type if you do not want a newline.)

pu
Used by: turtles
Stands for Pen Up. Pulls up the turtles' pens, so that they no longer draw when they move. See also: pd

color
Used by: all
Reports 50 (the number for purple in the color table).

random number
Used by: all
Reports a random number between 0 and \((number - 1)\) inclusive.

readlist
Used by: observer
Waits for you to type some text (and a carriage return) in the command center, then reports that text as a list. (Note: In the Connection Machine version of *Logo, list-processing procedures can be used only by the observer.)

Example:
\[
\text{let \{setc ask observer \{first readlist\}\}}
\]
\text{Sets the color of the turtles to the number that you type in the command center.}
red

Used by: all

Reports 10 (the number for red in the color table).

```
remainder number1 number2
rem number1 number2
```

Used by: all

Reports the remainder when number1 is divided by number2.

```
repeat number list-to-execute
```

Used by: all

Executes list-to-execute number times.

Example:
```
fet [pd repeat 36 [fd 1 rt 10]]
Tells each turtle to draw a circle.
```

```
reset-clock
```

Used by: observer

Resets *Logo's global clock. Demon procedures are executed once each clock cycle.

```
right number
rt number
```

Used by: turtles, patches

Turns each turtle (or patch) to the right by number degrees.

```
right-edge
```

Used by: all

Reports the x-position at the right of the screen.

Example:
```
fep [if xpos = right-edge [setc red]]
```
round number

Used by: all

Reports the closest integer to number.

scale-color color value min max

Used by: turtles, patches

Sets the color (of turtles or patches) to a shade of color, based on value. If value is greater than max, the color is full intensity. If value is less than min, the color is black.

Example:
fe [scale-color green :chemical 0 50]
Colors each patch a shade of green, depending on the value of chemical in the patch.

sentence input1 input2
se input1 input2

Used by: observer

Reports the list formed by joining the elements of input1 and input2. (Note: In the Connection Machine version of *Logo, list-processing procedures can be used only by the observer.)

setcolor number
setc number

Used by: turtles, patches

Sets the color to number. *Logo has 25 major colors, with ten intensities of each color.

If number is greater than 255, setcolor uses number modulo 256.

set-diffusion-rate number

Used by: patches

Changes the diffusion rate for the patches. The diffusion rate indicates the fraction of stuff that each patch should diffuse to its neighbors. The default value for diffusion-rate is 1 (meaning that diffuse uses each patch to diffuse everything to its neighbors). If the diffusion rate is set to 0.3, each patch will keep 70% of its stuff and diffuse 30%.

Note that each patch can have a different diffusion rate.

Example:
fe [if (dist 0 0) > 10 [set-diffusion-rate 0.5]]
set-display-every *number*

Used by: observer

Changes how often the display is updated. The default value for display-every is 1. Higher values of display-every may increase the speed of your program, but the display might look jerky.

---

setheading *number*

seth *number*

Used by: turtles, patches

Sets the heading of the turtles (or patches) to *number*. Heading of 0 is "north"; heading of 90 is "east."

Although patches can not move, they do have headings. Patch headings can be useful, for example, in directing the "flow" of information through the patches.

---

set-number-of-sniffs *number*

Used by: turtles

Sets the number of sniffs that turtles use when executing the commands uphill, downhill, local-max?, etc. The sniffs are always 45 degrees apart, arranged symmetrically around the turtle's heading. *number* should be a number between 1 (sniff only straight ahead) and 8 (sniff all around). By default, turtles start with number-of-sniffs set to 3.

number-of-sniffs reports the current number of sniffs.

---

set-scale *width* *height*

Used by: observer

Sets the resolution of the screen. The default resolution is 128x128.

(In the Connection Machine version of *Logo, the width and height must both be powers of two, and their product must be greater than or equal to the number of processors being used in the Connection Machine. As part of its action, set-scale reboots the Connection Machine. In doing so, it clears all patches and destroys any turtles and variables that you have previously created.)
set-sniff-distance *number*

Used by: turtles

Sets the distance ahead that turtles “sniff” when executing commands like `uphill`, `downhill`, `local-max?`, etc. Turtles have a default `sniff-distance` of 1.0, but in many situations it is useful to set the `sniff-distance` to a larger number. See also: `sniff-distance`.

---

setx *number*

Used by: turtles

Sets the x-position of each turtle to *number*.

---

setxy *xposition yposition*

Used by: turtles

Sets the x-position of each turtle to *xposition* and sets the y-position to *yposition*.

---

setxy-random

Used by: turtles

Sets the turtles to random positions on the screen.

---

sety *number*

Used by: turtles

Sets the y-position of each turtle to *number*.

---

sin *angle*

Used by: all

Reports the sine of *angle*. It assumes that *angle* is given in degrees.
sniff-distance

Used by: turtles

Reports the distance ahead that turtles "sniff" when executing commands like uphill, downhill, local-max?, etc. Turtles have a default sniff-distance of 1.0, but in many situations it is useful to set the sniff-distance to a larger number. See also: set-sniff-distance.

sqrt number

Used by: all

Reports the square root of number.

sp

Used by: patches

Stands for Show Patch. Makes patches visible. To hide patches, use hp.

st

Used by: turtles

Stands for Show Turtle. Makes turtles visible. To hide turtles, use ht.

start-demons
startd

Used by: observer

Starts execution of demons. Use stop-demons (or stopd) to halt execution of demons.

stop-demons
stopd

Used by: observer

Stops execution of demons. Use start-demons (or startd) to resume execution of demons.
top-edge
Used by: all
Reports the y-position at the top of the screen.
Example:
\[\text{fep \{if ypos = top-edge \{setc red\}\}}\]

towards \text{xposition yposition}
Used by: turtles, patches
Reports the direction that a turtle (or patch) should set its heading in order to point directly at the point (xposition, yposition).

turtle \text{direction}
Used by: turtles, patches
Reports the "ID number" of the turtle in the next patch at heading direction. Typically used within ask or demand.
Example:
\[\text{fet \{demand turtle 0 \{make "sick? true\}\}}\]
\text{Spread a disease to the turtle to the north.}

turtle?
Used by: turtles
Reports true if a creature of the breed turtle, reports false otherwise.
turtle-at xposition yposition

Used by: all

Reports the “ID number” of the turtle with an x-position of xposition, and a y-position of yposition. Typically used within ask or demand to perform “non-local” communication. Often used by the observer to control (or access information from) an individual turtle.

Example:

demand turtle-at 0 0 [setc blue]

*Turns the turtle at position (0,0) to blue.*

turtle-here

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the “ID number” of a turtle in the same patch. Typically used within ask or demand.

If a patch asks for turtle-here, and there are several turtles in the patch, one of the turtles is chosen at random. If a turtle asks for turtle-here, it gets the ID of another turtle, not its own. (If there are several other turtles in the patch, one is chosen at random.)

Examples:

fep [if :chemical > 10 [demand turtle-here [die]]]

*If a patch has more than 10 units of chemical, it tells (one of) the turtles there to die.*

fet [if color = blue [demand turtle-here [die]]]

*If a blue turtle is sharing a patch with another turtle, it tells the other turtle to die.*

turtle-max list-to-execute

Used by: observer

Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in each of the turtles, and reports the maximum value.

Example:

turtle-max [:age]

*Reports the age of the oldest turtle.*
turtle-min list-to-execute

Used by: observer
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in each of the turtles, and reports the minimum value.

Example:
let [if :energy = (ask observer [turtle-min [:energy]])] [die]
Kills the turtles with the lowest amount of energy.

turtle-subtotal list-to-execute

Used by: observer, patches
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report true or false.

Reports the number of turtles for which list-to-execute, when executed, reports true.

Example:
turtle-subtotal [:energy > 100]
Reports the number of turtles with more than 100 "energy units."

turtle-sum list-to-execute

Used by: observer, patches
Note: list-to-execute can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes list-to-execute in each of the turtles, and reports the sum.

Example:
(turtle-sum [:age]) / turtle-total
Reports the average age of the turtles.

turtle-total

Used by: observer, patches

Reports the total number of turtles.

Example:
if turtle-total < 500 [create-turtle (500 - turtle-total)]
Makes sure that there are at least 500 turtles.
**type something**

**Used by:** observer

Prints *something* (plus a space) in the command center. (Use print if you want a newline after printing.)

**uphill list-to-execute**

**Used by:** turtles

**Note:** *list-to-execute* can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes *list-to-execute* in several different patches ("sniffing" ahead a fixed distance in several directions), then reports the heading of the patch with the greatest value. Typically used to "follow a gradient."

You can use *set-number-of-sniffs* to change the number of directions the turtles sniff. You can use *set-sniff-distance* to change the distance ahead that the turtles sniff.

**uphill** is different from **uphill-grid** in that **uphill** causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain distance, while **uphill-grid** causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain number of patches. The two approaches lead to slightly different behaviors.

**Example:**

```plaintext
fet [repeat 50 [uphill "chemical fd 1]]
```

**uphill-grid list-to-execute**

**Used by:** turtles

**Note:** *list-to-execute* can be a list or a variable-name. When executed, it should report a number.

Executes *list-to-execute* in several different patches ("sniffing" ahead a fixed number of patches in several directions), then reports the heading of the patch with the smallest value. Typically used to "follow a gradient."

You can use *set-number-of-sniffs* to change the number of directions the turtles sniff. You can use *set-sniff-distance* to change the number of patches ahead that the turtles sniff.

**uphill** is different from **uphill-grid** in that **uphill** causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain distance, while **uphill-grid** causes each turtle to sniff ahead a certain number of patches. The two approaches lead to slightly different behaviors.

**Example:**

```plaintext
fet [repeat 50 [uphill-grid "chemical fd 1]]
```
wait number

Used by: observer

Waits for number tenths of seconds. So wait 10 waits for one second.

white

Used by: all

Reports 70 (the number for white in the color table).

who

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the unique “ID number” of a turtle or patch.

Example:

\[
\text{let [if who < 10 [setc blue]]}
\]

*Turns ten of the turtles blue.*

within-screen?

Used by: turtles

Reports true if a turtle is within the bounds of the screen. Turtles can leave the bounds of the screen when the screen is in nowrap mode. See: wrap, nowrap.

wrap

Used by: observer

Changes the screen mode so that turtles “wrap” (toroidally) when they reach the edge of the screen. See also: nowrap, wrap?

wrap?

Used by: observer

Reports true if the screen is in wrap mode, reports false if the screen is in nowrap mode. See also: wrap, nowrap
xpos

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the x-position of a turtle or patch.

Example:

```
  fset [sety xpos]
```

Sets the y-position of each turtle to equal its x-position. All turtles move to the line y=x.

yellow

Used by: all

Reports 40 (the number for yellow in the color table).

ypos

Used by: turtles, patches

Reports the y-position of a turtle or patch.

Example:

```
  fset [setc ypos]
```

Displays the *Logo color table in horizontal bands.
Overview of *Logo Primitive Procedures

**Procedures Understood by All (Observer, Turtles, and Patches)**

Infix operators (each takes two inputs):
+,*,-,/,>,<,=,<=,>=, and, or

repeat
if, ifelse
make

random
round
mod, remainder (rem)
abs
sqrt
sin, cos
min, max
expt

black, blue, green, orange
purple, red, white, yellow

not
true, false

ask
demand
any?

patch-at
turtle-at

top-edge
bottom-edge
right-edge
left-edge

activate-demon
deactivate-demon
active-demon?
activate-all-demons
deactivate-all-demons
every

**Observer Primitive Procedures**

foreach (fe)
fet (foreach "turtle"
fep (foreach "patch"
create-turtle (crt)
create-custom-turtle
create-breed

clear-patches (cp)
clear-all (ca)

wait
print, type
set-scale

turtle-total, patch-total
turtle-subtotal, patch-subtotal
turtle-sum, patch-sum
turtle-max, patch-max
turtle-min, patch-min

wrap, nowrap, wrap?
do-display, dont-display
do-display?
set-display-every, display-every

first, last
butfirst (bf), butlast (bl)
fput, lput
readlist
list
sentence (se)

gofor
start-demons (startd)
stop-demons (stopd)
demons-running?
reset-clock
clock
### Turtle Primitive Procedures

- `forward (fd)`, `back (bk)`
- `right (rt)`, `left (lt)`
- `st`, `ht`
- `pu`, `pd`
- `setcolor (setc)`, `scale-color`
- `setheading (seth)`
- `setx, sety, setxy, setxy-random`
- `xpos, ypos`
- `color`
- `heading`
- `who`
- `turtle?`
- `within-screen?`
- `clone`
- `die`
- `change-breed`
- `distance (dist)`
- `towards`
- `uphill, downhill`
- `local-max?, local-min?`
- `uphill-grid, downhill-grid`
- `local-max-grid?, local-min-grid?`
- `forward-grid (fd-grid)`
- `back-grid (bk-grid)`
- `number-of-sniffs`
- `set-number-of-sniffs`
- `sniff-distance`
- `set-sniff-distance`
- `patch-here, turtle-here`
- `patch, turtle, observer`
- `patch-xy, patch-polar`

### Patch Primitive Procedures

- `sp, hp`
- `setcolor (setc), scale-color`
- `setheading (seth)`
- `right (rt), left (lt)`
- `xpos, ypos`
- `heading`
- `color`
- `who`
- `distance (dist)`
- `towards`
- `diffuse`
- `diffusion-rate`
- `set-diffusion-rate`
- `turtle-total`
- `turtle-subtotal`
- `turtle-sum`
- `neighbor-subtotal`
- `neighbor-sum`
- `patch-here, turtle-here`
- `patch, turtle, observer`
- `patch-xy, patch-polar`